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ABSTRACT 

 

 

The best practices in lightweight building acoustics are not always well understood by 

the designers and the workers. This lack of knowledge results in non-optimised acoustical 

insulation performances when this criterion is central in the clients’ assessment of the quality 

of a condominium. Some think that only mass matters for acoustics, and that lightweight 

wooden buildings are fated to display poor acoustical insulation performances. One aim of 

this master thesis it to give the knowledge necessary to better understand the phenomena that 

come into play in the airborne sound insulation in buildings. 

 

More than understanding, the industrials want to quantify the insulation performances 

of their systems with simple tools. To this end, a research has been conducted to identify, 

understand, and apply the most used analytical models for the determination of airborne 

sound insulation for single and double walls, from L. Cremer model to J.L. Davy models. In 

parallel, a model has been developed, using the transfer matrix method and its most recent 

adjunctions associated to the propagation of sound in a finite system and through the 

mechanical connections, using T.E. Vigran, M. Villot, J.Allard, and A.Santoni theories. 

 

An attempt to apply the classical double wall models to the double walls with 

interrupted cavities has been made. The assumptions from these analytical models are not 

directly applicable to these walls typically found in industrialized lightweight wooden 

buildings. A partial application of Sharp and Davy theories didn’t result in probative results. 

The model using the transfer matrices and developed for this research is to be improved 

furthermore to be able to study a wider range of double walls, with and without interrupted 

cavities. 

 

In parallel, some laboratory and in-situ measurements for airborne sound insulation 

have been conducted in lightweight industrialized wooden buildings on double walls and 

floors with suspended ceilings so that the models could be compared with experiments. Some 

results are presented in this report. 

 

The Matlab code developed for the application of the transfer matrix method is given 

in annexes for anyone to make it its own and to develop it further, using the theories presented 

in this thesis and the ones to come in future years as the transfer matrix method is still being 

developed. 
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RÉSUMÉ 

 

 

Les bonnes pratiques en acoustique des bâtiments légers, ne sont pas toujours bien 

connues et comprises par les concepteurs et les ouvriers. Ce manque de connaissance résulte 

en des performances acoustiques non optimisées, alors même que ce critère est d’une 

importance centrale dans l’appréciation de la qualité du bâtiment par les clients. Certains 

soutiennent que seule la masse compte en acoustique, et que les bâtiments légers en bois sont 

contraints à d’insuffisantes performances acoustiques. Un objectif de ce mémoire de maîtrise 

est d’aider à faire avancer les connaissances pour arriver à une meilleure compréhension des 

phénomènes acoustiques qui entrent en jeu dans l’isolation au bruit aérien des bâtiments. 

 

Au-delà de la compréhension, les industriels veulent pouvoir quantifier la performance 

acoustique de leurs systèmes à l’aide d’outils simples. A cette fin, une recherche a été menée 

pour identifier, comprendre et appliquer les modèles analytiques les plus utilisés pour la 

détermination de l’isolation au bruit aérien des murs simples et doubles, depuis les modèles 

de L. Cremer jusqu’à ceux de J.L. Davy. En parallèle, un modèle a été développé en utilisant 

la méthode des matrices de transfert et ses plus récents compléments. Ces derniers sont 

associés à la propagation du son au travers des systèmes de dimension finie et à la 

considération de l’effet des connexions mécaniques, par l’utilisation des théories de T.E. 

Vigran, M. Villot, J.Allard, et A.Santoni. 

 

Les hypothèses des modèles analytiques classiques les rendent peu applicables aux 

murs doubles à cavité interrompue, comme on en trouve couramment dans le secteur des 

bâtiments préfabriqués. Les modèles analytiques de murs doubles de Sharp et Davy ont 

partiellement été appliqués à l’étude de ces murs sans parvenir à des résultats probants. Le 

modèle développé pour ce travail de recherche et utilisant les matrices de transfert doit être 

amélioré pour pouvoir étudier une variété plus importante de murs doubles, avec ou sans 

cavité interrompue. 

 

 En parallèle, des mesures d’isolation au bruit aérien en laboratoire et sur site ont été 

réalisées sur des murs doubles et des planchers avec plafonds suspendus, dans des bâtiments 

légers préfabriqués en bois. Les modèles sont comparés avec des résultats expérimentaux. 

Quelques résultats expérimentaux sont présentés dans ce rapport. 

 

 Le code Matlab développé pour l’application de la méthode des matrices de transfert 

est donné en annexes afin que quiconque puisse se l’approprier et poursuivre son 

développement à l’aide des théories présentées dans ce mémoire et de celles qui viendront 

dans les prochaines années. La méthode des matrices de transfert est toujours en évolution. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This research project is entitled “Acoustical performance of wooden lightweight 

industrialized buildings”. From this title are extracted 3 core notions: “the wood 

material”, “the industrialized construction sector” and “building acoustics”. The main 

focus of this project is on “building acoustics” but the three concepts are introduced for 

the reader to grasp better the context of this work before presenting the objectives. 

ON WOOD 
 

Wood is a material that has many advantages for buildings. As learnt during 

Monsieur Sylvain Menard course on Wood Products at UQAC during the 2018 autumn 

session, wood is a thermo-hygro regulator, has a heat-conductivity 400 times lower 

than steel and 8 times lower than concrete, making it difficult for heat transfer being 

losses, a thermal capacity 5 times higher than steel and 2,5 times higher than concrete, 

making it more resilient to changes in the external temperatures, displays a slow 

progression of 0,65 mm/min of its carbonised layer under fire and has the highest ratio 

of mechanical resistance to volume mass, which is a good feat for seismic regions. 

 

On the environmental side and according to the BBC, Smedley, T. (2019), a timber 

building weights approximately 20% of a similar concrete building. This reduces the 

need for big concrete foundations to be poured into the ground, while concrete is 

responsible for 4 to 8% of the world’s carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, accounts for 

nearly 85% of all mining, and is linked to the depletion of the world’s sand and the rise 

of sand mafias. An approximate calculation using the element volume masses and basic 

chemistry formulas highlights that 1 𝑚3 of wood approximately stores 0,9 ton of CO2, 

the equivalent of 350 liters of gasoline. Plus, using wood as a construction material is 

a way to avoid using cement, brick and steel. Finally, wood is a renewable resource 

and is a dry sector. On the other hand, wood is an anisotropic material that may prove 

to be more difficult to use than other more traditional materials. For more buildings to 

be built in wood, the theoretical and practical knowledge on wood constructions must 

spread.  

 

Black spruce trees are widespread in Quebec. They have good material properties 

and have thin sections. Lightweight building walls have their structural functions 

resting on wood components with slim sections. They are resistant, light, economic and 

widely available in Quebec. This explains why a vast majority of the residential 

habitations are lightweight wooden buildings. This research project focuses on wooden 

lightweight buildings. 
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ON LIGHTWEIGHT WOODEN INDUSTRIALISED BUILDINGS 
 

This part is mainly based on information taken in Cecobois. (2013), Cecobois. 

(2019), Gibb, A.G.F. (1999). Today the construction sector modernizes its methods, 

finding inspiration in the industrial revolution of the manufacturing sector. Products 

are built within industry plants and optimization is driven by the need to reduce the 

costs and minimize the wastes.  

 

It results in nearly 30% less wastes than on-site constructions, an optimisation of 

the costs from 10 to 15% (the factory can take advantage of reduced construction cost 

with bulk purchase of materials and shipment costs), an increase in the speed of 

production (the workers have the right tools and the right materials close to them and 

many professionals can work simultaneously on a same module) and of erection on site 

(the building can be rented earlier, and the speed of erection can be an important 

consideration if the building is located in the inner core of a city with traffic), the 

improvement of the quality through control, as well as a reduction in the variability and 

an increase in the predictability of the project outcomes. Plus, the safety hazard is 

reduced, and less noise is emitted. It is possible to build during winter and the workers 

do not need to protect their work before leaving. 

 

The prefabricated systems can be partially or fully prefabricated, ranging from 

flat to whole volume elements (for modules, off-site is realized 65% to 85% of the total 

work). They are quickly assembled on site. The prefabrication stands out like a solution 

to the lack of workmanship. In particular for remote regions distant from the big cities 

(even though the transportation of modular sections presents a major challenge due to 

restrictions on road width and height limitations), and for projects that must be dealt 

with in a short period of time. The prefabrication of lightweight systems is as much an 

opportunity as a challenge for the acoustical performance. The acoustical keys have to 

be addressed. 

ON BUILDING ACOUSTICS 
 

A sound is a pressure fluctuation comprised between 20 µPa and 200 Pa, around 

the atmospheric pressure (101325 Pa). It happens in milliseconds and propagates from 

near to near in a sequence of local increases and decreases of the pressure ∆𝑝. The 

particles transmit their perturbation to the surrounding particles before coming back to 

their original position. The sound is a propagation of energy without transfer of matter. 

A noise is an unpleasant sound that is annoying or tiring. 

 

 Facing a surge in the number of people living close by in big cities, mankind 

verticalises its cities. People live closer now than ever before, and problems arise 

concerning noise. If it is well known that immoderate noise exposure can lead to 

ringing ears (tinnitus) and temporary or permanent threshold auditory shifts, a noisy 

environment can also lead to cardiovascular anomalies, hypertension, an increase of 

the arterial pressure, a modification of the cardiac frequency, respiratory abnormalities 

and sleeping disorders. Some studies even link chronic noise exposure to a surge of 

type 2 diabetes. Finally, everyone can relate on the fact that noises interfere with 
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communication and enhances aggressivity. For all these reasons, acoustical comfort is 

to be considered as a major public health concern. 

 

Today, the regulations in use in Quebec do not exhort the promotors to perform 

well on the acoustic comfort. But it is a key criterion in the client’s assessment of the 

quality of a condominium, where “acoustical comfort” is defined as the “absence of 

unwanted sounds “. 

 

According to Hagberg, K., Simmons, C. (2010), the insulation “improvement to 

investment” ratio decreases with increasing insulation performances. An optimum is to 

be searched for while considering that a building results from an overall optimization, 

requiring trade offs. Among the most used optimization criteria are the materials cost, 

the labour cost, the ease of installation, the serviceability, the fire safety, the thermal 

comfort, the acoustical comfort, the structural integrity, and the aestheticism. Some of 

these are in opposition, like the continuity between the floors and through the walls, 

which is good for fire safety but bad for acoustics. Or the narrow stud spacing, good 

for structural integrity and fire safety, whereas in acoustics, the larger the space, the 

lesser the energy transmitted. The earlier the acoustics design is brought on, the lower 

the costs associated with its improvement. The flanking paths have to be addressed in 

the design phase. 

 

Care should be given to insulation weaknesses, by equally treating the walls and 

the floors, and reinforcing the insulation at weak points. These are partitions interstices, 

rims of canalisations, housings. Shortcuts must be addressed, using discontinued 

elements (dampers between the structural elements) and carefully sealing the leaks and 

gaps. Finally, mass must be added to make it more difficult for the system to be put 

into vibration. 

 

Finally, timber framed constructions are composed of studs, wooden panels, 

insulation material, plasterboards, cladding. Counting up all possible compositions for 

a timber wall, varying panels, isolation material or thicknesses, there are thousands of 

different wall compositions. But product development in building acoustics is still 

mainly based on testing, a costly and time-consuming process. Without the use and 

implementation of models, measurements on specific systems are not directly 

applicable to other systems. 

OBJECTIVES 
 

  The industrials involved in this project want to better understand and quantify the 

sound propagation and attenuation phenomena in their wooden industrialized 

lightweight systems. A fast computing and easy to use model is to be built to quantify 

the airborne sound insulation ratios in octave bands and resulting in a ± 3 dB accurate 

single number as given in the standards. The aim is to reduce the need to test the new 

designs and to compare the solutions used in the traditional building construction sector 

with the designs in the industrialised sector. Some representative systems have been 

identified, these are double walls with and without interrupted cavities. 
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For academics, this study aims at comparing some of the most recent and most 

used analytical models to quantify the airborne sound insulation of double-panels with 

the last developments in the transfer matrix method for the determination of airborne 

sound insulation. The pros and cons of the various models are discussed. 

 

To reach both sets of objectives, a mathematical program is to be developed, to 

quantify the airborne sound insulation numbers of double panels structures and 

structures with an interrupted cavity. The results of this program are to be compared 

with test results. The test results are mainly taken from NRC/CNRC and FCBA test 

reports as well as from measurements directly performed by the student. 

 

An extensive literature review is presented so that one is able to understand each 

part of the programs built during this research project and to further develop them 

according to the latest presented theories. 

ORIGINALITY 
 

  The originality is to be searched for in the study of the industrialized systems and 

more specifically in the study of double-walls with an interrupted cavity. This work is 

ambitious in its aim at studying a large variety of systems, from the most common to 

the most peculiar ones. 

STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
 

This master’s thesis has been split into six chapters.  

 

Chapter 1 aims at sharing with the reader the basic knowledge useful in applied 

building acoustics in order for the following parts to be better understood.  

 

Chapter 2 presents some of the main analytical models that have been developed 

to study the sound insulation of single and double walls over the last 80 years while 

discussing their pros and cons. It leads to the choice of Sharp and Davy’s models to be 

used in this work. 

 

Chapter 3 expends on some of the discrete modelling methods in use today, 

namely finite element analysis, statistical energy analysis and the transfer matrix 

method, before presenting more deeply the transfer matrix method, which is the 

discrete method used in this master thesis work. 

 

Chapter 4 describes the methodology of the research, comprising the Matlab© 

programming of the analytical models, the Matlab© programming of the transfer 

matrix method and the in-situ measurements done by the student with the regulatory 

texts associated. This part also allows one to understand the transfer matrix method 

program provided in the annexes and to make it its own for future use. 

 

Chapter 5 compares the output results from the analytical models and from the 

transfer matrix method program to laboratory and in-situ measurements found in 
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various test reports. The limits of the various mathematical models are highlighted and 

discussed. 

 

Chapter 6 provides a conclusion of this master thesis and contains propositions 

for future works. 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 1 

FUNDAMENTAL NOTIONS IN BUILDING ACOUSTICS 

1.1 NOISE PROCESS IN BUILDING ACOUSTICS 

1.1.1 FROM GENERATION TO RADIATION 

In buildings, most of the unwanted sound reaching our ears comes from vibrating 

solid structures, as presented in figure 1. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Structural Acoustic Process - Cremer, L., Heckl, M., Petersson, Björn A.T (2005) 

Note: Reprinted with permission from Springer Nature 

 

Generation refers to the mechanisms behind the origin of the oscillations. 

Transmission refers to the transfer of the oscillatory energy from the mechanisms of 

oscillation to a passive structure. Propagation refers to the distribution of energy 

throughout the structural system. Finally, radiation refers to any structural part 

vibrating in a fluid and imparting power to it. 

 
1.1.2 DIRECT AND FLANKING PATHS 

It is often considered that “sound propagates everywhere it can”. The portion of 

the sound waves that propagates directly through the studied partition is called the 

“direct sound path” while any other transmission path is denoted “flanking sound path” 

or “indirect sound path”. Flanking paths include leaks and connections with the 

surrounding elements. Figure 2 illustrates the various propagation paths natures, where 

capital letters indicate the origin nature, either being directly through the element under 

study (𝐷) or via a flanking element (𝐹), while the lower-case letter indicates the 

destination (“Copied by Axel Zimmermann with the permission of the Standards 

Council of Canada (SCC) on behalf of ISO. The standard can be purchased from the 

national ISO member in your country or the ISO Store. Copyright remains with ISO”). 

There are four possible combinations, among which three involve flanking elements. 

It is already complex to quantify the sound directly propagating through the element 

under study, it is way more difficult to quantify the influence of the flanking elements.  

 

Transmission Generation Radiation Propagation 
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Figure 2: Various propagation paths, with d = “direct” and f = ”flanking”  - ISO 12354 (2016).  

Note: “Copied by Axel Zimmermann with the permission of the Standards Council of 

Canada (SCC) on behalf of ISO. The standard can be purchased from the national ISO 

member in your country or the ISO Store. Copyright remains with ISO” 

 
1.2 COMMON PRACTICES IN BUILDING ACOUSTICS 

1.2.1 FREQUENCY RANGE OF INTEREST AND FREQUENCY BANDS 

The frequency range of interest is the human audible range [20; 20.000] Hz. But 

the standards only consider the [50-5.000] Hz interval due to experimental limits 

arising in lower and higher frequencies and because the ear sensibility starts to decrease 

beyond 5.000 Hz. Then, the frequency range of interest in this work is [20-5.000] Hz. 

The acoustical quantities are not studied at each frequency individually but rather in 

frequency bands of “constant” or “constant-relative” bandwidth, the latter being 

defined by: 

 

 

∆𝑓

𝑓
=
𝑓𝑖+1 − 𝑓𝑖
𝑓𝑐𝑖

= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 

 

(1.1) 

 𝑓𝑐𝑖 = √𝑓𝑖+1 × 𝑓𝑖 (1.2) 

 

With 𝑓𝑐𝑖 the central frequency of the considered band. Then, for 1/nth octave bands: 

 

 𝑓𝑖+1 = 2
1
𝑛. 𝑓𝑖 

 
(1.3) 

 
𝑓𝑐𝑖+1 = 2

1
𝑛𝑓𝑐𝑖   ;    

 

(1.4) 

 (𝑓𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 ∗ 𝑥)

(
𝑓𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙
𝑥

)
= 2

1
𝑛    

(1.5) 

 

→      𝑥 = √2
1
𝑛 

(1.6) 
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1.2.2 THE DECIBEL LOGARITHMIC SCALE 

Big pressure variation ratios are encountered in acoustics. For instance, the 

pascal-scale pressure amplitude ratio of a mosquito and a plane approximates 1012, 

while using the decibel scale, it is 120 dB. The decibel scale relates best to the human 

earing, identifying sound amplitudes using relative comparisons. It uses a reference 

value of 𝑝0 = 20𝜇𝑃𝑎 being the lowest efficient pressure detected by a human ear at 

1000 Hz on earth. Levels 𝐿𝑝 are defined using the logarithmic scale: 

 

 𝐿𝑝 = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 [
1

𝑇𝑚
∫
𝑝2(𝑡)

𝑝0
2 𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0

] = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑝𝑒𝑓𝑓
2

𝑝0
2 ) = 20. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑝𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑝0
) (1.7) 

 

A sound wave is a fluctuation of the pressure around the steady-state atmospheric 

value. The human ear experiences the pressure levels using RMS-values, quantifying 

the energy in a periodic oscillation. For pure sine or cosine functions:  𝐿𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 = 𝐿𝑝 +

3 𝑑𝐵: 

 

 𝑝𝑒𝑓𝑓 = √
1

𝑇
∫ 𝑝2(𝑥, 𝑡). 𝑑𝑡
𝑇

0

= 𝑝 (1.8) 

 
1.2.3 WEIGHTING CURVES  

To cope with the various receivers’ particularities, weighting coefficients are 

applied to the raw measured values. To mimic the human sound perception, the A-

weighting curve has been developed based on the 40th phon curve. The phon curves are 

the equivalent loudness curves for pure tones. The A-weighting coefficients have to be 

added to the sound insulation ratios. 

 

𝐴(𝑓) = 20. 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (
121942. 𝑓4

(𝑓2 + 20,62) . √(𝑓2 + 107,72)(𝑓2 + 737,92) . (𝑓2 + 121942)
) + 2,00 (1.9) 

 

 The first image in figure 3 describes the human sound perception according to 

frequency and for pure tones only. It highlights that the highest sensitivity to noise is 

between 1000 and 5000 Hz. The pressure level values are given at 1000 Hz. It can be 

understood that a human ear thinks it experiences the same pressure level for a 100 dB 

amplitude pure noise at 20 Hz and a 60 dB pure noise at 1000 Hz. The green line 

represents the human audibility threshold for pure tone noises. The second image of 

the figure 3 gives the various correction terms that have been developed to take into 

account this interpretation of the human ear. The A-coefficients are directly related to 

the previously presented curves in the first image. 
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Figure 3: Equivalent perception (loudness) according to frequency & correction coefficients 

 
1.3 USEFUL PHYSICS FOR BUILDING ACOUSTICS 

1.3.1 PRESSURE, INTENSITY, POWER 

Three variables are used to characterize a sound field. The pressure 𝑝 is the result 

of a noise at a specific position in space, it corresponds to “what the receiver perceives”. 

The intensity 𝐼 is the average quantity of energy transmitted per second, in a particular 

direction, at a specific location, through a unit surface of 1 m². The power is the energy 

produced per unit of time per unit of surface. Logarithmic ratios, called levels, are 

denoted 𝐿. For 𝑛 a unit vector normal to an element of surface 𝑑𝑆: 

 

 𝐿𝑝 = 20. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑝𝑒𝑓𝑓,𝑖

𝑝0
) (1.10) 

𝐼𝑇(𝑀) = lim
𝑇→∞

1

𝑇
∫ 𝑝(𝑡,𝑀). 𝑣(𝑡,𝑀)
𝑇

0

 (1.11) 

 𝐿𝐼𝑇𝑛 = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 [
|𝐼𝑇𝑛|

𝐼0
] (1.12) 

𝑊 = ∮𝐼𝑇 . 𝑛. 𝑑𝑆 = ∫𝐼(𝑀). �⃗⃗�. 𝑑𝑆
 

𝑆

 (1.13) 

 𝐿𝑊 = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 [
𝑊

𝑊0
] (1.14) 

 

With 𝐼0 = 10
−12 [W/m²] and 𝑊0 = 10

−12 [W], the power of a pulsating sphere 

producing 20 µPa on a 1 m² surface. 

 

As presented in Pascal, J.C. (2009), the mechanical power injected in a structure 

by a force is the average product in time of the force with the velocity at the application 

point: 
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𝑊 = 〈𝐹(𝑡). 𝑣(0, 𝑡)〉 =
1

2
. 𝑅𝑒{𝐹0. 𝑣

∗(0)} =
1

2
. 𝑅𝑒 {𝐹0.

𝐹0
∗

𝑍𝑚∗
}

=
1

2
. 𝑅𝑒 {

1

𝑍𝑚
} . |𝐹0|

2 

(1.15) 

 
1.3.2 ACOUSTIC TRANSPARENCY 

The transmission loss of a layer is 𝜏 =
𝑊𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠

𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑐
. It is usually expressed in decibels 

using the logarithmic ratio, as found in Pascal, J.C. (2009):  

 

 𝑅 = 10. log (
1

𝜏
) = 𝐿𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑐 − 𝐿𝑊𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠  (1.16) 

 

With 𝐿𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑐 = 10. log (
𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑐

10−12
). The average transmission loss for a panel constituted of 

several elements of surface 𝑆𝑖 and of individual transmission loss factor 𝜏𝑖 is: 

 

 𝜏 =
∑ 𝜏𝑖 . 𝑆𝑖
 
𝑖

∑ 𝑆𝑖
 
𝑖

 (1.17) 

 
1.3.3 REVERBERATION TIME 

The reverberation time quantifies the absorptive properties of a room. It measures 

the decay of the sound amplitude through time. For a reverberated field in a space 

limited by walls whose average energy absorption coefficient 𝛼 ∈  [0; 1] and the 

reflection factor 𝛽 = 1 − 𝛼. The 1st reflected amplitude is multiplied by 𝛽 and comes 

back after a travel of distance 𝑑 ≥ 2. 𝑟 after a time ∆𝑡. The case study is an 

omnidirectional and punctual source placed at the center of a spherical room of radius 

r (𝑑 = 2. 𝑟), as presented in figure 4, for a time n. ∆𝑡 during which the source has been 

constantly emitting. Using geometric series properties leads to the expression: 

 

 𝑊𝑛 = 𝑊0(1 + 𝛽 + 𝛽
2 +⋯+ 𝛽𝑛) = 𝑊0

(1 − 𝛽𝑛+1)

(1 − 𝛽)
= 𝑊0

(1 − 𝛽𝑛+1)

𝛼
 (1.18) 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Introduction to Reverberation time, spherical shape reflections 
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After an impulsion at 𝑡 = 0, the amplitude decreases after each reflection (no loss 

is considered in the propagation media). The reverberation time 𝑇𝑟 has been historically 

defined as the time taken to reach a 60 dB decrease from the excitation level. 100 dB 

was the typical loudest crescendo of an orchestra and 40 dB the typical room 

background level. Then Eyring gives the relation: 

 

 

10 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝛽
𝑐
𝑑
𝑇𝑟) = −60 = 10.

𝑐

𝑑
𝑇𝑟. 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝛽)    

→      𝑇𝑟 =
−6 𝑑

𝑐 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝛽)
= −0,161

𝑉

𝑆 × ln(1 − 𝛼)
 

(1.19) 

 

With 𝑑 = 𝑘
𝑉

𝑆
 the free average travel between 2 reflections. In the literature, 𝑘 is 

considered to be equal to 4 for rectangular rooms. The free average travel has been 

experimentally determined by Sabine and theoretically demonstrated by Kosten using 

geometrical acoustics. 

 

For an absorption area 𝐴, with 𝛼𝑖 the various absorption coefficients, 𝐴 =
∑ 𝛼𝑖𝑆𝑖𝑖 . Referring to Eyring’s relation given before:  

 

 𝑇𝑟 =
[−6 ln(10) × 4]

𝑐
×

𝑉

𝑆 ln (1 − 𝛼)
= −0,161

𝑉

𝑆 × ln(1 − 𝛼)
 (1.20) 

 

For air, 𝑐 = 340 𝑚/𝑠, beause ln(1 − 𝛼) ≈ −𝛼 when 𝛼 is low, Sabine gives the 

relation: 

 

 𝑇𝑟 = 0,161
𝑉

𝐴
= 55,26.

𝑉

𝐴. 𝑐0
 (1.21) 

 
1.3.4 SOURCES MODELLING 

1.3.4.1 INFINITE PLANAR PISTON 

 

For an infinite planar piston vibrating with a uniform velocity 𝑣(𝑡) = 𝑣0. 𝑒
𝑗.𝜔.𝑡, 

the radiated power is: 

 

 𝑊 = 𝑆. 𝐼𝑥 = 𝜌0. 𝑐.
|𝑣0|

2

2
. 𝑆 (1.22) 

1.3.4.2 RADIATION EFFICIENCY RATIO 

 

The radiation efficiency is defined as the ratio of the sound power radiated by a 

surface 𝑆𝑖 to the sound power theoretically radiated by an ideal piston moving with the 

same space average mean square surface velocity 〈𝑣𝑖〉
2: 
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 𝜎𝑖 =
𝑊𝑟𝑎𝑑,𝑖

𝜌0. 𝑐0. 𝑆𝑖. 〈𝑣𝑖〉2
 (1.23) 

 

The vibration pattern of the structure depends on the resonant (natural modes 

excited by the reflections from the boundaries) and non-resonant (forced vibration 

imparted to the wall by an external sound field) fields: 

 

 𝑊𝑎𝑐 = 𝜌0𝑐0𝑆{⟨�̃�𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑑
2 ⟩. 𝜎𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑑 + ⟨�̃�𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑡

2 ⟩. 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑡} (1.24) 

1.3.4.3 MONOPOLAR SOURCE 

 

It is the simplest radiated field corresponding to the divergent solution of the 

general solution for an isotropic radiation. It is comparable to a pulsating sphere of 

radius 𝑎 with a harmonic time fluctuation ω, as presented in figure 5. 

 

  
 

Figure 5: Monopole source  -  Vigran, T.E. (2008) 

Note: Reprinted with permission from Elsevier. 

 

For a continuity of the velocities normal to the surface, at a distance 𝑟 = 𝑎, the 

pressure radiated: 

 

 𝑝(𝑟, 𝑡) =
𝐴

𝑟
. 𝑒𝑖(𝜔𝑡−𝑘𝑟) =

𝑗𝜌0𝑐0𝑘𝑎²�̂�𝑎
(1 + 𝑗𝑘𝑎)𝑟

. 𝑒𝑗(𝜔𝑡−𝑘(𝑟−𝑎)) (1.25) 

 

Defining the volume flow rate of a pulsating sphere 𝑄 = 𝑆 × 〈�̃�〉 = 4𝜋𝑎2𝑢𝑎. For 

an ideal source, 𝑎 = 0, the radiated pressure results in Green function, and for S the 

area of the spherical surface (𝑆 = 4. 𝜋. 𝑎2): 

 

 𝑊 =
1

2
. 𝜌0𝑐0�̃�𝑎

2.
𝑘2𝑎2

1 + 𝑘2𝑎2
. 𝑆 (1.26) 

 
 
𝑘𝑎≪1
→      𝑊 = 𝜌0𝑐0

𝑘²�̃�2

4𝜋
 

(1.27) 
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As 𝑘2 = (
2𝜋.𝑓

𝑐
)
2

, this explains why monopoles are not efficient radiators at low 

frequencies and why sound sources radiating bass sounds have big dimensions (to 

increase the surface and hence the coefficient 𝑄). 

 

 𝜎𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒 =
𝑘2𝑎2

1 + 𝑘2𝑎2
 (1.28) 

1.3.4.4 INFINITELY LARGE PLATE 

 

For plane bending waves propagating, the radiated power from the partial surface 

S is: 

 

 

𝑊 =
1

2
𝑅𝑒{𝑝. 𝑣∗}. 𝑆 =

𝜌0𝑐0|�̃�|
2𝑆

√1 −
𝑘𝐵
2

𝑘2

 

 

(1.29) 

 
→     𝜎𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

1

√1 −
𝑘𝐵
2

𝑘2

 
(1.30) 

1.3.4.5 FINITE PLATE 

 

The resonant modes of a panel are divided into 2 classes: those with their 

resonance frequency below the critical frequency, having bending velocities lower than 

the speed of sound in air, these are called “acoustically fast” (AF). And the ones with 

their resonance frequency superior to 𝑓𝑐 are called “acoustically slow” (AS). AF modes 

have high radiation efficiency whilst AS modes have a low radiation efficiency 

Crocker, M. J., Price, A. J. (1969). 

 

For AS modes, those having a bending phase speeds in one edge direction 

superior to the speed of sound and their bending phase speeds in the other edge 

direction lower than the speed of sound, are called “edge” or “strip” modes. Those 

having bending phase speeds in both edge directions inferior to the speed of sound, are 

called “corner” or “piston” modes. Corner modes have lower radiation efficiencies than 

edge modes. For a simply supported panel, figure 6 illustrates the different radiation 

modes existing when considering a 2D plate and according to the excitation and the 

natural wavelengths in both directions. 
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Figure 6: (a) Corner mode ; (b) Edge mode ; (c) Surface mode ; Black = effective radiating area – Crocker, 

M. J., Price, A. J. (1969) 

Note: Reprinted with permission from Elsevier. 

 

AF modes have bending waves supersonic in directions parallel to both pairs of 

edges so that the fluid can’t produce pressure waves moving fast enough to cause any 

cancellation (situation c). AF modes radiate from the whole surface and are therefore 

known as “surface modes”, for which the panel bending wavelength always match the 

acoustic wavelength traced on to the panel surface by acoustic waves at some particular 

angle of incidence to the panel, hence surface modes have high radiation efficiency. 

For AS modes, the acoustic trace wavelength is always superior to the bending 

wavelength and so AS modes have a low radiation efficiency. 

 

There are various modes of vibration due to the reflections, as it was introduced 

in figure 6 and again in figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7: Left figure is a corner mode as both partial wavelengths are smaller than the wavelength in the 

surrounding medium. Right figure is an edge mode as one of the partial wavelength is larger than the 

wavelength in the surrounding medium – Vigran, T.E. (2008)  

Note: Reprinted with permission from Elsevier. 

Note: A plate vibrating in the fundamental mode (1, 1) ≡ monopole, and for (1, 2) or 

(2, 1) mode ≡ dipole. On the previous figure, the plates modes are (5,4) and (5,2). 
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Well below coincidence, the vibration amplitude of resonant modes is low, as is 

the radiation efficiency: more sound is transmitted by modes which are not resonant in 

the frequency band considered. As these modes are not excited at their resonance 

frequencies, they are little affected by internal damping. The contribution due to non-

resonant modes refers to the “mass law” transmission. Finally, as frequency increases 

above coincidence, the internal damping increases. The non-resonant transmission 

becomes more important, and the transmission again approaches the mass-law. 

 
1.3.5 WAVE EQUATION FOR LINEAR ACOUSTICS 

The linear acoustics hypothesis involve a propagation medium perfect, non-

viscous, homogeneous, and isotropic. But also, an adiabatic process, a neglection of 

the relaxation phenomenon, and the approximation of the perturbations limited to 1st 

order functions. Using Euler equation, (Pascal, J.C. – 2009) the 1D wave equation for 

Ψ = {𝑝, 𝜌, 𝑢, 𝜙} is: 

 

 
𝜕2Ψ

𝜕𝑥2
−
1

𝑐2
.
𝜕2Ψ

𝜕𝑡2
= 0 (1.31) 

 
Helmholtz equation is the wave equation applied for monochromatic wave: 

 

 ∆�̂� +
𝜔2

𝑐2
�̂� = ∆�̂� + 𝑘2. �̂� = 0 (1.32) 

 

These relations are extendable to 3D waves using the Laplacian operator (the 

divergence of the gradient). 
1.3.6 DIFFERENT TYPES OF WAVES 

A mechanical wave needs an elastic medium to propagate in. There can be no 

sound transmission in vacuum. In gases and non-viscous fluids, the energy can only 

propagate in unidirectional displacements. In solids, the energy is storable in shear and 

longitudinal motions so that transversal waves, longitudinal waves, and bending waves 

can propagate. 

1.3.6.1 PLANE WAVES 

 

For plane waves, the pressure only varies in 1D. Assuming no energy loss, and a 

line of constant pressure in the x-y plan, as illustrated in figure 8. 

 

 𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝐴. 𝑒−𝑗(𝜔𝑡−𝑘𝑥 .  𝑥  −𝑘𝑦 .  𝑦) (1.33) 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Quasi-longitudinal wave on x – Winter, C. (2018) 
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For gases, fluids, and solids, for pure longitudinal waves, with 𝑅 the universal 

gas constant in the ideal gas law, 𝐾 the incompressibility, and 𝐸 the Young modulus: 

 

 𝑐𝑔𝑎𝑠−𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡 = √
𝛾𝑃0
𝜌0

 (1.34) 

 → 𝑐𝑎𝑖𝑟 = √𝛾𝑅𝑇0 (1.35) 

 

𝑐𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑠−𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡 = √
𝐾

𝜌0
 

(1.36) 

 

𝑐𝐿,𝑖−𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 = √
𝐸𝑆,𝑖
𝜌

 

(1.37) 

 

But pure longitudinal waves are only possible when the wavelength is small 

compared to the perpendicular dimensions to the direction of propagation. Otherwise, 

a transverse motion of particles is enabled, reducing the velocity, and leading to quasi-

longitudinal waves, so that for solids, as found in Winter.C. (2018), the classical theory 

leads to: 

 

 𝑐𝐿𝑃,𝑖 = √
𝐸𝑖

𝜌(1 − 𝜈𝑖𝑗𝜈𝑗𝑖)
 (1.38) 

1.3.6.2 SHEAR WAVES 

 

Shear waves result from transversal waves oscillating perpendicularly to their 

direction of propagation, inducing shear deformations without any change of volume. 

The particle movements are normal to the direction of propagation, as illustrated in 

figure 9, and with 𝐺 =
𝐸

2(1+𝜈)
 the shear modulus. 

 

 𝐺
𝜕2𝑣𝑦

𝜕𝑥2
− 𝜌

𝜕2𝑣𝑦

𝜕𝑡2
= 0 (1.39) 

 

→     𝑐𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟,𝑖𝑗 = √
𝐺𝑖𝑗

𝜌
 

(1.40) 

 

 

  
 

Figure 9: In plane shear wave on x – Winter, C. (2018) 
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Note: Longitudinal and transverse waves make only negligible direct contributions to 

radiation into air but are important as intermediate carriers of energy, which may 

eventually be radiated elsewhere into the surrounding medium. 

1.3.6.3 BENDING WAVES IN BEAMSSHEAR WAVES 

 

Using Euler-Bernouilli theory which uses the approximations that the shear strain 

of the straight section are neglected, and that the rotational inertia is neglected (which 

is not the case for Timoshenko beam theory), for 𝐼 =
𝑏.ℎ3

12
 the moment of inertia of the 

straight section (along the 𝑦-axis), the bending wave equation is given in Pascal, J.C. 

(2009): 

 

 𝐸. 𝐼.
𝜕4𝑤(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑥4
+ 𝜌. 𝐴.

𝜕2𝑤(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑡2
= 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑡) (1.41) 

 

There is only an analytical solution for the simply supported plate boundary 

condition, consisting in 2 propagative waves and 2 evanescent waves, and: 

 

 𝜔𝑛 = (
𝑛. 𝜋

𝑙
)
2

. √
𝐸. 𝐼

𝜌. 𝐴
 (1.42) 

 

𝑘𝐵 = √𝜔. √
𝜌. 𝐴

𝐸. 𝐼

4

 

(1.43) 

 

𝑐𝐵 = √𝜔. √
𝐸. 𝐼

𝜌. 𝐴

4

 

(1.44) 

1.3.6.4 BENDING WAVES IN A THIN PLATE 

 

In 2D, using Kirchoff-Love theory being an extension of Euler-Bernouilli theory 

for beams Pascal, J.C. (2009): 

 

 𝐷. ∇4𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) + 𝜌. ℎ.
𝜕2𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑡2
= 0 (1.45) 

 

With 𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) the transversal displacement, 𝐷 =
𝐸.ℎ3

12.(1−𝜈2)
 the bending rigidity, ℎ the 

thickness. This theory is only valid for thin plates. A more complex and complete 

theory for plates is the one of Mindlin, using an extension of the beam theory given by 

Timoshenko. For a simply supported plate, with 𝑘𝑖𝑥 and 𝑘𝑛𝑧 the wave numbers in the 

x- and z-direction, and 𝑎, 𝑏 the plate dimensions: 

 

 𝑓𝑖,𝑛 =
𝜋

2
√
𝐷

𝑚
. [(
𝑖

𝑎
)
2

+ (
𝑛

𝑏
)
2

] (1.46) 
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→    𝑘𝑖 ,𝑛 ,𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 = [(
𝑖𝜋

𝑎
)
2

+ (
𝑛𝜋

𝑏
)
2

]

1/2

= [𝑘𝑖𝑥
2 + 𝑘𝑛𝑧

2]
1/2

 
(1.47) 

 

 An illustration of a bending wave propagation is given in figure 10. 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Bending waves representation – Winter, C. (2018)  

1.3.7 PROPAGATION OF A FLEXURAL WAVE 

In an infinite plate, for a flexural wave, Pascal, J.C. (2009) brings: 

 

 
𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦) =

𝜌0. 𝑐. 𝑣0

√1 − (
𝑘𝑓
𝑘
)
2

. 𝑒−𝑗.𝑘𝑓.𝑥. 𝑒
−𝑗.𝑘.√1−(

𝑘𝑓
𝑘
)
2

 .𝑦

 
(1.48) 

 

Then, when √𝑘2 − 𝑘𝑓
2 is lower than zero, it is purely imaginary and leads to evanescent 

waves. But when √𝑘2 − 𝑘𝑓
2 is positive, it leads to propagative waves. For evanescent 

waves, 𝜎 = 0, while for propagative waves, 𝜎 =
1

cos(𝜃)
. There is no radiated energy 

under the critical frequency. 

 

For λ𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑑 (in plate) < λ (in air), there is no angle at which an incident wave can 

fit the wavelength in the structure. No resonant transmission occurs. The incidence 

wave encounters an obstacle with a mass per unit area 𝑚 and excites this mass with a 

forced vibration. This non-resonant transmission is quantified using the mass law. The 

sound pressure decreases exponentially with distance 𝑦. 

 

For λ𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑑 > λ, the sound pressure increases with 
𝑘

𝑘𝐵
 expressed as an angle 𝜃𝑖 of 

the radiated wave and there is always some angle at which the wavelength in the plate 

matches the wavelength in air. The plate is excited with free vibrations. Figure 11 

illustrates the transmission of the sound wave from the plate to the air when the 

propagation of the sound wave is faster in the plate than in the air, leading to the 

propagation of longitudinal waves with an angle depending on the propagation speeds 

ratio, while figure 12 illustrates the same phenomenon when the sound wave 
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propagation is slower in the plate (bending waves) than in the air (longitudinal waves), 

leading to evanescent waves. 

 

     
Figure 11: Wave in plate 5 times faster than wave in air & Wave in plate 1,1 times faster than wave in air – 

Russel, D. (2019) 

     
Figure 12: Wave in plate 0,95 times the speed than the one in air & Wave in plate 0,75 times the speed than 

the one in air – Russel, D. (2019) 

1.3.8 DAMPING AND ENERGY LOSSES 

The various losses to consider are the inner losses in the material (vibrations 

converted into heat [10−4 ; 10−3]), the radiated losses (energy radiated as sound), the 

edge losses (leaks to the connected structures). The distinction between internal and 

coupling losses cannot yet be experimentally made to the student knowledge. 

1.3.8.1 LOSSES IN FLUIDS 

 

Losses are accounted for through an addition of an imaginary part to the 

wavenumber, as Tageman, K. (2013) gives: 

 

 

 

𝑘 =
𝜔

𝑐
. (1 −

𝜂

2
) 

 

(1.49) 
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1.3.8.2 LOSSES IN POROUS MATERIALS 

 

According to Tageman, K. (2013), Rayleigh adds a loss term 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠. 𝑣𝑥 to the 

plane wave propagation, with 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠 the airflow resistivity of the medium: 

 

 
𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
= −𝜌0

𝜕𝑣𝑥
𝜕𝑡
+ 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠. 𝑣𝑥 (1.50) 

 

In 1D, the complex propagation coefficient Γ = 𝑗. 𝑘 and the complex specific 

impedance 𝑍𝑠: 
 

 Γ = j
𝜔

𝑐0
√1 − 𝑗

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠
𝜌0𝜔

 (1.51) 

 

𝑍𝑠 =
𝑝

𝑣𝑥
= 𝜌0𝑐0√1− 𝑗

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠
𝜌0𝜔

 

(1.52) 

 

With 1 − 𝑗
𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠

𝜌0𝜔
 the Rayleigh model for porous material. At high frequencies or for 

low flow resistivity, the imaginary part << 1. Using Taylor series development near 0:  

 

 

√1 + 𝑥 ≈ 1 + 𝑥 (
1

2
) +

𝑥2

2!
(−
1

4
) +⋯      

→     Γ  = j
𝜔

𝑐0
√1 − 𝑗

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠
𝜌0𝜔

≈ j
𝜔

𝑐0
(1 − 𝑗

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠
2𝜌0𝜔

) =
𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠
2𝜌0𝜔

+ 𝑗
𝜔

𝑐0
 

(1.53) 

 

An empirical model for porous materials is given by Delany & Bazley and presented 

later on in this document. 

1.3.8.3 LOSSES IN SOLIDS 

 

A damping coefficient can be directly introduced in the differential equation. For 

the modelling of the internal damping in applying a coefficient proportional to the 

stress variation velocity inside a beam (Kelvin-Voigt model). An equivalent form to 

this model consists in considering a complex Young modulus 𝐸 = 𝐸. (1 + 𝑗. 𝜂), 
according to Pascal, J.C. (2009). Using the loss factor 𝜂 to represent the structural 

damping. Then, the natural frequency 𝑓𝑖,𝑛
′ = 𝑓𝑖,𝑛√1 + 𝑗. 𝜂. Considering 𝜂 ≪ 1, 

applying Taylor development series to 𝑓𝑖,𝑛
′  at the neighborhood of 0 (Mac Laurin 

series): 

 

 √1 + 𝑥 ≈ 1 + 𝑥 (
1

2
) +

𝑥2

2!
(−
1

4
) +⋯  →   𝑓𝑖,𝑛

′ ≈ 𝑓𝑖,𝑛 (1 + 𝑗.
𝜂

2
) 

 

(1.54) 
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𝑐𝐿 = √
𝐸

𝜌
= √

𝐸(1 + 𝑗. 𝜂)

𝜌
≈ √

𝐸

𝜌
. (1 + 𝑗.

𝜂

2
) 

 

(1.55) 

 𝑘𝐿 =
𝜔

𝑐𝐿
≈
𝜔

√
𝐸
𝜌

. (1 − 𝑗.
𝜂

2
) = 𝑘𝐿 . (1 − 𝑗.

𝜂

2
) (1.56) 

 

According to Kouyoumji, J.L. (2000), empirical values of 𝜂 are given by Craik: 

For a masonry wall 𝜂∗ =
1

√𝑓
+ 0.015 , for a cavity of a double wall with wooden studs 

𝜂∗ =
2,2

3.√𝑓
 ,  for a gypsum board 𝜂∗ = 0,3. 𝑓−1/2, for a wood particle board 𝜂∗ =

0,07. 𝑓−1/4 , For a air layer 𝜂𝑖
∗ = 𝑎 + 𝑏.√𝑓−1. 

 

 
1.3.9 REFLECTION STUDY 

1.3.9.1 FOR OBLIQUE SOUND INCIDENCE 

 

The pressure continuity leads, according to Pascal, J.C. (2009) to: 

 

 𝐴. (𝑒−𝑗.𝑘1.𝑦.sin(𝜃𝑖) + 𝑅. 𝑒−𝑗.𝑘1.𝑦.sin(𝜃𝑟)) = 𝐴. 𝑇. 𝑒−𝑗.𝑘2.𝑦.sin(𝜃𝑡) (1.57) 

 

Using Snell Descartes, 𝜃𝑟 = 𝜃𝑖 and sin(𝜃𝑡) =
𝑐2

𝑐1
. sin(𝜃𝑖). Then, for 𝑐2 > 𝑐1, 

there is a critical value for 𝜃𝑖 so that for larger values, this relation cannot be satisfied: 

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑐) =
𝑐1

𝑐2
. For an incident angle larger than this value, the transmitted wave isn’t a 

progressive wave but an evanescent wave. Using the particle velocity continuity and 

using Euler, leads for 𝑍1 = 𝜌1. 𝑐1 and 𝑍2 = 𝜌2. 𝑐2, to: 

 

 
𝑅𝑝 =

𝑍2𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑖) − 𝑍1𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑡)

𝑍2𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑖) + 𝑍1𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑡)
 

 

(1.58) 

 
𝑇 =

2. 𝑍2. cos(𝜃𝑖)

𝑍2. cos(𝜃𝑖) + 𝑍1. cos(𝜃𝑡)
 

(1.59) 

 

The impedance at the interface of the 2 fluids is:  

 

 
𝑍𝑆 =

𝑝1(0, 𝑦)

𝑢𝑛1(0, 𝑦)
= (
1 + 𝑅

1 − 𝑅
) .

𝑍1
cos(𝜃𝑖)

=
𝑍2

cos(𝜃𝑡)
         

 

(1.60) 

 
→        𝑅 =

𝑍𝑆. cos(𝜃𝑖) − 𝑍1
𝑍𝑆. cos(𝜃𝑖) + 𝑍1

 

 

(1.61) 
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→        𝑇 =

2. 𝑍𝑆. cos(𝜃𝑖)

𝑍𝑆. cos(𝜃𝑖) + 𝑍1
 

(1.62) 

1.3.9.2 LOCALLY REACTING MATERIAL 

 

For fibrous materials represented as equivalent fluids using Delany & Bazley, or 

Johnson & Allard theory, the locally reacting material hypothesis mentions that 

because of the anisotropy of the material, the waves only propagate in the direction 

normal to the surface, so that 𝜃𝑡 is always null, leading to 𝑍𝑆 = 𝑍2 for a material with 

an infinite thickness. Delany & Bazley empirical model uses a complex impedance and 

propagation constant, damping the waves in the material (Pascal, J.C. – 2009): 

 

 𝑝𝑡(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐴. 𝑇. 𝑒
−𝑗.𝑘2.𝑥 = 𝐴. 𝑇. 𝑒−𝑗.(𝑅𝑒{𝑘2}+𝑗.𝐼𝑚{𝑘2}).𝑥 . 𝑒−𝐼𝑚{𝑘2}.𝑥 (1.63) 

 

If the porous material is of thickness 𝑑 and is posed on a rigid surface (with 

infinite impedance) that reflects the wave, the impedance surface is: 

 

 𝑍𝑆 =
𝑝2(0, 𝑦)

𝑢𝑛2(0, 𝑦)
= 𝑍2.

1 + 𝑒−𝑗.2.𝑘2.𝑑

1 − 𝑒−𝑗.2.𝑘2.𝑑
= −𝑗. 𝑍2. cot(𝑘2. 𝑑) (1.64) 

 
1.3.10  DIFFUSE FIELD 

For random incidence sound, the sound transmission loss (STL) can be studied 

in 2 ways: using mode couplings or the diffuse field theory. Mode coupling methods 

consider the degree of coupling between the room modes in the transmission and 

reception rooms and the panels’ modes of vibration. Diffuse field methods integrate 

over the incidence angles using Paris equation, often considering that the number of 

modes in a small band increases with increasing angle before falling sharply so that 

there is no sound incident above 84°. This assumption is stressed by Mulholland, K.A., 

Parbrook, H.D., Cummings, A. (1967) and illustrated in figure 13. 

 

 
Figure 13: Variation of mode density with angle of incidence – Mulholland, K.A., Parbrook, H.D., 

Cummings, A. (1967) 

Note: Reprinted with permission from Elsevier. 
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Kang, H. J., Ih, J. G., Kim, J. S., Kim, H. S. (2000) give a supplement to consider 

for all models using Paris equation. He confirms that the distribution of sound incidence 

angles is not considered correctly by Paris equation, which should be weighted by a 

gaussian distribution function so that the angles close to normal incidence have stronger 

weight than angles close to grazing incidence: 

 

 𝐺(𝜙) = exp(−𝛽. 𝜙2) (1.65) 

 

The Gaussian curve with a proper value of the coefficient 𝛽 within the range 1-

2 corresponds well to the simulation curves of a reverberation chamber as well as other 

models. Using Gaussian function, Paris equation is replaced by: 

 

 
𝜏(𝜔) =

∫ 𝐺(𝜙). 𝜏(𝜔, 𝜙). sin(𝜙) . cos(𝜙) . 𝑑𝜙
𝜋/2

0

∫ 𝐺(𝜙). sin(𝜙) . cos(𝜙) . 𝑑𝜙
𝜋/2

0

 

 

(1.66) 

1.3.11  POROUS MATERIALS 

Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009) serves as a reference for this section, it presents a 

comprehensive version of Biot theory. Definitions are given of the porous material 

characteristics. 

1.3.11.1 POROSITY AND FLOW RESISTIVITY 

 

Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009), at the chapter 2, gives the following definitions to 

describe the properties of porous materials: 

 

• The porosity 𝜙 =
𝑉𝑎

𝑉𝑇
 is the ratio of the volume of air in a porous material 𝑉𝑎 to the 

total volume 𝑉𝑇. Only the volume of air not locked within frame is considered in 

𝑉𝑎. 

 

• The flow resistivity 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠 =
(𝑝2−𝑝1)

𝑉.ℎ
 is the ratio of the pressure differential across a 

sample of the material to the normal flow velocity through the material, with the 

flow resistivity 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠 being the specific unit area flow resistance per unit thickness.  

 

Note: According to a study of Hu, L. (2021) a high airflow-resistivity leads to a high 

ASTC. 

1.3.11.2 VISCOUS AND THERMAL PERMEABILITIES, CLASSICAL TORTUOSITY 
AND VISCOUS AND THERMAL CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH 

 

Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009), in the chapter 5, gives the following definitions: 

 

• The viscous permeability 𝑞 is a complex parameter relating the pressure gradient 

and the fluid velocity 𝑣 in an isotropic porous medium, with 𝜂 the viscosity and 𝜌 

the effective density: 
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 −𝑞(𝜔). ∇𝑝 = 𝜂. 𝜙〈𝑣〉       →       𝑞(𝜔) =
𝜂. 𝜙

𝑗. 𝜔. 𝜌(𝜔)
 (1.67) 

 

From the definition of the flow resistivity 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠, the limit for 𝜔 → 0 gives the static 

viscous permeability 𝑞0 as an intrinsic parameter depending on the microgeometry of 

the porous frame: 

 

 𝑞0 =
𝜂

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠
 (1.68) 

 

• The thermal permeability 𝑞′ is a complex parameter relating the pressure time 

derivative with the mean temperature. For 𝜅 the thermal conductivity, the bulk 

modulus 𝐾 of the saturating air, 𝐵2 the Prandtl number: 

 
𝑞′(𝜔). 𝑗. 𝜔. 𝑝 = 𝜙. 𝜅. 〈τ〉 

 
(1.69) 

 
→   𝐾(𝜔) =

1

1 −
𝛾 − 1
𝛾 .

𝑗. 𝐵2. 𝜔. 𝜌0. 𝑞′(𝜔)
𝜙. 𝜂

 
(1.70) 

 

The limit for 𝜔 → 0, for a 1st order approximation in 𝜔, for parallel identical cylindrical 

pores, leads to: 

 

 𝐾(𝜔) = 𝑃0. [1 +
𝛾 − 1

𝛾
.
𝑗. 𝐵2. 𝜔. 𝜌0. 𝑞0

′

𝜙. 𝜂
] (1.71) 

 

The static thermal permeability 𝑞0
′  is the limit when 𝜔 → 0 of 𝐶. 𝐼𝑚(𝐾(𝜔)), with: 

 

 𝐶(𝜔) =
𝛾. 𝜙. 𝜂

𝑃0. (𝛾 − 1). 𝐵2. 𝜌0. 𝜔
 (1.72) 

 

• The classical tortuosity 𝛼∞ for a porous frame saturated with an ideal non-viscous 

fluid is linked to the effective density of the fluid: 

 
𝜌 = 𝛼∞. 𝜌0 

 
(1.73) 

 
𝛼∞ =

〈𝑣𝑚
2 (𝑀)〉𝑉
𝑣2(𝑀0)

 
(1.74) 

 

• The viscous characteristic length 𝛬 for materials with cylindrical pores replaces the 

hydraulic radius for more general micro-geometries and is used in the high 

frequency behaviour of the effective density 𝜌: 

 
2

𝛬
=
∫ 𝑣𝑖

2(𝑟𝑤). 𝑑𝐴
 

𝐴

∫ 𝑣𝑖
2(𝑟). 𝑑𝑉

 

𝑉

 (1.75) 
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With 𝑣𝑖(𝑟𝑤) the velocity of the fluid on the pore surface and the integral in the 

denominator is performed over the pore surfaces A in the representative elementary 

volume. The velocity 𝑣𝑖(𝑟) is the velocity inside the pores, the integral in the 

denominator is performed over the volume 𝑉 of the pore. For 𝑐 ≈ 1: 

 

 𝛬 = (
8. 𝜂. 𝛼∞
𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠. 𝜙

)

1
2
.
1

𝑐
 (1.76) 

 

At high frequencies, for a 1st approximation in 1/√𝜔: 

 

 𝜌 = 𝛼∞. 𝜌0. [1 + (1 − 𝑗).
𝛿

𝛬
] (1.77) 

• The thermal characteristic length 𝛬′ is used in the characterisation of the high 

frequency comportment of the bulk modulus 𝐾: 

 
2

𝛬′
=
∫ 𝑑𝐴
 

𝐴

∫ 𝑑𝑉
 

𝑉

=
𝐴

𝑆
 (1.78) 

 

For a 1st order approximation in 1/√𝜔: 

 

 
𝐾 =

𝛾. 𝑃0

𝛾 − (𝛾 − 1). [1 − (1 − 𝑗).
𝛿
𝛬′. 𝐵]

 
(1.79) 

 

Note: For identical cylindrical pores, 𝛬′ = 𝛬 = �̅�. For fibres modelled as infinitely long 

cylinders with a circular cross-section of radius 𝑅, for materials with 𝜙 ≈ 1, with 𝐿 the 

total length of fibres per unit volume of material: 

 

 
𝛬 =

1

2. 𝜋. 𝐿. 𝑅
 

 
(1.80) 

 
𝛬′ =

1

𝜋. 𝐿. 𝑅
= 2. 𝛬 

(1.81) 

1.3.11.3 MODELS FOR THE EFFECTIVE DENSITY AND THE BULK MODULUS OF 
THE SATURATING FLUID 

 

Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009), in the chapter 5, introduce the various models for 

the determination of the effective density and bulk modulus of the saturating fluid: 

 

- Pride et.al model for the effective density for identical cylindrical pores with 

different cross-sectional shapes. It gives a good asymptotic behaviour at high 

and low frequencies. 

- The simplified Lafarge model for the bulk modulus for identical parallel 

cylindrical pores. 
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- The Johnson et.al model. 

- The Champoux-Allard model as a simplified version of the Lafarge model. 

- The Wilson model for effective density and bulk modulus. 

Then, Allard & Atalla use these models to determine the effective density 𝜌 and 

the bulk modulus 𝐾: 

 

 
𝜌 = 𝜌0. [𝛼∞ +

𝜈. 𝜙

𝑗. 𝜔. 𝑞0
. 𝐺(𝜔)] 

 

(1.82) 

 

𝐾 = 𝛾. 𝑃0/ [𝛾 −
𝛾 − 1

1 +
𝜈′. 𝜙
𝑗. 𝜔. 𝑞0

′ . 𝐺′(𝜔)
] 

(1.83) 

 

The expression for 𝐺 is in Johnson et.al and is in the simplified Lafarge model 

for 𝐺′, with the hypothesis that the bulk modulus is similar to the one in the circular 

cross-sectional shaped pores, leading to the Champoux-Allard expression for 𝐺𝑗
′(𝜔). 

Using the dynamic tortuosities: 

 

 
𝜌(𝜔) = 𝜌0. 𝛼(𝜔) 

 
(1.84) 

 
𝐾(𝜔) =

𝑃0

[1 −
(𝛾 − 1)
𝛾. 𝛼′(𝜔)

]
 

(1.85) 

 

In Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009), in the appendix 5B, to calculate the 

characteristic length 𝛬′using the bulk modulus of air in the material expression: 

 

 
𝜅 =

𝜌0. 𝑝

〈𝜉〉
=

𝛾. 𝑃0

𝛾 − (𝛾 − 1). [1 − (1 − 𝑗).
𝛿
𝛬′ 𝐵]

 
(1.86) 

 

In Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009), in the appendix 5C is given, with 𝐿 the total 

length of the cylinder per unit volume of fibrous material:  

 

 𝛬 =
2. 𝑣0

2

4. 𝜋. 𝑣0
2. 𝑅. 𝐿

=
1

2𝜋. 𝐿. 𝑅
 (1.87) 

 

The order of magnitude of the distance between the closest fibres > 10 times 𝑅 

for usual glass or rock wools, and the interaction between the different fibres can be 

neglected. The radius 𝑅 is obtained from the empirical expression in Bies & Hansen, 

with 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠 the flow resistivity in [N.m-4.s] and 𝜌1 the density in [kg.m-3]: 

 

 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠. 𝑅
2. 𝜌1

−1,53 = 0,79.10−9 (1.88) 
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Using these relations, the parameters 𝑄, 𝑅, 𝑃 to describe the mechanical 

comportment of a porous layer are determined. This is presented in a subsequent 

chapter describing the classical theory of the transfer matrix method. 

1.3.11.4 FLUID EQUIVALENT TO A POROUS MEDIA – DELANY & BAZLEY 

 

Delany, M. and Bazley, E. (1970) replace a layer of porous material by a layer of 

equivalent fluid. They use a complex wavenumber 𝑘 and characteristic impedance 𝑍𝑐 
measured for a large number of frequencies in many fibrous materials with porosity 

tends to 1. Then 𝑘 and 𝑍𝑐 depend mainly on angular frequency 𝜔 and on the flow 

resistivity 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠 of the material. A good fit of the measured values of 𝑘 and 𝑍𝑐 is 

obtained with: 

 

 
𝑍𝑐 = 𝜌0. 𝑐0. [1 + 0.057. 𝑋

−0,754 − 𝑗. 0,087. 𝑋−0,732] 
 

(1.89) 

 𝑘 =
𝜔

𝑐0
. [1 + 0,0978. 𝑋−0,700 − 𝑗. 0,189. 𝑋−0.595] (1.90) 

 

With 𝑋 = 𝜌0.
𝑓

𝜎
 a dimensionless parameter. Delany & Bazley give boundaries for the 

validity of their laws: 0,01 < 𝑋 < 1. These laws are widely used and provide 

reasonable orders of magnitude for 𝑍𝑐 and 𝑘. 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 2 

ANAYTICAL MODELS 

2.1 ANALYTICAL MODELS FOR SINGLE WALLS 

2.1.1 GENERAL BEHAVIOR OF SINGLE WALLS 

For single walls, it is experimentally verified that a heavier mass induces a higher 

insulation loss before the critical frequency, a lower loss factor deepens the dip at the 

critical frequency, and a stiffer rigidity moves the dip to lower frequencies. This is 

illustrated by Kouyoumji, J.L. (2000) in figure 14 for a chipboard (CTBH), where 𝑅 is 

the ISO insulation ratio. The dotted line represent the lower value of the studied 

parameter, the continuous line the intermediate value and the last line the maximum 

value. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 14: Influence of the mass, internal loss factor, and stiffness of the plate on its insulation sound ratio – 

(Kouyoumji, J.L. – 2000) 
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According to an experimental study by Hu, L. (2021), the mass law and the theory 

of sound transmission through isotropic and uniform plate are too simple theories to be 

effectively applied for wood constructions, especially lightweight. For lightweight 

structures, the radiation of sound from the plate is not taken into account correctly 

below 𝑓𝑐 , which is not a problem for heavyweight structures with low 𝑓𝑐. 
 

  Among the many models that exist to depict the behavior of a single panel, only 

some of the most used are presented here. The reader could refer himself to (Hongisto, 

V. – 2006) and (Santoni, A., Davy, J., Fausti, P., Bonfiglio, P. – 2020) for more 

references. In every recent state of the art papers read by the student, Davy’s models 

were considered to be the best ones in predicting the sound insulation of single and 

double walls. 

 
2.1.2 CREMER MODEL FOR SINGLE WALLS 

According to (Santoni, A., Davy, J., Fausti, P., Bonfiglio, P. – 2020), Cremer 

gives the STL for the partition mounted in an infinite planar baffle separating 2 acoustic 

media with equal characteristic impedances: 

 

 
𝜏(𝜔, 𝜃, 𝜙) =

𝑅𝑒{𝑍𝑟(𝜔, 𝜃, 𝜙)}

|𝑍𝑟(𝜔, 𝜃, 𝜙) +
1
2 . 𝑍𝑝

(𝜔, 𝜃, 𝜙)|
2

. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)

 
(2.1) 

 

With 𝑍𝑝 the normalised impedance that the panel presents to incident sound wave 

described above, and 𝑍𝑟 the normalised radiation impedance of the panel when excited 

by the incident sound wave described above. These two impedances are normalised by 

the characteristic impedance of the acoustic medium, assumed to be the same on both 

sides of the panel and baffle. For an infinite homogeneous isotropic panel, assuming 

thin plate theory (shear deformation and rotary inertia neglected) and with a normalized 

wave impedance expressed as: 

 

 

𝑍𝑝(𝜔, 𝜃, 𝜙) = 𝑍𝑝,∞(𝜔, 𝜃)

=
2.𝜔. 𝜌. ℎ

2. 𝜌0. 𝑐0
. [𝑗(1 − 𝑟2. 𝑠𝑖𝑛4(𝜃)) + 𝜂. 𝑟2. 𝑠𝑖𝑛4(𝜃)] 

(2.2) 

 

With 𝑟 =
𝜔

𝜔𝑐
, 𝜔𝑐 the first coincidence angular frequency, 𝐷 the plate bending stiffness: 

 

 𝜔𝑐 = 𝑐0
2. √

𝜌. ℎ

𝐷
 

 

(2.3) 

 
𝐷 =

𝐸. ℎ3

12. (1 − 𝜈2)
 

(2.4) 

 

The real part of the normalized radiation impedance of the panel is its radiation 

efficiency. For an infinite and homogeneous plate: 
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 𝑍𝑅(𝜔, 𝜃) = 𝑍𝑅,∞(𝜔, 𝜃) =
1

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)
 (2.5) 

 

Then, the oblique incidence transmission coefficient is: 

 

 
𝜏∞(𝜔, 𝜃) =

1

|1 +
𝜔. 𝜌. ℎ
2. 𝜌0. 𝑐0

. [𝑗(1 − 𝑟2. 𝑠𝑖𝑛4(𝜃)) + 𝜂. 𝑟2. 𝑠𝑖𝑛4(𝜃)]. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)|
2 (2.6) 

 

To predict diffuse field sound transmission coefficient 𝜏𝑑(𝜔), Cremer simplifies 

Paris equation, extending the integration angles from −∞ to +∞, resulting in 

approximate expressions for different frequency ranges. 

 
2.1.3 LONDON MODEL FOR SINGLE WALLS 

London, A. (1949) considers single infinite panels, a purely harmonic motion 

𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑡, an oblique incidence in 2 dimensions. He uses the continuity of the 𝑥-component 

of the particle velocity, and a relation between the acoustic pressure difference acting 

across the interface and the motion of the wall, for an ideally limp wall without flexural 

rigidity. The impedance 𝑍𝑤 of a wall assumed to have a mass reactance only 𝑍𝑤 =
𝑖. 𝜔.𝑚 , with 𝑚 the mass of the wall per unit area: 

 

 
𝜏𝜃 = |

𝑝𝑡,0
𝑝𝑖,0
|

2

=
1

(1 + (
𝜔.𝑚. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)
2. 𝜌0. 𝑐0

)
2

)

 
(2.7) 

 

In most practical cases, sound comes from all directions, then an average value 

is needed. Considering all angle of incidence as equally probable, Paris equation is used 

and results in: 

 

 𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
1

𝜏̅
) = 20. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝜔.𝑚

2. 𝜌0. 𝑐0
) − 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 {𝑙𝑛 [1 + (

𝜔.𝑚

2. 𝜌0. 𝑐0
)
2

]} (2.8) 

 

A most simple consideration is that for limp walls, the diffuse value is 

approximately equal to the value of 𝜏𝜃 for 𝜃 = 45°: 
 

 𝑅45° ≈ 20. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝜔.𝑚

2. 𝜌0. 𝑐0
) − 3 (2.9) 

 

That is the mass-law formula, which agree fairly well with experiments for 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐. But 

it doesn’t agree with experimental results on lightweight walls in these conditions. A 

reasonable agreement with experiment is attained through the addition of a resistive 

term to the mass reactance term in the wall impedance, defining 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠,𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑛 =
𝑟/(𝜌 . 𝑐) the resistance in (𝜌 . 𝑐) units: 
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 𝑍𝑤 =
2. 𝑟

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)
+ 𝑖. 𝜔.𝑚 (2.10) 

 

This added resistive term has no physical meaning and is replaced by the loss factor in 

the next models. 

 
2.1.4 SEWELL MODEL FOR SINGLE WALLS 

Sewell, E.C. (1970) considers the finite size area’s influence on the forced 

transmission. He calculates the transmission by diffuse field incidence of a plate 

surrounded by an infinite baffle: 

 

 

{
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
𝜏 = (

𝑍0
𝜋. 𝑓.𝑚

)
2

[2. 𝜎𝑓 +
(𝑎 + 𝑏)2

𝑎2 + 𝑏2
√
𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
𝑓
.
𝜎2

𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡
]       𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

𝜏 = (
𝑍0

𝜋. 𝑓.𝑚
)
2

[
𝜋. 𝜎2

2. 𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡
]                                            𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑓 = 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

𝜏 = (
𝑍0

𝜋. 𝑓.𝑚
)
2

[
𝜋. 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡. 𝜎²

2. 𝑓. 𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡
]                                        𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑓 > 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

 (2.11) 

 

With 𝑎 and 𝑏 the dimensions of the wall, 𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡 the total loss factor, 𝜎 and 𝜎𝑓 the radiation 

factors for resonant and non-resonant transmissions. 
 

2.1.5 SHARP MODEL FOR SINGLE WALLS 

Using the thin Panel theory, for a single panel with a thickness small compared 

with the associated airborne and structure-borne waves, if the panel dimensions >> 

𝜆𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔, then for 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡, Sharp, B. (1978) uses Cremer: 

 

 𝜏𝜃 = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 [1 + (𝜔.𝑚. cos
𝜃

2. 𝜌. 𝑐
)
2

] (2.12) 

 

With 𝑚 the mass per unit area of the panel and 𝜌. 𝑐 the characteristic impedance of the 

air. For the sound transmission through a finite single panel, Sewell uses a plane wave 

incident to a panel in a baffle and obtains a solution in a matrix form.  

2.1.5.1 FOR  𝒇 <
𝟏

𝟐
. 𝒇𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕 

 

  The major portion of the sound energy is transmitted by forced vibration of the 

panel rather than by resonance vibration, and the major transmission is from sound 

energy incident at small angles from the normal of the panel. The results of Josse & 

Lamore for a single panel is: 

 

 𝑇𝐿𝑚 = 20. 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝜔.𝑚/(2. 𝜌. 𝑐)) − 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔(1,5 + 𝑙𝑛(2. 𝑓/∆𝑓)) (2.13) 
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With ∆𝑓 the testing sound bandwidth. For 1/3rd octave bands: 

 

 𝑇𝐿𝑚 = 20. 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝜔.𝑚/(3,8. 𝜌. 𝑐)) = 20. 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑚. 𝑓) − 48 (2.14) 

 

This is the familiar mass law, only valid for 𝑓 <
1

2
. 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡. At higher frequencies, 

coincidence effect exhibited, with ℎ the thickness of the panel and 𝐷 its bending 

stiffness: 

 

 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 =
𝑐2

2. 𝜋. ℎ
. (𝑚/𝐷)1/2 (2.15) 

2.1.5.2 FOR  𝒇 > 𝒇𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕 

 

  The transmission loss is proportional to internal losses in the panel. Sewell gives 

the same expression as Cremer with 𝜂 the loss factor: 

 

 𝑇𝐿 = 20, 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝜔.𝑚

2. 𝜌. 𝑐
) + 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

2. 𝜂. 𝜔

𝜋.𝜔𝑐
) (2.16) 

 

The TL is approximately 6 dB less than that indicated by an extension of the mass law 

expression. This characteristic is accounted for by assuming that the “effective” mass 

of a thick panel is one half that of its actual mass (the 6 dB reduction in TL). 

2.1.5.3 FOR  
𝟏

𝟐
. 𝒇𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕 < 𝒇 < 𝒇𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕 

 

  The resonance transmission assumes a greater importance in determining the 

transmission loss. Tracing a straight line in this frequency range between the value of 

TL at 
1

2
. 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 and the one at 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 using the previous expressions. 

 
2.1.6 FAHY MODEL FOR SINGLE WALLS 

According to Vigran, T.E. (2008), Fahy.F (1985) gives approximate formulas to 

calculate the acoustical transparency, with 𝑅0 the mass law given by London: 

 

 

{
 
 

 
 𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 = 𝑅0 + 10. log (0,316. (1 −

𝑓2

𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
2 )

2

+
2. 𝜂

𝜋
)         for 𝑓 ≤ 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 = 𝑅0 + 10. log (
2. 𝜂

𝜋
.
𝑓

𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
)                                          for 𝑓 ≥ 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

 (2.17) 

 

The critical frequency is given, with the panel mass 𝑚𝑆 = 𝜌𝑚 . ℎ , and the bending 

stiffness 𝐷 =
𝐸.ℎ3

12.(1−𝜈2)
 , by: 
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 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 =
𝑐𝑎𝑖𝑟
2

2𝜋
. √
𝑚𝑆
𝐷
=
𝑐𝑎𝑖𝑟
2

2𝜋. ℎ
.√
12. 𝜌𝑚. (1 − 𝜈2)

𝐸
 (2.18) 

 

For forced transmission at 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 , it is best to neglect the contribution from the 

resonant transmission and to include a simplified area effect, for 𝑎 and 𝑏 the dimensions 

of the plate. 

 

 𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑑 = 𝑅0 − 10. 𝑙𝑔 [𝑙𝑛 (
2𝜋. 𝑓

𝑐0
. √𝑎. 𝑏)] + 20. 𝑙𝑔 [1 − (

𝑓

𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
)
2

] (2.19) 

 
2.1.7 DAVY MODEL FOR SINGLE WALLS 

Davy, J. L (2009.a) uses Cremer theory for an infinite thin plate and calculates 

the cosine of the coincidence angle: 

 

 𝑔 = {
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑐) = √1 −

𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
𝑓
          𝑖𝑓 𝑓 ≥ 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑐) = 0                       𝑖𝑓 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

 (2.20) 

 

  He uses 3 empirical constants for the radiation efficiency of a rectangular panel 

at the critical frequency: 𝑛 = 2 ; 𝑤 = 1,3 ;  𝛽 = 0,124 and the length of the side of an 

equivalent square panel 2𝑎 = 4. 𝑆/𝑈 with 𝑆 the area of the panel and 𝑈 the perimeter 

of the panel. He also defines the functions: 

 

 𝑝 =

{
 

 𝑤.√
𝜋

2. 𝑘. 𝑎
           if 𝑤. √

𝜋

2. 𝑘. 𝑎
≤ 1 

𝑙                            if 𝑤. √
𝜋

2. 𝑘. 𝑎
> 1

   (2.21) 

 

ℎ =
1

2
3
.√
2. 𝑘. 𝑎
𝜋

− 𝛽

  

 

(2.22) 

 
𝛼 =

ℎ

𝑝
− 1 

 

(2.23) 

 
𝑞 =

2𝜋

𝑘²𝑆
 

 

(2.24) 

 →    𝜎(𝜃𝑐) =

{
 
 

 
 

1

√𝑔𝑛 + 𝑞𝑛
𝑛

                                if 1 ≥ 𝑔 ≥ 𝑝

1

√(ℎ − 𝛼. 𝑔)𝑛 + 𝑞𝑛
𝑛

               if 𝑝 > 𝑔 ≥ 0

 (2.25) 
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Below 𝑓𝑐 the sound transmission is calculated using the average diffuse field 

single sided radiation efficiency approach. Ignoring the bending stiffness, 𝑍(𝜃) =

𝑗.𝑚. 𝜔, and assuming 
𝑍(𝜃)

2.𝜌0.𝑐.𝜎(𝜃)
≫ 1, then for the function 𝑎 =

𝜔.𝑚

2.𝜌0.𝑐
: 

 

 
𝜏(𝜃) = (

2. 𝜌0. 𝑐. 𝜎(𝜃)

𝑚.𝜔
)

2

= (
𝜎(𝜃)

𝑎
)

2

 

 

(2.26) 

 

𝜏𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 =
2

𝑎²
∫ 𝜎(𝜃)

𝜋/2

0

. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃). 𝑑𝜃 =
2〈𝜎〉

𝑎²
 

 

(2.27) 

 →   〈𝜎〉 = 𝑙𝑛 (
1 + √1 + 𝑞2

𝑝 + √𝑝² + 𝑞2
) +

1

𝛼
. 𝑙𝑛 (

ℎ + √ℎ² + 𝑞2

𝑝 + √𝑝² + 𝑞2
) (2.28) 

 

To include the bending stiffness for 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡, 𝜏 is taken as the sum of 𝜏𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 =

𝜋.(
𝜎(𝜃𝑐)

𝑎
)
2

2.𝑟.(
𝜎(𝜃𝑐)

𝑎
+𝜂)

   and 𝜏𝑑 =
2〈𝜎〉

𝑎²
. 

 

Using Paris equation for the diffuse field ratio calculation, A better agreement is 

obtained by using a limit for the incident angles: usually from 0° to [78°; 85°], leading 

to remodel Paris equation used by Cremer for infinite plates, using the index “field” 

instead of “diffuse”: 

 

 𝜏𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 =
1

𝑎2
 . 𝑙𝑛 (

1 + 𝑎²

1 + 𝑎2. 𝑐𝑜𝑠²(𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑚)
) (2.29) 

 

If 𝑎 ≫ 1 and 𝜏(0) ≪ 𝑐𝑜𝑠²(𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑚): 
 

 𝜏𝑓 ≈ −𝜏(0) . 𝑙𝑛(𝑐𝑜𝑠²(𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑚)) (2.30) 

   

The limiting angle doesn’t have to be constant. Sewell makes it vary according to the 

ratio of the wall size dimension to the wavelength of the sound, with 𝑆 the area of the 

wall: 𝜏𝑓 = 𝜏(0) . 𝑙𝑛(𝑘. √𝑆). Davy brings the comparison −𝑙𝑛(𝑐𝑜𝑠2(𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑚)) =

𝑙𝑛(𝑘√𝑆) and a maximum value of 0,9 imposed for compatibility with the cavity wall 

case where the value 1 cannot be used. 

 

 𝑐𝑜𝑠2(𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑚) =

{
 

  0,9             𝑖𝑓 
1

𝑘√𝑆
> 0,9

1

𝑘√𝑆
          𝑖𝑓 

1

𝑘√𝑆
≤ 0,9

 (2.31) 
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2.2 ANALYTICAL MODELS FOR DOUBLE WALLS 

2.2.1 GENERAL BEHAVIOR OF DOUBLE WALLS 

At low frequencies, the two panels are coupled by the cavity such that the double-

panel wall acts as a single panel. At the resonance frequency, the 2 panels are 

considered like 2 masses coupled together by a spring and vibrating in resonance at the 

frequency 𝑓𝑟. Higher in frequencies, the two panels are decoupled, and the sound 

transmission loss increases fast. This is well illustrated in figure 15. The dotted line 

represents the theoretical sound insulation of a single wall (mass law). One can observe 

the amelioration provided by the double wall solution. Because there are two panels, 

two critical frequencies are displayed. That is why it is important for the two panels to 

be different for the critical dip not to be too much pronounced. 

 

 
 

Figure 15: Usual comportment of a double wall 

2.2.2 BERANEK & WORK MODEL FOR DOUBLE WALLS 

Beranek, L.L., Work, G.A. (1949) use a wave approach. The propagation of the 

sound in the cavity is based on an impedance approach enabling the modelling of 

multiple layers. It is only defined for normal incidence angle. The bending stiffness of 

the individual panels are not included, and the assumption is made of an infinite wall. 

The stud transmission is not included. Arbitrary constants are involved, evaluated using 

the continuity of the acoustic impedance at the interfaces. For a double panel of surface 

mass 𝑚 with an air gap width 𝑑: 

 

 𝜏 = |
2. 𝜌. 𝑐. 𝑐𝑜𝑡ℎ(𝑗. 𝑘. 𝑑 + 𝛷)

𝜌. 𝑐. 𝑐𝑜𝑡ℎ(𝑗. 𝑘. 𝑑 + 𝛷) + 𝑗. 𝜔.𝑚 + 𝜌. 𝑐
.

𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ(𝛷)

𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ(𝑗. 𝑘. 𝑑 + 𝛷)
.

𝜌. 𝑐

𝜌. 𝑐 + 𝑗. 𝜔.𝑚
|

2

 (2.32) 
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 For a double panel, the 1st zero STL happens at the resonance frequency of 

a pair of masses equal in weight to a unit area of the panel connected by a spring of 

stiffness equal to stiffness of air between panels, the “Lower London Frequency”: 

 

 𝐿𝐿𝐹 =
1

2. 𝜋
√
2. 𝛾. 𝑝

𝑚. 𝑑
 (2.33) 

 

  Results fall far below measurements between the Lower London Frequency 

(LLF) and the Upper London Frequency (ULF), and at high frequencies. The 

agreement is improved by reducing 𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑚 but this does not agree with the observed and 

theoretical ideas about 𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑚. 

 
2.2.3 LONDON MODEL FOR DOUBLE WALLS 

London, A. (1950) uses a progressive-wave model where the influence of the 

sound incidence angle is considered. The diffuse field sound reduction index (SRI) is 

calculated using Paris equation. Introduction is made of a real part to the panel 

impedance 𝑅, a panel resistance as an addition to the mass reactance term, not 

physically measurable but obtained by best fit between predictions and measurements.  

 

This resistance term is replaced by loss factors in newer models. This model is 

restricted to double panels with empty cavities. Assumption is made of infinite walls. 

This model cannot explain the behaviour of sound in the cavity for oblique sound 

incidence angles. The stud transmission is not included. 

 

For 𝜃 = 0°, and for a wall impedance 𝑍𝑤 = 𝑖. 𝜔.𝑚 a pure mass reactance with 

𝒎 the panel mass per unit area: 

 

 |
𝑃𝑖
𝑃𝑡
|
𝑍𝑤=𝑖.𝜔.𝑚

2

= 1 + 4. 𝑎2. cos2(𝜃) . (cos(𝛽) − 𝑎. cos(𝜃) . sin(𝛽))2 (2.34) 

 

With 𝑎 = 𝜔.𝑚/(2. 𝜌. 𝑐). All incident energy is transmitted when cos(𝛽) −
𝑎. cos(𝜃) . sin(𝛽) = 0 or tan(𝛽) = 1/(𝑎. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)). When 𝛽 is small (𝑑 ≪ 𝜆) then 

𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝛽) ≈ 𝛽. For 𝑓𝜃 the wave incident at 𝜃 perfectly transmitted in case of each wall 

acting as pure mass, low value of TL as oblique mass spring resonance: 

 

 𝑓𝜃 =
1

2𝜋
. (

2. 𝛾. 𝑝

𝑚. 𝑑. 𝑐𝑜𝑠2(𝜃)
)
1/2

=
1

2𝜋. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)
. (
2. 𝜌. 𝑐2

𝑚.𝑑
)

1/2

 (2.35) 

 

With the characteristic frequency for air-mass sandwich 𝑓0, the frequency for normally 

incident waves for which the mass reactance of the panel is equal to the stiffness 

reactance of the air-space. For 𝑓 > 𝑓0° there is always some angle of incidence for 

which zero attenuation occur. But as energy is incident from all directions in a 

reverberant sound field, the attenuation never reaches zero. 
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London’s arbitrary resistance is introduced to align theoretical values of TL with 

measurements. Nowadays, the panel resistance term is replaced by loss factors. For 

𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠 =
𝑟

(𝜌.𝑐)
 the resistance of the wall in 𝜌. 𝑐 units and 𝑓𝑐 the critical frequency above 

which flexural waves appear in the wall: 

 

 
|
𝑃𝑖
𝑃𝑡
|
𝑅=0

2

+ 4. 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠. (𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠 + 1) [(𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑏𝑣) − 𝑝. 𝑣. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑏. 𝑣))
2

+ [𝑝2𝑣2 + 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠. (𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠 + 1) + 1]. 𝑠𝑖𝑛
2(𝑏. 𝑣)] 

(2.36) 

 

The average attenuation of a double wall in a reverberant sound field is obtained 

using Paris equation. For the special case where it is assumed that each single wall has 

a mass reactance only, 𝑅 = 0 and 𝑓/𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 0. Introducing 𝜇 =
𝑏

2.𝑎
=
𝜌.𝑑

𝑚
 the ratio of 

mass of air in the airspace to the mass of one wall, and  𝜒 =
𝑓

𝑓0
= √𝑎. 𝑏  the ratio of 

frequency of sound wave to frequency for which a wave normally incident on a double-

wall possessing mass reactance only is perfectly transmitted, and 𝑢 = 2. 𝑎. 𝑣: For a 

single wall, when assumed that wall has mass reactance only:  

 

 𝑇𝐿 = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
1

𝜏
) = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝜒2

2. 𝜇
) − 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑙𝑛 (1 +

𝜒2

2. 𝜇
)) (2.37) 

 

When the resistive term is introduced in the impedance, there is no angle for 

which the transmitted wave is not attenuated. 

 
2.2.4 MULHOLLAND & CUMMINGS MODELS FOR DOUBLE WALLS 

Ray tracing methods are used by Mulholland, K.A. (1967) and Cummings, A. 

(1968), taking the lateral sound propagation in the cavity into account. The stud 

transmission is not considered. The panel’s bending stiffness is not considered. The 

incident sound incident on the panel is equal to a ray passing through the 1st panel and 

reduced in intensity by a fraction 𝒙 determined by the mass law: 

 

 
𝑥 =

1

1 +
𝑗. 𝜔.𝑀. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)

2. 𝜌. 𝑐

 
(2.38) 

 

A fraction (1 − 𝑥) of the incident sound is reflected from 1st panel. Then the ray 

continues across the air space between the 2 panels and encounters the 2nd panel, where 

further transmission and reflection take place. The sum of the amplitudes of all the 

emerging rays is integrated to get the mean transmission loss. It gives no better results 

than Beranek or London but enables the examination of the effects of absorbing 

surfaces in cavities. As a first approximation, the fraction of sound 𝒙 transmitted by the 

panel is unaltered but the reflected fraction (1 − 𝑥) is reduced to 𝛼. (1 − 𝑥), with 𝛼 the 
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reflection coefficient of the sound absorbing material. It results in series of transmitted 

waves: 

 

 
𝜏(𝜃) = |

𝑥2

1 − 𝛼2. (1 − 𝑥)2. 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−2. 𝑗. 𝑘. 𝑑. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃))
|

2

 

 

(2.39) 

2.2.5 SHARP MODEL FOR DOUBLE WALLS 

Sharp, B. (1978) uses a decoupled approach where the transmission through the 

cavity and the transmission through the connections are independent of each other. 

2.2.5.1 THE AIRBORNE TRANSMISSION 

 

Sharp, B. (1978) uses London expressions for his double panel theory while 

making simple approximations. The transmission loss (TL) of a double panel without 

any interconnection between the panels is given by: 

 

 𝑇𝐿 = {

𝑇𝐿𝑀                                                                            𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑓 < 𝑓0
𝑇𝐿𝑚1 + 𝑇𝐿𝑚2 + 20. 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑓. 𝑑) − 29          𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑓0 < 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑙
𝑇𝐿𝑚1 + 𝑇𝐿𝑚2 + 6                                                    𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑓 > 𝑓𝑙

 (2.40) 

 

With 𝑚𝑖 the surface mass of the various elements 𝑖, 𝑀 = 𝑚1 +𝑚2 and 𝑓0 =
113

√𝑚𝑒𝑞.𝑑
 the 

frequency at which the fundamental mass-spring-mass resonance (where the mass is 

represented by the panels and the spring by the cavity air stiffness), 𝑚𝑒𝑞 =

2.𝑚1.
𝑚2

(𝑚1+𝑚2)
, 𝑑 the cavity width and 𝑓𝑙 =

55

𝑑
 an empirical value. The TL calculated 

using these expressions give good agreement with measured values for 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_1 and 

𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_2. 
 

The TL of each panel deviates from the mass law for 𝑓 ≥ 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡. The 2nd panel that 

isn’t directly exposed to the sound source experiences an increase in the level at the 

critical frequency of the 1st panel, and the 2nd panel readily transmits energy at its 

critical frequency. 

2.2.5.2 TRANSMISSION THROUGH THE CONNECTORS 

 

Mechanical connections represent additional transmission paths parallel to the 

airborne path. It increases the acoustic radiation from the structure. Line connections 

or point connections theories are assumed. The reduction in TL due to presence of 

sound bridges is denoted 𝑇𝐿𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠 and is expressed by the following relation. 

 

 
𝑇𝐿𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠 = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔[1 + (𝑊𝐵/𝑊𝑃)] 

 
(2.41) 

 →       𝑇𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑇𝐿𝑖 − 𝑇𝐿𝐵 (2.42) 
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For 𝑣2 the resultant rms velocity of the 2nd panel, the sound power 𝑊𝑃 radiated 

because of the forced response of the panel at 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 is, with S the panel area: 

 

 𝑊𝑃 ≈ 𝜌. 𝑐. 𝑆. 𝑣2
2 (2.43) 

 

This expression also holds for 𝑓 > 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 for both free and forced wave radiation. To 𝑊𝑃 

must be added the power radiated by the action of the sound bridges connecting the 2 

panels. Using Heckl theory, the sound power 𝑊𝐵 radiated by a panel at 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 when 

excited by mechanical force such as that provided by the action of sound bridges, with 

𝑣 the rms velocity of the area over which the force is acting: 

 

 
𝑊𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 = 𝜌. 𝑐. 𝜅. 𝑣

2 

 
(2.44) 

 

𝜅 = {

8

𝜋3
. 𝜆𝑐
2              for a point force

2

𝜋  
. 𝑙. 𝜆𝑐

                for a line force

 

 

(2.45) 

 →       
𝑊𝐵

𝑊𝑃𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑚
= (𝑛. 𝜅/𝑆). (𝑣/𝑣2)

2 (2.46) 

 

With 𝑙 the length of the line over which the force acts, and 𝑛 the number of lines or 

point bridges. The ratio (𝑣/𝑣2) is divided into 2 components:  

 

 (𝑣/𝑣2) = (𝑣/𝑣1). (𝑣1/𝑣2) (2.47) 

 

Sharp assumes that the velocity of the 1st panel is unaffected by the introduction of the 

line connections of the ratio 
𝒗𝟏

𝒗𝟐
, which is equivalent to the velocity ratio of the panels 

in the absence of the bridges. For frequencies below both the panels critical 

frequencies, he reduces the ratio to: 

 

 (
𝑣1
𝑣2
)
2

=

{
 
 

 
 (

𝜔2. 𝑚2
′′. 𝐻

1,8. 𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 . 𝑐𝑎𝑖𝑟
2 )

2

       for  𝑓0 < 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑙

(
𝜔2. 𝑚2

′′

1,8. 𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 . 𝑐𝑎𝑖𝑟
)

2

                         for  𝑓 > 𝑓𝑙

 (2.48) 

 

With 𝑓𝑙 =
𝑐𝑎𝑖𝑟

2𝜋.𝐻
 and 𝑓0 =

1

2𝜋
√
1,8.𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟.𝑐𝑎𝑖𝑟

2

𝐻
. (
𝑚1
′′+𝑚2

′′

𝑚1
′′.𝑚2

′′ ). The factor 1,8 accounts for the 

finite dimensions of the panels. The formula is limited to frequencies below the critical 

frequency of both the panels and is developed assuming air inside and outside the 

cavity. 

 

The force 𝐹 induced in the sound bridge from the panel exposed to the sound 

excitation is 𝐹 = (𝑣 − 𝑣1). 𝑍1 , with 𝑍1 the impedance of the first panel as seen by the 
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sound bridge. For the rigid and massless sound bridge, 𝐹 = 𝑍2. 𝑣 , with 𝑍2 the 

impedance of the 2nd panel as seen by the sound bridge. 

 

 →  
𝑣

𝑣1
= 𝑍1/(𝑍1 + 𝑍2) (2.49) 

 

Using the theory of Cremer for panel impedance Z for point impedance and line 

impedance (per unit length): 

 

 
𝑍𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 =

4

𝜋
. 𝑐2.

𝑚

𝑓𝑐
 

 

(2.50) 

 𝑍𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 = 2. (1 + 𝑗).𝑚. 𝑐. (𝑓/𝑓𝑐)
1/2 

 

(2.51) 

 → 𝑇𝐿 = 𝑇𝐿𝑀 + ∆𝑇𝐿𝑀 (2.52) 

 

At lower frequencies, when 
𝑊𝐵

𝑊𝑃
≤ 1, ∆𝑇𝐿𝑀 is obtained by: 

 

 
∆𝑇𝐿𝑀 = {

20. 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑒. 𝑓𝑐) + 𝜅 − 45              for point connections

10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑏. 𝑓𝑐) + 𝜅 − 18                for line connections
 

 

(2.53) 

 𝜅 = 20. 𝑙𝑜𝑔[𝑚1. (𝑍1 + 𝑍2)/(𝑍1(𝑚1 +𝑚2))] (2.54) 

 

With 𝑒 the spacing of point connections and 𝑏 the spacing of line connections.  

 

In practice, these approximations are often used: 

 

• Point connections: ∆𝑇𝐿𝑀 = 20. 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑒. 𝑓𝑐) + 20. 𝑙𝑜𝑔[𝑚1/(𝑚1 +𝑚2)] − 45 

with 𝑓𝑐 the critical frequency of the panel supported by the point connections, 

and 𝑚1 the mass of the other panel. 

 

•  Line connections: ∆𝑇𝐿𝑀 = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑏. 𝑓𝑐) + 20. 𝑙𝑜𝑔[𝑚1/(𝑚1 +𝑚2)] − 18 

with 𝑓𝑐 the highest critical frequency of the 2 panels and 𝑚1 the mass of the 

other panel. 

 

The coupling is considered to occur along a line when the screws are close to each 

other, and along points for screws widely spaced. An appropriate transition frequency 

between the line and point theories is when half a bending wavelength on the plate fits 

between the nails or the screws. 

 

According to Legault, J., Atalla, N. (2009), above the bridge frequency, Sharp 

adds a positive empirical correction of 5 dB, assuming that “response of first panel to 

be unaffected by introduction of line connection” is not accurate. In reality, the mass 

of the connections and the impedance of the 2nd panel exert a non-negligible influence 

that reduces the panel velocity. 
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2.2.6 GU & WANG MODEL FOR DOUBLE WALLS 

According to Hongisto, V. (2006), Gu & Wang develop Sharp for flexible sound 

bridges using the dynamic stiffness of the studs. According to Hirakawa, S., Davy, J. 

L. (2015), Gu & Wang are incorrect because they used the impedance of the mass of 

the effective near field vibrational radiating area of the radiating panel rather than the 

actual point or line impedance of the radiating panel. Those results apply for 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 
of the wall. Davy extended this formula beyond 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡. 

 

According to Legault, J., Atalla, N. (2009), Gu and Wang enhance the accuracy 

of the predictions for double wall constructions linked with metallic channels showing 

a bending resilient character. They extend Sharp’s theory by modelling the connection 

as a spring of equivalent translational stiffness 𝐾. For flexible bridge connections, the 

velocities 𝑣𝐵1 and 𝑣𝐵2 on each side of the bridge are not equal: 

 

 
𝑊𝐵
𝑊𝐶

=
2. 𝑞. 𝐿𝑧 . 𝜆𝑐𝑟,2

𝜋. 𝑆
. (
𝑣𝐵2
𝑣2
)
2

=
2. 𝜆𝑐𝑟,2
𝜋. 𝐿

. (
𝑣𝐵1
𝑣1
)
2

. (
𝑣𝐵2
𝑣𝐵1
)
2

. (
𝑣1
𝑣2
)
2

 (2.55) 

 

To evaluate this ratio, Gu and Wang treat the problem as a classical mass-spring-

mass, with 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 related to the effective mass of the panels (without considering 

the mass of the connections): 

 

 (
𝑣𝐵2
𝑣𝐵1
)
2

= (1 − 𝜔2.
𝑀2
𝐾𝑡
)
−2

 (2.56) 

 𝜔≫√𝐾𝑡/𝑀2
→                (

𝑣𝐵2
𝑣𝐵1
)
2

= (
𝐾𝑡

𝜔2. 𝑀2
)

2

 
(2.57) 

 

  According to Cremer, when a panel is excited by a line force and when the length 

of the line is way larger than the width of the radiation area, the effective radiation area 

of the panel can be approximated by the effective radiation area of a rectangular panel 

with a width of  
𝜆𝑎𝑖𝑟

2
. Then Gu & Wang give: 

 

 𝑀2 =
𝑚2
′′. 𝜆𝑎𝑖𝑟 . 𝐿𝑧
2

=
𝜋.𝑚2

′′. 𝑐𝑎𝑖𝑟 . 𝐿𝑧
𝜔

 

 

(2.58) 

 
→   (

𝑣𝐵2
𝑣𝐵1
)
2

= (
𝐾𝑡
′

𝜋. 𝜔.𝑚2
′′. 𝑐𝑎𝑖𝑟

)

2

 
(2.59) 

 

With 𝐾𝑡
′ =

𝐾𝑡

𝐿𝑧
 the equivalent translational stiffness per unit length of the connector. 

𝑣1

𝑣2
 

using Sharp’s formula while assuming 
𝑣𝐵1

𝑣1
= 1. The 5 dB correction is not applied. 
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2.2.7 FAHY MODEL FOR DOUBLE WALLS 

2.2.7.1 THE AIRBORNE TRANSMISSION 

 

  According to Kang, H. J., Ih, J. G., Kim, J. S., Kim, H. S. (2000), Fahy, F. (1985) 

gives a model for uncoupled double walls. Resonant transmission and loss factors are 

not considered. For a double-panel with an air-cavity Fahy gives: 

 

 𝜏(𝜔, 𝜃) = ||
[
−2𝑗. (𝜌0. 𝑐0. sec(𝜃))

2

𝑘. 𝑑. cos(𝜃)
]

[𝑍 +
𝜌0. 𝑐0
cos(𝜃)

−
𝑗. 𝜌0. 𝑐0

𝑘. 𝑑. cos2(𝜃)
]
2

+ [
𝜌0. 𝑐0

𝑘. 𝑑. cos2(𝜃)
]
2|| (2.60) 

 

With 𝑘 = 𝜔/𝑐0 the wavenumber in air, 𝑑 the depth of the cavity, 𝑍 the panel 

impedance. In the low-frequency range, the masses of the 2 skin panels are combined 

with the stiffness of the air trapped in the cavity, resulting in the mass-spring-mass 

resonance at 𝑓0. 

2.2.7.2 THE STUDBORNE TRANSMISSION 

 

According to Legault, J., Atalla, N. (2009), Fahy, F. (2007) considers each stud 

to be independent of the others. For the 2 panels being identical, 𝑍𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒,1 = 𝑍𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒,2 =

𝑍𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 and taking the mass per unit length of the stud 𝑚𝐵
′  into account, the stud (bridge) 

velocity 𝑣𝐵 induced by the first panel: 

 

 𝑣𝐵 =
𝑍𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 . 𝑣1

2. 𝑍𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 + 𝑗.𝜔.𝑚𝐵
′  (2.61) 

 

Then, as Sharp did for 𝛱𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠, Fahy uses the expression of the near field radiation 

power of a line force excited panel at frequencies inferior to the critical frequencies: 

 

 𝑊𝐵 =
𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 . |𝐹2|

2

4.𝑚′′2. 𝜔
=
𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 . |𝑍𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒,2. 𝑣𝐵|

2

4.𝑚′′2. 𝜔
=
𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 . |𝑍𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 . 𝑣𝐵|

2

4.𝑚′′2. 𝜔
 (2.62) 

 

Considering 𝑞′ =
1

𝐿
 the connections per unit length: 

 

 𝜏𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠(𝜃) =
2. 𝑞′.𝑊𝐵. 𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 . 𝑐𝑎𝑖𝑟
|𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐|2. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)

 (2.63) 

 

Neglecting the impedance of the stud for practical building construction cases: 

 

 𝜏𝐵(𝜃) =
2. 𝑞′. 𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟

2 . 𝑐𝑎𝑖𝑟 . 𝑐𝑙

√3.𝜔2. 𝜌𝑠2. 𝑒. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)
 (2.64) 
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With 𝜌𝑠 the density, 𝑐𝑙 the quasi-longitudinal wave speed and 𝒆 the thickness of the 

plate material. He also computed the ratio of this transmissibility to the one given by 

the oblique mass law part of the fluid-borne path 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠−𝑙𝑎𝑤(𝜃): 
 

 

𝜏𝐵(𝜃)

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠−𝑙𝑎𝑤(𝜃)
=

𝜏𝐵(𝜃)

[𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 .
𝑐𝑎𝑖𝑟

(𝜔.𝑚′′. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃))
]

2 =
2. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃). 𝑞′. 𝑒. 𝑐𝑙

√3, 𝑐𝑎𝑖𝑟
=
0,7. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃). 𝑞′. 𝑐𝑎𝑖𝑟

𝑓𝑐𝑟
 

 

(2.65) 

2.2.8 DAVY MODEL FOR DOUBLE WALLS 

The model of Davy is a hybrid model composed of parts of many other models. 

He uses a decoupled approach, assuming layers of infinite lateral extent. Davy, J.L. 

(2009.b) uses Fahy approach of walls strongly coupled at low frequencies to define the 

double wall resonance: the normal incidence mass-air-mass resonance frequency 𝑓0 of 

a cavity wall: 

 

 𝑓0 =
1

2𝜋
√
𝑠

𝑚1
+
𝑠

𝑚2
 (2.66) 

 

With 𝑚1 and 𝑚2 the masses per unit area of the two leaves, 𝑠 the stiffness per unit area. 

Assuming the spring stiffness to be determined by the air in the cavity in the range 

[
𝜌0𝑐0

2

𝑑
 ;  

𝑃0

𝜙.𝑑
], with 𝑑, 𝑃0 and 𝜙 the distance between the leaves, the barometric pressure 

and the porosity of the porous material, assuming the sound propagation to take place 

isothermally. In practice, for air-filled cavity: 

 

 𝑓0 =
𝑐0
2𝜋
√
𝜌0(𝑚1 +𝑚2)

𝑚1. 𝑚2. 𝑑
≈ 60√

𝑚1 +𝑚2
𝑚1.𝑚2. 𝑑

 (2.67) 

2.2.8.1 THE AIRBORNE TRANSMISSION 

2.2.8.1.1 BELOW 2/3rd OF 𝒇𝟎 

 

Below 2/3 of the mass-air-mass resonance frequency, the sound insulation of the 

wall is modelled as though it is a single leaf wall with the same total mass per unit area, 

according to Davy, J.L., Fard, M., Dong, W., Loverde, J. (2019).  

 

The angular dependent mass law is integrated over angle of incidence up to a 

frequency and size dependent limiting angle to account for the effect of the actual finite 

size of the panel on the radiation efficiency, according to Sewell, E.C. (1970). 
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2.2.8.1.2 BETWEEN 𝒇𝟎 AND 𝒇𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕 

 

Between the mass-air-mass resonance frequency and the critical frequency, the 

angular dependent air borne sound transmission via the cavity is calculated using 

Mulholland, according to Davy, J.L., Fard, M., Dong, W., Loverde, J. (2019). The 

angular dependent air borne sound transmission is integrated up to the maximum of 

Sewell’s variable limiting angle and 61,4°, an angular value chosen to make the theory 

agree with the theory from Sharp, with 𝑁 =
1

2
. (
𝑎2

𝑎1
+
𝑎1

𝑎2
) and 𝑀 = 𝑎1. 𝑎2. 𝛼: 

 

 𝜏𝑓 =
1 − cos2(𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑚)

(𝑁 +𝑀. cos2(𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑚)). (𝑁 +𝑀)
 (2.68) 

 

With 𝑁 the ratio of the surface density of the wall leaf n°2 to the surface density of the 

wall leaf n°1, added to half the inverse of this ratio. For better agreement with 

experimental results and Sharp theory for cavity walls with sound absorbing material 

in the cavity, 𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑚 < 61° as in Davy, J.L. (2009.b). 𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑚 needs to be > 0 , then 

cos2(𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑚) is limited to be ≤ 0,9: 

 

 
cos2(𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑚) =

{
  
 

  
 0,9                                              if

1

𝑘. √𝐴
> 0,9

1

𝑘. √𝐴
               if 0,9 ≥

1

𝑘. √𝐴
≥ cos2(61°)

cos2(61°)                  if  cos2(61°) >
1

𝑘. √𝐴

 

 

(2.69) 

The 2nd line is the implementation of the radiation efficiency of the finite size wall 

radiating into an infinite half space. The 3rd line is needed as the radiation efficiency 

into wall cavity is different from the radiation efficiency into the infinite half space. 

The limiting angle of sound incidence 𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑚 suggested to depend on frequency and area 

of panel using Sewell, instead of a fixed limiting angle. 

 

The absorption of any absorbing material in the cavity is limited by the depth of 

the cavity. Then a maximum value of absorption coeff 𝛼 is given, making the theory 

agree with Sharp theory for cavity walls with sound absorbing material in the cavity: 

 

 
𝛼 ≤ {

𝑘. 𝑑         if 𝑘. 𝑑 < 1
1              if 𝑘. 𝑑 ≥ 1

 

 
(2.70) 

For cavities without absorbing material, an 𝛼 ∈  [0,1 ; 0,15] is used to account 

for the air absorption and losses. 
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2.2.8.1.3 BETWEEN 2/3rd OF 𝒇𝟎 AND 𝒇𝟎 

 

The sound transmission via the wall cavity between 2/3rd of the mass-air-mass 

resonance frequency and the mass-air-mass resonance frequency is calculated by 

interpolation in the logarithmic domain. The 2/3rd comes from comparison with 

experimental data in Davy, J.L., Fard, M., Dong, W., Loverde, J. (2019). 

2.2.8.1.4 FOR FREQUENCIES HIGHER THAN THE LOWER 𝒇𝑪𝒓𝒊𝒕 

 

For 𝑓 > 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 of the two wall leaves, use of method similar to Cremer: assuming 

most of the sound transmission to occur at angles of incidence close to coincidence 

angle and that the critical frequencies are not too different, according to Davy, J.L., 

Fard, M., Dong, W., Loverde, J. (2019).  

 

This is an extension of Cremer’s method by only integrating over angles of 

incidence from 0 to 90° rather than extending the limits to +∞ and −∞ as Cremer did 

in order to make integration easier. It also uses the resonant radiation impedance for a 

finite size panel rather than that for an infinite size panel. 

 

This resonant radiation impedance is set equal to one above the lower of the 

critical frequencies of the two wall leaves. Between 0.9 times the lower of the two 

critical frequencies and the lower of the two critical frequencies the resonant radiation 

impedance is interpolated. 

 

The maximum value of the transmission coefficient occurs at the coincidence 

angle of 𝜃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑖, for an infinite thin plate: 

 

 sin2(𝜃𝑐,𝑖) = 𝜉𝑖 =
𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑖
𝑓

 (2.71) 

The radiation efficiency determination procedure goes as follow: 

 

1) Calculate the cosine of the coincidence angle:  

 

 𝑔 =

{
 

 
cos(𝜃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑖) = √1 −

𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑖 
𝑓

             if 𝑓 ≥ 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑖

cos(𝜃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑖) = 0                             if 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑖

 (2.72) 

 

2) Define the length of the side of an equivalent square: 2. 𝑙 = 4.
𝑆

𝑈
 , with 𝑆 the 

area of the panel and 𝑈 the perimeter of the panel 

 

3) Use the three empirical constants 𝑛 = 2  ;   𝑤 = 1,3   ;    𝛽 = 0,124  defined in 

Davy, J. L. (2009.a): 
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𝑝 =

{
 

 𝑤.√
𝜋

2. 𝑘. 𝑎
       if  𝑤. √

𝜋

2. 𝑘. 𝑎
≤ 1

1                      if   𝑤. √
𝜋

2. 𝑘. 𝑎
> 1

 

 

(2.73) 

 
ℎ =

1

2
3 .
√2. 𝑘. 𝑎

𝜋 − 𝛽

 

 

(2.74) 

 
𝑦 =

ℎ

𝑝
− 1 

 

(2.75) 

 
𝑞 =

2𝜋

𝑘2. 𝑆
 

 

(2.76) 

4) Finally devise: 

 𝜎(𝜃𝑐,𝑖) =

{
 
 

 
 

1

√𝑔𝑛 + 𝑞𝑛
𝑛

                   if 1 ≥ 𝑔 ≥ 𝑝

1

√(ℎ − 𝑦. 𝑔)𝑛 + 𝑞𝑛
𝑛

         if 𝑝 > 𝑔 ≥ 0

 (2.77) 

 

The diffuse field sound transmission coefficient becomes:  

 

 𝜏𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 =
𝐼

𝑠1
2. 𝑠2

2. 𝛼2
 (2.78) 

With 𝑠𝑖 =
2.𝑎𝑖.𝜉𝑖

𝜎(𝜃𝑐,𝑖)
 with 𝜎(𝜃𝑐,𝑖) the single sided forced radiation, and 𝛼 the sound 

absorption coeff of the wall cavity of the double wall-leaf. Defining:  

 

 
𝐼 =

𝐴 + 𝐵 + 𝐶

𝐷
 

 
(2.79) 

 

𝑄𝑖 =

1 +
𝑎𝑖. 𝜂𝑖
𝜎(𝜃𝑐,𝑖)

𝑠𝑖
 

 

(2.80) 

 𝑃𝑖 = 1 −
1

𝜉𝑖
, with 𝜉𝑖 the ratio 

𝑓

𝑓𝑐,𝑖
 of the ith wall leaf (2.81) 

 

 
𝐴 = 𝑄1. 𝑄2. (𝑃2 − 𝑃1). ln (

[𝑄1
2 + (𝑃1 − 1)

2]. (𝑄2
2 + 𝑃2

2)

[𝑄2
2 + (𝑃2 − 1)2]. (𝑄1

2 + 𝑃1
2)
) 

 

(2.82) 
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𝐵 = 𝑄1. [(𝑃1 − 𝑃2)

2 + 𝑄1
2 − 𝑄2

2]. [arctan (
𝑃2
𝑄2
) − arctan (

𝑃2 − 1

𝑄2
)] 

 

(2.83) 

 
𝐶 = 𝑄2. [(𝑃2 − 𝑃1)

2 + 𝑄2
2 − 𝑄1

2]. [arctan (
𝑃1
𝑄1
) − arctan (

𝑃1 − 1

𝑄1
)] 

 

(2.84) 

 𝐷 = 𝑄1. 𝑄2. [(𝑃2 − 𝑃1)
2 + (𝑄2 + 𝑄1)

2]. [(𝑃2 − 𝑃1)
2 + (𝑄2 − 𝑄1)

2]  (2.85) 

 

According to Davy, J.L. (2010), 𝜎(𝜃𝑐,𝑖) is modified by applying 2 conditions to obtain 

good agreement with experiments: 

 

1) 𝑓 ≥ 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 the lower critical frequency of the 2 leaves, set 𝜎(𝜃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑖) = 1 

 

2) For 0,9. 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 < 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 , then 𝜎(𝜃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑖) is linearly interpolated in the 

frequency domain between the values of 𝜎(𝜃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑖) at 0,9 and 1 times the lower 

𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡. 

2.2.8.2 THE STRUCTURE BORNE TRANSMISSION 

 

According to Davy, J.L., Fard, M., Dong, W., Loverde, J. (2019), the stud borne 

sound transmission of the cavity wall is modelled using Heckl for sound radiation of a 

panel due to point and line excitation. For line connections, it is assumed that all the 

vibration propagation in the wall leaves is normal to the line connections. The theory 

differs from Sharp by integrating over the angle of incidence of the exciting diffuse 

field sound instead of dividing the mass per unit area of the wall leaves by 1.9, and by 

replacing Sharp’s empirical correction factor of 5 dB with the effects of the resonant 

vibration of the wall leaves.  

Then, Davy, J.L., Fard, M., Dong, W., Loverde, J. (2019) extends the theory to 

frequencies at and above the critical frequencies of the wall leaves and allows the 

connections to be modelled as four pole networks. It differs from Vigran by assuming 

that frequency is small compared to critical frequency when calculating the radiation 

of an infinite version of the second wall leaf due to the structural connection acting on 

it and correcting for this by including the resonant radiation of the finite version of the 

wall leaf.  

 

The resonant radiation efficiency is limited to a maximum value of 1. Wood studs 

are assumed to be rigid and massless. Steel studs are assumed to be massless 

translational springs whose stiffness varies with frequency.  

 

Davy, J.L. (2012) extends Sharp’s decoupled model for 𝑓 ≥ 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 and removes 

the empirical correction given by Sharp by including the resonant vibration of the wall 

leaf on the excited side and the radiation of the resonant vibration of the wall leaf on 

the receiving side. Plus, he extends Sharp for 𝑓 > 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡/2. The structure borne sound 

transmission between the wall leaves is due to point or line-connections and is 

modelled as four pole networks: 
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 𝜏𝑑(𝜔) =
256. 𝑛. 𝜌0

2. 𝑐0
4. 𝑄. 𝑅

𝜋. 𝜔2. [(𝑚1. 𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_2 +𝑚2. 𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_1)
2
+ 64.𝜔2. 𝑚1

2. 𝑚2
2. 𝑐0

2. 𝐶²]
 (2.86) 

   

And for uniformly spaced parallel line connections at a distance 𝑏 of one another: 

 

 𝜏𝑑(𝜔) =
64. 𝜌0

2. 𝑐0
3. 𝑄. 𝑅

𝑏. 𝜔2. [𝐺2 + (4. 𝐶. 𝜔3/2. 𝑚1. 𝑚2. 𝑐0
2 − 𝐺²)]

 (2.87) 

 

With C the compliance (inverse of stiffness), and: 

 

 
𝐺 = 𝑚1. √𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_2 +𝑚2. √𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_1 

 
(2.88) 

 
𝑄 = {

1 + 𝑒            𝑖𝑓 𝜔 < 𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_1
𝑒                    𝑖𝑓 𝜔 > 𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_1

 

 

(2.89) 

 𝑒 =
𝜋.𝜔𝑐,1. 𝜎1
4.𝜔. 𝜂1

     

 

(2.90) 

 
𝑅 = {

1 + 𝑟         𝑖𝑓 𝜔 < 𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_2 

𝑟                𝑖𝑓 𝜔 > 𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_2
 

 

(2.91) 

 

𝑟 =

{
 

 
𝜋.𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_2. 𝜎2
4. 𝜔. 𝜂2

             𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

𝜎2
2. 𝜂2

. √
𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_2
𝜔

        𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
 

(2.92) 

 

2.2.8.3 EMPIRICAL FORMULAE FOR THE COMPLIANCE 𝑪𝑴 

2.2.8.3.1 DAVY – 2012 

 

For the following functions: 

 

 
𝑄 = {

1 + 𝑒      if 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_1
𝑒              if 𝑓 ≥ 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_1

 

 

(2.93) 

 
𝑒 =

𝜋. 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_1. 𝜎1
4. 𝑓. 𝜂1

 

 

(2.94) 

 
𝑅 = {

1 + 𝑟      if  𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_2
𝑟             if 𝑓 ≥ 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_2

 
(2.95) 
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With 𝑟 the ratio of the power radiated by the resonant velocity of the second leaf 

and the power radiated by the vibrational neat field in the 2nd wall leaf generated by the 

connection:  

 

 𝑟 =

{
 
 

 
 
𝜋. 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_2. 𝜎2
4. 𝑓. 𝜂2

             for Point connection

𝜎2
2. 𝜂2

. √
𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_2
𝑓

       for Line connection

 (2.96) 

 

The equations for the equivalent translational compliance, with 𝑔 = 𝑚1. √𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_2 +

𝑚2. √𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_1 are given by: 

 

 𝐶𝑀,𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 =
√
16. 𝑛. 𝜌0

2. 𝑐4. 𝑄. 𝑅
𝜋5

. 𝑓2. 𝜏𝑠 − (𝑚1. 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_2. 𝑚2. 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_1)

64. 𝑓2. 𝑚1
2. 𝑚2

2. 𝑐4
 

 

(2.97) 

 

𝐶𝑀,𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 =
√8. 𝑐

3. 𝜌0
2. 𝑄. 𝑅
𝜋3

. 𝜏𝑠. 𝑏. 𝑓2 − 𝑔2   +   𝑔

8. 𝜋. 𝑐. 𝑓
3
2. 𝑚1. 𝑚2

 

(2.98) 

 

𝐶𝑀 must be real and positive but these inverted equations do not return a real 

value when the expression under the square root is negative when the theoretical 𝜏𝑎 >
𝜏𝑡 experimental, in which case 𝐶𝑀 has to be set to +∞ to agree with experiment, and 

when (𝜏𝑎,𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟 + 𝜏𝑠,𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑑,𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟) < 𝜏𝑡,𝑒𝑥𝑝 , in which case 𝐶𝑀 has to be set to 0 to agree 

with experiment. 

2.2.8.3.2 HIRAKAWA & DAVY – 2015 

 

Hirakawa, S., Davy, J. L. (2015) gives best fit equations for empirical compliance 

obtained conducting a regression of the natural logarithm of the compliance 𝐶𝑀 as a 

function of the frequency 𝑓, the number of connection points per unit area 𝑛, the stud 

spacing 𝑏, the reduced surface density 𝑚𝑟 =
𝑚1.𝑚2

𝑚1+𝑚2
 , done over 2 frequency ranges: 

50-4000 Hz, and 400-6300 Hz. The 2 frequency ranges were chosen after visual 

examination of the graphs. Using each side of the equation of best fit as the argument 

of the exponential function: 

 

 
𝐶𝑀,𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 = 𝐴. (

𝑓

𝑓0
)
𝑥𝑓

. (
𝑚𝑟
𝑚𝑟0

)
𝑥𝑚

. (
𝑏

𝑏0
)
𝑥𝑏

 

 

(2.99) 

 
𝐶𝑀,𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝐴. (

𝑓

𝑓0
)
𝑥𝑓

. (
𝑚𝑟
𝑚𝑟0

)
𝑥𝑚

. (
𝑛

𝑛0
)
𝑥𝑛

 
(2.100) 
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With 𝐴 expressed in [1/Pa] for line connection and in [m/N] for point connection, 𝑓0 =
1 Hz, 𝑚𝑟0 = 1 kg/m², 𝑏0 = 1 m, 𝑛0 = 1 [1/m²]. 𝑚𝑟 is used as a way to combine the 2 

wall leaf surface densities as it appears in 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑚. Dimensionless coeff 𝑥𝑓 ; 𝑥𝑚 ; 𝑥𝑏 ; 𝑥𝑛 

are produced by regression. With a 95% limit interval, the values of the coeffs for the 

4 systems being “Steel stud only construction”, “Steel studs with resilient channel bars 

on one side of the steel studs”, “Wood studs with resilient channel bars on one side of 

the wood studs”, “Resilient channel bars on both sides of wooden studs”. 

2.2.8.3.3 DAVY – 2019 

 

Davy, J.L., Fard, M., Dong, W., Loverde, J. (2019) provides formulae for the 

equivalent translational compliance of stiffer steel studs. The equivalent empirical 

translational compliance 𝐶𝑀 is a function of the frequency 𝑓, the number of point 

connections per unit area 𝑛 or the stud spacing 𝑏, the reduced surface density 𝑚𝑟 =
𝑚1.𝑚2

𝑚1+𝑚2
, the sheet steel gauge 𝑔, and the area 𝑆 of the test wall: 

 

 𝐶𝑀 =

{
 
 

 
 𝐴. (

𝑓

𝑓0
)
𝑥𝑓

. (
𝑚𝑟
𝑚𝑟0

)
𝑥𝑚

. (
𝑏

𝑏0
)
𝑥𝑏

. (
𝑔

𝑔0
)
𝑥𝑔

. (
𝑆

𝑆0
)
𝑥𝑆

      for line connections

𝐴. (
𝑓

𝑓0
)
𝑥𝑓

. (
𝑚𝑟
𝑚𝑟0

)
𝑥𝑚

. (
𝑛

𝑛0
)
𝑥𝑛

. (
𝑔

𝑔0
)
𝑥𝑔

. (
𝑆

𝑆0
)
𝑥𝑆

     for point connections

 (2.101) 

 

With experimental values given for 𝐴, 𝑥𝑓, 𝑥𝑚, 𝑥𝑔, 𝑥𝑏 in two frequency ranges: 63 to 

250 Hz and 250 to 5000 Hz, with 𝐴 a constant, 𝑓 the frequency, 𝑓0 = 1Hz, 𝑚𝑟 the 

reduced surface density, 𝑚𝑟0 = 1 kg/𝑚2, 𝑏 the distance between the line connections 

(stud spacing), 𝑏0 = 1m, 𝑛 the number of point connections per unit area calculated 

from the stud spacing and the screw spacing, 𝑛0 = 1/𝑚2, 𝑔 the gauge of the sheet steel 

used to manufacture the steel studs, 𝑔0 = 1, 𝑆 the area of the wall, and 𝑆0 = 1 𝑚2. 
The empirically determined bending wave resonance frequency multiplier and 

sound absorption coefficient multiplier for 92 mm steel stud cavity walls, with layers 

of 16mm GPB on each side, measuring 3,66 x 4,57m or 3,66 x 2,44m. For combinations 

of the gauge 𝑔 ∈ [16; 18; 20; 20𝐸; 25], the spacing 𝑏 ∈ [0,4064 ; 0,6096], and the 

number of GPB layers for the first wall and the second one ∈ [1; 2], the values of the 

frequency multiplier value 𝑟, the absorption multiplier value 𝐵 and the upper frequency 

𝑓𝐵 are given. 

 

And also the empirically determined bending wave resonance frequency 

multiplier and sound absorption coefficient multiplier for 39 x 89 mm wood stud cavity 

walls, with layers of 13 or 16 mm GPB on each side, measuring 3,05 x 2,44m. The 

maximum frequency for the application of the sound absorption multiplier is also 

given. The numbers in the GPB layers columns denote the thickness of the GPB layers 

in mm. The letter X denotes type X fire rated GPB. 

 

The general trend is for 𝑟 to decrease as the stud gauge increased, as the reduced mass 

decreased and as the stud spacing decreased. 
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2.2.8.4 SOUND ABSORPTION IN A CAVITY 

 

In Davy, J.L. (2009.b), comparing with experiments, the sound absorption 

coefficient of the cavity and the internal damping loss factor of the glass are assumed 

to be constant functions, adjusted to provide the best fit between theory and experiment 

for each of the double-glazing combinations tested. The sound absorption coefficient 

𝛼 of the cavity increased with increasing cavity width: A linear regression of the sound 

absorption coefficient as a function of cavity width produced the following equation:  

 

 𝛼 = 0,027 + 2,4. 𝑑 (2.102) 

 

This expression is less accurate for larger cavity widths as stud transmission across the 

window air cavity is dominant in the theoretical values for larger cavity widths. 

Another experimental result for the case with no studs produced lower results, 

presumably because the studs help to inhibit the oblique propagation of sound in the 

cavity:  

 

 𝛼 = 0,043 + 0,73. 𝑑 (2.103) 

2.2.8.5 CRITICAL FREQUENCIES 

 

The theories for calculating the sound insulation of cavity stud walls predict a 

minimum or a change of slope at normal incidence 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑚 but the dip in measurements 

occurs at higher frequency than the theoretically predicted normal incidence 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑚 for 

rigid wood stud walls with porous sound absorbing material in the cavity. This is due 

to a structural resonance. A significant increase in the effective mass-air-mass 

resonance frequency which occurs with stiffer studs, according to Davy, J.L., Fard, M., 

Dong, W., Loverde, J. (2019). 

 

Modelling the first bending mode between two adjacent studs of each wall leaf 

of a cavity stud wall as a linear harmonic oscillator, leads to 2 linear harmonic 

oscillators coupled by the spring of the air cavity. The position, mass, and stiffness of 

each linear harmonic oscillator are 𝑥𝑖, 𝑚𝑖, and 𝐾𝑖, where 𝑖 = 1 ; 2. The stiffness of the 

spring coupling the two linear harmonic oscillators is 𝐾12. Some frequencies are 

mathematically defined hereafter with a relation to the various stiffnesses. 

 

 
𝑓1 =

1

2. 𝜋
.√
𝐾1
𝑚1

 

 

(2.104) 

 

𝑓2 =
1

2. 𝜋
.√
𝐾2
𝑚2

 

 

(2.105) 
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𝑓𝑎1 =
1

2. 𝜋
.√
𝐾12
𝑚1

 

 

(2.106) 

 

𝑓𝑎2 =
1

2. 𝜋
.√
𝐾12
𝑚2
  

(2.107) 

 

For 𝑓𝑖 the resonance frequency of the first bending mode of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ wall leaf between 

two adjacent studs and 𝑓𝑎𝑖 is the normal incidence mass-air resonance frequency of the 

𝑖𝑡ℎ wall leaf and the air in the wall cavity: 

 

 𝑓𝑎𝑖 =
1

2. 𝜋
. √
𝜌0. 𝑐2

𝑑.𝑚𝑖
 (2.108) 

 

With 𝜌0 the density of air, 𝑚𝑖 the mass per unit area of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ wall leaf, 𝑑 the width of 

the wall cavity, and 𝑐 the speed of sound in air. If 𝑚 = 𝑚1 = 𝑚2 the mass per unit area 

of each wall leaf: 

 

 √2. 𝑓𝑎2 =
1

2. 𝜋
. √
𝜌0. 𝑐2. (𝑚 +𝑚)

𝑑.𝑚.𝑚
=
1

2. 𝜋
.√
𝜌0. 𝑐2. (𝑚1 +𝑚2)

𝑑.𝑚1.𝑚2
= 𝑓0 (2.109) 

 

𝑓𝑖 the resonance frequency of the first bending mode of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ wall leaf between two 

adjacent studs.  

 

 

For simply supported conditions at each stud or clamped conditions at each stud: 

 

 
𝑓𝑖,𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 =

𝜋

2. 𝐿2
. √

𝐸𝑖 . ℎ𝑖
2

12. 𝜌𝑖 . (1 − 𝜈𝑖
2)

 

 

(2.110) 

 

𝑓𝑖,𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑑 =
3,56

𝐿2
. √

𝐸𝑖. ℎ𝑖
2

12. 𝜌𝑖 . (1 − 𝜈𝑖
2)

 

(2.111) 

 

With 𝐿 the spacing between the studs, 𝐸𝑖 the Young’s Modulus, 𝜈𝑖 the Poisson ratio, 

𝜌𝑖 the density, ℎ𝑖 the thickness of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ wall leaf. Noting 𝑚𝑖 = 𝜌𝑖. ℎ𝑖. For clamped 

boundary conditions, the resonance frequency is 2.27 times greater than for simply 

supported. The boundary conditions are likely to be close to clamped. As the studs 

become less rigid, the boundary conditions, imposed by the studs and the wall leaves 

on the other sides of the studs are expected to depart further from the clamped boundary 

conditions. 
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Davy, J.L., Fard, M., Dong, W., Loverde, J. (2019) calculated the resonance 

frequency of the first bending mode between the studs by multiplying the simply 

supported resonance frequency by an empirical correction factor 𝑟 between 0 and 2,27. 

This empirical correction factor 𝑟 varies for different types of walls and an output of 

Davy’s research is the values of this coefficient.  

 

The critical frequency 𝑓𝑐𝑖 of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ building element leaf is: 

 

 𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑖 =
𝑐2

2𝜋
.√
12. 𝜌𝑖. (1 − 𝜈𝑖

2)

𝐸𝑖. ℎ𝑖
2  (2.112) 

  

Davy, J.L. (2009.b), uses the cavity width and the mass per unit area of each 

building element leaf to calculate the adiabatic mass-air-mass resonance frequency. 

This frequency is replaced in Davy, J.L., Fard, M., Dong, W., Loverde, J. (2019) with 

the upper resonance frequency 𝑓+. An equivalent cavity width 𝑑𝑒𝑞, which would make 

the adiabatic mass-air-mass resonance frequency equal to the upper resonance 

frequency 𝑓+ is calculated and used instead of the actual cavity width: 

 

 𝑑𝑒𝑞 = 𝜌0.
𝑚1 +𝑚2
𝑚1. 𝑚2

. (
𝑐

2. 𝜋. 𝑓+
)
2

 (2.113) 

 

Because the theory could not predict some of the very deep dips in the sound 

insulation spectrum at the upper resonance frequency 𝑓+, in some cases the sound 

absorption coefficient of the wall cavity is multiplied by a factor 𝐵 at and below a 

frequency 𝑓𝐵 with 𝐵 and 𝑓𝐵 empirically determined by making the theory agree with 

the experiment. The values of this factor 𝐵 and the upper frequency 𝑓𝐵 at which it is 

used are outputs of Davy, J.L., Fard, M., Dong, W., Loverde, J. (2019). 

2.2.8.6 CORRECTED ONE-SIDED RADIATION FOR A RECTANGULAR PLATE  

 

Davy, J.L., Larner, D., Wareing, R., Pearse, J. (2015) extend the definition of the 

one-sided radiation impedance of a panel mounted in an infinite rigid baffle. For 

traveling plane waves on a rectangular panel with anechoic edge conditions, and for 

the case of standing waves on a rectangular panel with simply supported edge 

conditions, the equations resulting from one of the standard reductions from quadruple 

to double integrals are given. 

 

For a plane surface area 𝑆 mounted in an infinite rigid plane baffle in the 𝑥-𝑦 

plane, 𝑧 = 0, in which a 2D transverse velocity wave is propagating, the sound power 

𝑊 radiated by one side of the panel:  
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𝑊 = 𝑅𝑒 {∬𝑝(𝑟1). 𝑢
∗(𝑟1). 𝑑𝑟1

 

𝑆

}

= 𝑅𝑒 {𝑗. 𝑘. 𝑍𝑐 .∬ ∬𝑢(𝑟0). 𝑢
∗(𝑟1). 𝑔𝜔(𝑟1, 𝑟0). 𝑑𝑟0. 𝑑𝑟1

 

𝑆

 

𝑆

} 

(2.114) 

 

 → 𝑊 = 𝑅𝑒{𝑧. 𝑍𝑐. 𝑆. 〈𝑢
2〉} (2.115) 

 

With 〈𝑢2〉 =
∬ |𝑢(𝑟0)|

2𝑑𝑟0
 
𝑆

𝑆
=
∬ 𝑢(𝑟0).𝑢

∗(𝑟0).𝑑𝑟0
 
𝑆

𝑆
 the mean square transverse velocity of the 

plane surface area 𝑆. Definition of the normalized radiation impedance 𝑧 of a wave on 

the surface 𝑆: 

 

 𝑧 = 𝑗. 𝑘.
∬ ∬ 𝑔𝜔(𝑟1, 𝑟0). 𝑢(𝑟0). 𝑢

∗(𝑟1). 𝑑𝑟0. 𝑑𝑟1
 

𝑆

 

𝑆

𝑆. 〈𝑢2〉
 (2.116) 

 

For 𝑆 a rectangle, |𝑥| ≤ 𝑎, |𝑦| ≤ 𝑏, |𝑧| = 0, they reduce the quadruple integrals 

in 𝑧 in double integrals. Then the double integrals are converted to single integrals by 

conversion to polar coordinates. Rhazi & Atalla use a “Gauss numerical integration 

scheme” but their equations have singularities that have been overcome by the authors 

writing the equations in a different form and deriving the equations for the imaginary 

part. 

 

For the simply supported mode case, Leppington et.al convert the real part of 𝑧 
to a single integral by converting to polar coordinates, but their expressions contain 

singularities and they extend the integration range from 0 →
𝜋

2
 to 0 → 2𝜋, which is not 

good for computation. Davy rewrites these expressions and derive equations for the 

imaginary part. For the diffuse field calculation: 

 

 〈𝑧〉 =
∫ ∫ 𝑣(𝜃, 𝜙). 𝑧. sin(𝜃) . 𝑑𝜃. 𝑑𝜙

𝜋
2
0

2𝜋

0

∫ ∫ 𝑣(𝜃, 𝜙). sin(𝜃) . 𝑑𝜃. 𝑑𝜙
𝜋
2
0

2𝜋

0

 (2.117) 

 

If the weighting function 𝑣(𝜃, 𝜙) = 𝑝(𝜃). 𝑤(𝜙), then:  

 

 〈𝑧〉 =
∫ 𝑝(𝜃). 𝑧𝑎𝑣. sin(𝜃) . 𝑑𝜃
𝜋/2

0

∫ 𝑝(𝜃). sin(𝜃) . 𝑑𝜃
𝜋/2

0

 (2.118) 

 

Then, approximate formulas are given for the calculation of the radiation 

efficiency being the real part of the normalized radiation impedance. If a thin isotropic 

panel, mounted in an infinite rigid baffle is excited by an airborne incident diffuse 

sound field, then the transverse vibration of the panel consists of a forced non-resonant 

field and a freely propagating resonant field. The ratio 𝑟 of the resonant vibrational 

energy to the non-resonant vibrational energy level of a panel which have been excited 

by a diffuse sound field. Crocker using SEA, brings the following relation. 
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 𝑟 = 𝜋.𝜔𝑐.
𝜎𝑟

4.𝜔. 𝜂
 (2.119) 

 

With 𝜂 the total in situ damping loss factor of the panel, 𝜎𝑟 the radiation efficiency of 

the resonant transverse vibration field.  

For 𝜇 = √
𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

𝜔
 > 𝜋.

√
1

𝑎2
+
1

𝑏2

2.𝑘
, the radiation efficiency of the airborne diffuse sound field 

excited panel is the weighted average: 

 

 𝜎𝑎 = {

𝑟. 𝜎𝑟 + 𝜎𝑛𝑟
𝑟 + 1

          if 𝜔 < 𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

𝜎𝑟                  if 𝜔 ≥ 𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

 (2.120) 

 

Above the angular critical frequency, it is not possible to distinguish between the 

resonant and the non-resonant transverse vibrational fields in the panel. 

 

The variable 𝑟 is also the ratio of the power radiated by the resonant vibrational fields 

to the power radiated by the vibrational near fields for a panel excited by point forces 

acting at right angles to the panel. The radiation efficiency of a panel excited by point 

forces acting at right angles to the panel is, according to Davy, J.L. (2012): 

 

 𝜎𝑝 = {
𝜎𝑟 . (1 +

1

𝑟
)           if 𝜔 < 𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

𝜎𝑟                  if 𝜔 ≥ 𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

 (2.121) 

 

The ratio of the power radiated by the resonant vibrational fields to the power radiated 

by the vibrational near fields for a panel excited by line forces acting at right angles to 

the panel is, according again to Davy, J.L. (2012): 

 

 𝑟𝑙 = √
𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
𝜔

.
𝜎𝑟
2. 𝜂

 (2.122) 

 

The radiation efficiency of a panel excited by line forces acting at right angles to the 

panel is: 

 

 𝜎𝑙 = {
𝜎𝑟(1 + 1/𝑟𝑙)        if 𝜔 < 𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
𝜎𝑟                                if 𝜔 ≥ 𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

 (2.123) 

 

Thus, although the fundamental radiation efficiencies do not depend on the damping 

loss factor, the above equations show that the radiation efficiency of an excited panel 

does depend on the damping loss factor when 𝜔 < 𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 
 
 



 

CHAPTER 3 

MODELLING METHODS 

3.1 CHOICE OF THE MODELLING APPROACH 

In acoustics, the frequency range of interest drives the choice of the modelling 

approach. At low frequencies, the resonances are clearly isolated and visible, the 

comportment is controlled by a few modes and the wavelengths are large. At high 

frequencies, there are no important resonances nor local variations, the modal density 

of the system is uniform, and the mode count is high. Wavelengths are short compared 

to the dimensions of the system. For mid-frequencies, a mix of the two aforementioned 

comportments is displayed. 

 

The three modelling methods that were first envisaged in this study are the finite 

element method (FEM), the statistical energy analysis (SEA) method, and the transfer 

matrix method (TMM). In this study, an engineering prediction model is to be built. 

An engineering prediction model is a simplified model to be used in the everyday praxis 

of building acoustics. It includes hand calculation methods and simple computer 

models with few input parameters and a short calculation time in the frequency range 

of interest, for an accuracy of ± 2 to 4 dB in the single number determination. The 

predictions do not need to be highly accurate at high frequencies as the sound 

transmission loss of lightweight structures mostly suffers from poor performances in 

middle and low frequencies. 

 
3.1.1 FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING (FEM) 

The finite element method consist in discretizing the system in nodes, and to 

consider these nodes as mechanical oscillator before solving the wave equation. For a 

system with 𝑛 degrees of freedom, the displacement vector is a column vector 𝑛 × 1 

and the mass, damping and stiffness matrices are square matrices of dimension 𝑛 × 𝑛. 

The differential wave equations to solve are 𝑀. �̈�(𝑡) + 𝐶. �̇�(𝑡) + 𝐾. 𝑥(𝑡) = 𝐹(𝑡) , with 

𝐹(𝑡) = [𝐹1(𝑡), 𝐹2(𝑡), … , 𝐹𝑛(𝑡)]
𝑇 the force vector applied to each mass. Then, the 

velocity is calculated, and a radiation model is used. 

 

The finite element approach is often described as a low-frequency method 

because the required model size increases with frequency, as do the effects of the 

uncertainties and the variability in the system response to the boundaries definitions. 

This leads to a high computational cost at mid and high frequency as more than 6 

elements per wavelength and 8 nodes per element are needed to accurately capture 

acoustic phenomena. Other issues concern the use of the appropriate material properties 

and the non-measurability of some input local information.  

 

Plus, real buildings consist of furnished rooms, whereas it is not generally the 

case in room acoustic models, and construction details are not sufficiently known for a 

rigorous modeling. FEM is then reduced to simple cases and requires a specialized 

knowledge in building up the model on the software. Plus, computations can easily fail 
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due to the uncertainty in the input data. The complexity often leads to a high sensitivity 

to the variations in the input characteristics. Generally, one introduces statistics 

afterwards through repeated simulations of the problem using Monte Carlo methods. 

High-resolution methods are not meant to be used in the everyday praxis as it is too 

time consuming and complex, but rather to give detailed insight into a specific problem, 

specific questions, such as parametric studies, or investigating certain physical 

behaviour. That is why the use of the FEM was discarded in this project. 

 
3.1.2 STATISTICAL ENERGY ANALYSIS MODELLING (SEA) 

The term “Statistical” refers to the fact that the calculated data are averaged 

values for an ensemble of nominally identical systems with a statistical spread. “Energy 

Analysis” refers to the principle of the method to quantify the transmission of energy 

throughout the system. 

 

The system under study is discretized into subsystems according to the type of 

waves propagating inside. Each subsystem is equivalent to a mass-spring-damper 

oscillator. The oscillators are coupled together to form a global system, exchanging 

energy. The number of modes for continuous structures is infinite, leading to the 

assumption that the number of modes is truncated, introducing a frequency bandwidth 

of analysis in which the power spectral density is flat, and the notion of “resonant 

modes” being modes whose natural frequency lies within the frequency band of 

external excitations. The assumption is taken that only resonant modes contribute to 

the global response, as brought in Lafont, T., Totaro, N., Le Bot, A. (2014). 

 

In SEA there is a wave-modal duality. The modal approach starts from the basic 

equations of the mechanical oscillators excited by random forces and proves the 

existence of the coupling loss factors. The wave approach is based on the evaluation of 

the reflection and transmission coefficients at a junction, considers plane waves, and 

provides effective relationships for the coupling loss factors. The wave approach 

requires a diffuse field assumption, and the modal approach requires a rain-on-the-roof 

excitation assumption as well as an energy equipartition assumption, according to 

Lafont, T., Totaro, N., Le Bot, A. (2014). 

 

The energy loss mechanisms inside each subsystem are quantified through the 

use of loss factors, while coupling loss factors are used to characterize the power flow 

between the various subsystems. To determine the coupling loss factors, the wave 

approach of SEA is used, based on geometrical acoustics. The frequency is assumed 

sufficiently high for an interpretation in terms of rays.  

 

For 2 dynamic systems sharing resonance modes in the frequency band of 

interest, the resonance frequencies are estimated for each system individually by 

blocking the interface with its neighbors. With the hypothesis that the coupling between 

the 2 systems is weak so that only the modes having close resonance frequencies 

significatively exchange vibratory energy.  
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Using the SEA method means assuming that the energy loss within a subsystem 

is proportional to the total energy of the subsystem, the energy transmitted from one 

subsystem to another is proportional to their modal energy difference, the forces 

driving the different subsystems are statistically independent, the addition of the energy 

responses resulting from these forces gives the total (modal) energy of each subsystem, 

the spectral distribution of modal energy in subsystems in all the considered frequency 

bands is uniform. 

 

The non-resonant part of the sound transmission through a wall at 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐 is to be 

calculated using a mass law and must be included in a separate way. 

 

Kouyoumji, J.L. (2000) details the various steps for solving a SEA problem. 

First, one has to define series of frequency band containing several resonances and 

covering frequency range of interest, then discretize a partition into subsystems 

guarantying the presence of resonances before estimating the injected power vectors 𝑃𝑖 
in each band. After which the coupling loss factors (CLF) between the coupled 

subsystems are estimated using wave transmission theory between infinite coupled 

medium by decomposing modes into waves, before estimating the appropriate damping 

loss factors (DLF) in each subsystem by measurement of intrinsic material dissipative 

properties or using analytical expressions. Then construct the loss factor matrix relating 

energy to power and solve the linear problem 𝜂𝐸 = 𝑃/𝜔 in each band centered around 

𝜔 to get the energy vector. 

 

SEA was first to be used in this study, and some preliminary models had been 

developed. This method is performant in high frequencies, the computation time is low, 

there is a direct complementarity with the vibration measurements using the inverse 

SEA method. Plus, some of the most recent standards use this method to quantify the 

flanking paths, namely ISO 10848 (2017) and ISO 12354 (2017). 

 

The drawbacks of SEA lie in that there is no information regarding the spatial 

variation of the energy within the subsystems, that it cannot account for local damping, 

that for lightweight and wooden frame structures it is not possible to assume a diffuse 

or homogeneous vibrational field for plates reinforced by beams, that a high modal 

density is not fulfilled at low frequencies, that the weak coupling is not fulfilled for 

strong flanking partitions, that the periodic nature of typical lightweight structures 

leads modes to group together (a problem for SEA where smooth modal densities are 

assumed). In the end, the model development requires a specialized knowledge and the 

model’s nature is frequency dependent. 
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3.1.3 TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD MODELLING (TMM) 

The choice of the TMM for this project followed a conversation with J.L.Davy 

about the limits of his analytical models to calculate the transmission insulation 

coefficient for double walls with interrupted cavities, systems used by the 

industrialized wooden systems’ manufacturers. An example of such wall is given 

below in figure 16. 

 

 
Figure 16: Example of a double wall with an interrupted cavity 

The TMM is a versatile method that can be coupled with analytical theories. This 

method has a relatively short calculation time and is relatively easy to parametrise. The 

second part of this chapter presents the classical theory of the TMM, as well as the 

most recent addenda for the determination of the structure borne sound. 

 
3.2 TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD THEORY 

The TMM classical theory allows for the STL prediction of infinite multilayers 

walls. It gives good approximations in mid-high frequencies but lacks accuracy at low 

frequencies where elements exhibit a strong modal behavior. The acoustic field is 

assumed to reduce to progressive wave. The description of the classical theory is, in 

this study, mainly based on the work of Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009), Lauriks, W., 

Mees, P., Allard, J. (1992) and Munjal, M.L. (1991). 

 
3.2.1 PROPAGATION OF THE ACOUSTIC FIELD INSIDE THE LAYERS 

The sound propagation inside a layer is described by a “transfer matrix” linking 

the state-variables vector 𝑉 at the point 𝑀 to the state-variables vector at the point 𝑀’, 
with 𝑀 and 𝑀′ two points inside the considered layer, close to the forward and 

backward faces, as illustrated in figure 17 and found in Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009) 

in the chapter 11. 

 

 𝑉(𝑀) = [𝑇]. 𝑉(𝑀′) (3.1) 
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Figure 17: Plane wave impinging on a domain of thickness h – (Allard, J.F., Atalla, N – 2009) 

Note: Republished with permission from John Wiley & Sons – Books; permission 

conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.. 

3.2.1.1 FLUID LAYERS 

 

In Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009), in the chapter 11, for fluid layers, the shear 

stress is null. The state variables needed to describe the acoustic field at every point 𝑀 

are the pressure and the 𝑥3 component of the fluid velocity: 

 

 𝑉𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑(𝑀) = [𝑝(𝑀), 𝑣3
𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑

(𝑀)]
𝑇
 (3.2) 

 

Considering an incident and a reflected wave and omitting the time dependence, with 

the amplitudes 𝐴1 and 𝐴2 determined by the boundary conditions: 

 

 𝑝(𝑥3) = 𝐴1. 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑗. 𝑘3. 𝑥3) + 𝐴2. 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑗. 𝑘3. 𝑥3) (3.3) 

 

The wave traveling in the negative direction slows the one propagating forward, hence 

giving a negative sign: 

 

 
𝑣3
𝑓(𝑥3) =

𝑘3
𝜔. 𝜌

[𝐴1. 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑗. 𝑘3. 𝑥3) − 𝐴2. 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑗. 𝑘3. 𝑥3)] 
(3.4) 

   

Arbitrarily setting 𝑥3 = 0 at 𝑀’: 
 

 𝑝(𝑀′) = 𝐴1 + 𝐴2 (3.5) 

 
𝑣3
𝑓(𝑀′) =

𝑘3
𝜔. 𝜌

[𝐴1 − 𝐴2] 
(3.6) 

 

Then, considering a thickness ℎ, using a matrix form for 𝑥3 = −ℎ:  

 

 𝑉𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑(−ℎ) = [𝑇]. 𝑉𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑(0) (3.7) 
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Using Euler relations: 

 

 

𝑝(𝑀) = 𝐴1(𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘3. ℎ) + 𝑗. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘3. ℎ))

+ 𝐴2(𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘3. ℎ) − 𝑗. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘3. ℎ))

= 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘3. ℎ). (𝐴1 + 𝐴2)

+ 𝑗.
𝜔. 𝜌

𝑘3
. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘3. ℎ).

𝑘3
𝜔. 𝜌

. (𝐴1 − 𝐴2) 

 

(3.8) 

 
𝑣3
𝑓(𝑀) = 𝐴1 (𝑗.

𝑘3
𝜔. 𝜌

. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘3. ℎ) +
𝑘3
𝜔. 𝜌

. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘3. ℎ))

+ 𝐴2 (𝑗.
𝑘3
𝜔. 𝜌

. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘3. ℎ) −
𝑘3
𝜔. 𝜌

. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘3. ℎ))

= 𝑗.
𝑘3
𝜔. 𝜌

. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘3. ℎ). (𝐴1 + 𝐴2)

+
𝑘3
𝜔. 𝜌

. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘3. ℎ). (𝐴1 − 𝐴2) 

 

(3.9) 

 →   [𝑇] =

[
 
 
 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘3. ℎ) 𝑗.

𝜔. 𝜌

𝑘3
. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘3. ℎ)

𝑗.
𝑘3
𝜔. 𝜌

. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘3. ℎ) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘3. ℎ) ]
 
 
 
 (3.10) 

 

3.2.1.2 THIN ELASTIC PLATE IN BENDING 

 

In the chapter 11 of Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009) and in Tageman, K. (2013), 

the surface impedance is given by: 

 

 𝑍𝑠(𝜔) = 𝑗. 𝜔.𝑚. (1 − (
𝜔

𝜔𝑐
)
2

. 𝑠𝑖𝑛4(𝜃)) (3.11) 

With 𝐵 the panel bending stiffness, 𝑘𝑡 = 𝑘𝑎𝑖𝑟 . 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃), 𝜔𝑐 = 𝑐
2. √

𝑚

𝐵
 and 𝑚 the mass 

per unit area of the panel. The state vector to be used is 𝑉(𝑀) = [𝜎33(𝑀) , 𝑣3(𝑀)]
𝑇. 

The transfer matrix is deduced from the boundary conditions: 

 

 
𝑍𝑠(𝜔). 𝑣3(𝑀

′) = 𝜎33(𝑀
′) − 𝜎33(𝑀) 

 
(3.12) 

 → 𝜎33(𝑀′) − 𝑍𝑠(𝜔). 𝑣3(𝑀′) = 𝜎33(𝑀) 
 

(3.13) 

 →    [𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒] = [
1 −𝑍𝑠
0 1

] (3.14) 
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3.2.1.3 SOLID LAYER  

 

  The velocity vector field 𝒗(𝒙, 𝒚) is separated into a non-rotational and a 

divergence-free part (𝑟𝑜𝑡 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑 𝑓 = 0 and 𝑑𝑖𝑣 𝑟𝑜𝑡 𝐹 = 0) in Munjal, M.L. (1991). The 

displacement potentials 𝜙 and 𝜓 are defined in the velocity expression, and Cremer 

gives relations linking the shear and compressive stresses to the velocities and hence 

the displacement potentials. Using the wave equation, Heckl gives the general solutions 

of the displacement potentials, according to the chapter 11 of Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. 

(2009): 

 

 
𝑣1
𝑠 = 𝑗. 𝜔. (

𝜕𝜑

𝜕𝑥1
−
𝜕𝜓

𝜕𝑥3
) 

 

(3.15) 

 
𝑣3
𝑠 = 𝑗. 𝜔. (

𝜕𝜑

𝜕𝑥3
+
𝜕𝜓

𝜕𝑥1
) 

 

(3.16) 

 
𝜎33
𝑠 = 𝜆. (

𝜕2𝜑

𝜕𝑥1
2 +

𝜕2𝜑

𝜕𝑥3
2) + 2. 𝜇. (

𝜕2𝜑

𝜕𝑥3
2 −

𝜕2𝜓

𝜕𝑥1. 𝜕𝑥3
) 

 

(3.17) 

 
𝜎13
𝑠 = 𝜇. (2.

𝜕²𝜑

𝜕𝑥1. 𝜕𝑥3
+
𝜕²𝜓

𝜕𝑥1²
−
𝜕²𝜓

𝜕𝑥3²
) 

(3.18) 

 

In an elastic solid layer, 4 types of waves can propagate: incident and reflected 

longitudinal and shear waves → acoustical field completely defined when knowing 

their amplitudes. The associated displacement potentials for longitudinal and shear 

waves: 

 

 
𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑡−𝑗𝑘1𝑥1 . [𝐴1. 𝑒

−𝑗.𝑘13𝑥3 + 𝐴2. 𝑒
𝑗.𝑘13𝑥3] 

 
(3.19) 

 𝜓(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑡−𝑗𝑘1𝑥1 . [𝐴3. 𝑒
−𝑗.𝑘33𝑥3 + 𝐴4. 𝑒

𝑗.𝑘33𝑥3] (3.20) 

 

Using Pythagoras: 

 

 
𝑘13 = (𝛿1

2 − 𝑘𝑡
2)1/2 

 
(3.21) 

 𝑘13 = (𝛿1
2 − 𝑘𝑡

2)1/2 (3.22) 

 

For Helmholtz equation development and using Lame coefficients 𝜆 and 𝜇, Munjal, 

M.L. (1991) brings: 

 

 𝛿1
2 =

𝜔²𝜌

𝜆 + 2𝜇
 (3.23) 

 
𝛿3
2 =

𝜔²𝜌

𝜇
 

(3.24) 
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With the generalised Hooke law stating that for a homogeneous and isotropic material: 

𝜎 = 2. 𝜇. 휀 + 𝜆. 𝑡𝑟(휀). 𝐼, with 𝑡𝑟 the trace function, 𝐼 the identity tensor and 휀 the 

deformation tensor: 

 

 𝜆 =
𝐸. 𝜈

(1 + 𝜈). (1 − 2. 𝜈)
 (3.25) 

 
𝜇 =

𝐸

2. (1 + 𝜈)
 

(3.26) 

 

The constants 𝐴1, 𝐴2, 𝐴3, 𝐴4 are the amplitudes of the four waves, describing the 

propagation of sound. Instead of these 4 amplitudes, 4 other mechanical variables can 

describe sound propagation according to Folds, D. and Loggins, C.D. (1977): 

 

 𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑(𝑀) = [𝑣1
𝑠(𝑀), 𝑣3

𝑠(𝑀), 𝜎33
𝑠 (𝑀), 𝜎13

𝑠 (𝑀)]𝑇 (3.27) 

 

A 4x4 transfer matrix [𝑇] is obtained by connecting state variables vector 𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑(𝑀) 
to the amplitudes vector 𝐴, using a matrix [𝛤(𝑥3)]: 𝑉

𝑠(𝑀) = [𝛤(𝑥3)]. 𝐴, with the 

vector 𝐴 defined as: 

 

 𝐴 = [(𝐴1 + 𝐴2), (𝐴1 − 𝐴2), (𝐴3 + 𝐴4), (𝐴3 − 𝐴4)] (3.28) 

 

Developing the expressions of the velocities and stresses, assuming that the time 

dependence is omitted, as is the dependence in the 𝑥1 axis, using Euler leads to: 

 

 

𝑣1
𝑠 = 𝑗.𝜔. (

𝜕𝜑

𝜕𝑥1
−
𝜕𝜓

𝜕𝑥3
) =

= 𝜔. 𝑘1. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘13. 𝑥3). (𝐴1 + 𝐴2)
− 𝑗. 𝜔. 𝑘1. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘13. 𝑥3). (𝐴1 − 𝐴2)
+ 𝑗. 𝜔. 𝑘33. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘33. 𝑥3). (𝐴3 + 𝐴4)
− 𝜔. 𝑘33. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘33. 𝑥3)(𝐴3 − 𝐴4) 

 

(3.29) 

 
𝜎33
𝑠 = 𝜆. (

𝜕²𝜑

𝜕𝑥1²
+
𝜕²𝜑

𝜕𝑥3²
) + 2. 𝜇. (

𝜕²𝜑

𝜕𝑥3²
−

𝜕²𝜓

𝜕𝑥1. 𝜕𝑥3
)

= [(𝐴1 + 𝐴2). (−𝜆. 𝑘1
2 − 𝜆. 𝑘13

2

− 2. 𝜇. 𝑘13
2 ). 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘13𝑥3)]

+ [(𝐴1 − 𝐴2). (𝜆. 𝑘1
2 + 𝜆. 𝑘13

2

+ 2. 𝜇. 𝑘13
2 ). 𝑗. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘13𝑥3)]

+ [(𝐴3 − 𝐴4). 2. 𝜇. 𝑘1. 𝑘33. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘33𝑥3)]
+ [(𝐴3 + 𝐴4). (−2. 𝜇. 𝑘1. 𝑘33). 𝑗. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘33𝑥3)] 

(3.30) 

 

Then, the matrix system linking the velocities and stresses to the amplitudes is, with 

𝐷1 = 𝜆. (𝑘1
2 + 𝑘13

2 ) + 2. 𝜇. 𝑘13
2  and 𝐷2 = 2. 𝜇. 𝑘1: 
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(3.31) 

 

Fixing the origin of the 𝑥3 axis at the point 𝑀, 𝑉𝑠(𝑀) = [𝛤(0)]. 𝐴 and 𝑉𝑠(𝑀′) =
[𝛤(ℎ)]. 𝐴. And by definition, [𝑇] = 𝑉𝑠(𝑀)/𝑉𝑠(𝑀′) = [𝛤(0)]. [𝛤(ℎ)]−1. Then, 

because [𝛤(0)] is simpler to inverse than [𝛤(ℎ)] because it contains zero terms, the 

origin fixed in 𝑀’: 
 

 →  [𝑇] = [𝛤(−ℎ)]. [𝛤(0)]−1 (3.32) 

3.2.1.4 POROUS LAYER  

 

Porous materials are either considered as equivalent fluids using Delany & 

Bazley or using Biot theory. 

 

In the chapter 11 of Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009), Biot includes the propagation 

in both the elastic frame and the fluid filling the open pores. Three kinds of waves 

propagate: two compressional and one shear. For 𝑘1, 𝑘2 the wave numbers of the 

compressional waves propagating forward, 𝑘1
′ , 𝑘2

′  the wavenumbers of the 

compressional waves propagating backward, and 𝑘3, 𝑘3
′  the wavenumber of the shear 

waves propagating forward and backward. The squared wavenumbers 𝛿1
2, 𝛿2

2, 𝛿3
2, lead 

to the 𝑥3 components of wavenumber-vectors using Pythagoras: 

 

 {𝑘𝑖3 = (𝛿𝑖
2 − 𝑘𝑡

2)
1
2         for 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3

𝑘𝑖3
′ = −𝑘𝑖3      for 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3

 (3.33) 

 

In chapter 6 of Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009), the eigenvalues 𝛿1
2 and 𝛿2

2 are given as 

the squared complex wavenumbers of the 2 compressional waves: 

 

 
𝛿1
2 =

𝜔2

2. (𝑃𝑅 − 𝑄)
. [𝑃. 𝜌22̃ + 𝑅. 𝜌11̃ − 2. 𝑄. 𝜌12̃ − √∆] 

 

(3.34) 

 
𝛿2
2 =

𝜔2

2. (𝑃𝑅 − 𝑄)
. [𝑃. 𝜌22̃ + 𝑅. 𝜌11̃ − 2. 𝑄. 𝜌12̃ + √∆] 

 

(3.35) 

 ∆= [𝑃. 𝜌22̃ + 𝑅. 𝜌11̃ − 2. 𝑄. 𝜌12̃]
2 − 4. (𝑃𝑅 − 𝑄2). (𝜌11̃. 𝜌22̃ − 𝜌12̃) (3.36) 

 

For an elastic solid, the squared wavenumber for the shear wave: 

 

 𝛿3
2 =

𝜔2

𝑁
. (
𝜌11̃. 𝜌22̃ − 𝜌12̃

2

𝜌22̃
) (3.37) 

[𝜞(𝒙𝟑)]

=

[
 
 
 
𝝎.𝒌𝟏. 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝒌𝟏𝟑.𝒙𝟑) −𝒋.𝝎.𝒌𝟏. 𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝒌𝟏𝟑.𝒙𝟑) 𝒋.𝝎.𝒌𝟑𝟑. 𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝒌𝟑𝟑. 𝒙𝟑) −𝝎.𝒌𝟑𝟑. 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝒌𝟑𝟑.𝒙𝟑)

−𝒋.𝝎.𝒌𝟏𝟑. 𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝒌𝟏𝟑.𝒙𝟑) 𝝎.𝒌𝟏𝟑. 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝒌𝟏𝟑.𝒙𝟑) 𝝎.𝒌𝟏. 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝒌𝟑𝟑. 𝒙𝟑) −𝒋.𝝎.𝒌𝟏. 𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝒌𝟑𝟑.𝒙𝟑)

−𝑫𝟏. 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝒌𝟏𝟑.𝒙𝟑) 𝒋.𝑫𝟏. 𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝒌𝟏𝟑.𝒙𝟑) 𝒋.𝑫𝟐.𝒌𝟑𝟑. 𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝒌𝟑𝟑.𝒙𝟑) −𝑫𝟐.𝒌𝟑𝟑. 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝒌𝟑𝟑.𝒙𝟑)

𝒋.𝑫𝟐.𝒌𝟏𝟑. 𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝒌𝟏𝟑.𝒙𝟑) −𝑫𝟐.𝒌𝟏𝟑. 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝒌𝟏𝟑.𝒙𝟑) 𝑫𝟏. 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝒌𝟑𝟑.𝒙𝟑) −𝒋.𝑫𝟏. 𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝒌𝟑𝟑.𝒙𝟑) ]
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In the chapter 6 of Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009) are expressed the stress-strain 

relations in the Biot-theory, valid for wavelength larger than the dimensions of the 

volume of homogenization: 

 

 𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝑠 = [(𝑃 − 2𝑁). 𝜃𝑠 +𝑄. 𝜃𝑓]. 𝛿𝑖𝑗 + 2.𝑁. 𝑒𝑖𝑗

𝑠  (3.38) 

 𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝑓
= (−𝜙. 𝑝). 𝛿𝑖𝑗 = (𝑄. 𝜃

𝑠 + 𝑅. 𝜃𝑓). 𝛿𝑖𝑗 (3.39) 

 

With 𝜃𝑠 the dilatation of the frame and 𝜃𝑓 the dilatation of the air, 𝑄 the potential 

coupling coefficient and 𝑄. 𝜃𝑓 and 𝑄. 𝜃𝑠 the contributions of the air dilatation to the 

stress in the frame, and of the frame dilatation to the pressure variation in the air in the 

porous material. 

 

To evaluate the elasticity coefficients 𝑃, 𝑁, 𝑄, 𝑅, Biot brought the “gedanken 

experiments” being static experiments. They give a valid description as long as the 

wavelengths are large compared with the characteristic dimension of the representative 

elementary volume. These experiments lead to a system of 3 equations containing the 

3 unknown parameters 𝑃, 𝑄, 𝑅 and result in: 

 

 
𝑃𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑡 =

(1 − 𝜙). [1 − 𝜙 −
𝐾𝑏
𝐾𝑠
] . 𝐾𝑠 + 𝜙.

𝐾𝑠
𝐾𝑓
. 𝐾𝑏

1 − 𝜙 −
𝐾𝑏
𝐾𝑠
+ 𝜙.

𝐾𝑠
𝐾𝑓

+
4

3
.𝑁𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑡 

 

(3.40) 

 

𝑄𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑡 =
[1 − 𝜙 −

𝐾𝑏
𝐾𝑠
] + 𝜙.𝐾𝑠

1 − 𝜙 −
𝐾𝑏
𝐾𝑠
+ 𝜙.

𝐾𝑠
𝐾𝑓

 

 

(3.41) 

 
𝑅𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑡 =

𝜙2. 𝐾𝑠

1 − 𝜙 −
𝐾𝑏
𝐾𝑠
+ 𝜙.

𝐾𝑠
𝐾𝑓

 
(3.42) 

 

The frame (solid) displacement potentials of compressional waves, for 𝑖 = 1, 2: 

 

 𝜑𝑖
𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 = 𝐴𝑖. 𝑒

𝑗(𝜔.𝑡−𝑘𝑖3.𝑥3−𝑘1.𝑥1) + 𝐴𝑖
′ . 𝑒𝑗(𝜔.𝑡+𝑘𝑖3.𝑥3−𝑘1.𝑥1) (3.43) 

 

The displacement induced by the rotational waves parallel to the (𝑥1, 0, 𝑥3) plan, and 

only 𝑥2-component of vector potential ≠ 0: 

 

 𝜓2
𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 = 𝐴3. 𝑒

𝑗(𝜔.𝑡−𝑘33.𝑥3−𝑘1.𝑥1) + 𝐴3
′ . 𝑒𝑗(𝜔.𝑡+𝑘33.𝑥3−𝑘1.𝑥1) (3.44) 

 

The air displacement potentials are related to the frame displacement potentials: 

 

 𝜑𝑖
𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑

= 𝜑𝑖
𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑. 𝜇𝑖        for 𝑖 = 1, 2 (3.45) 

 𝜓2
𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑

= 𝜓2
𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 . 𝜇3 (3.46) 
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With 𝜇𝑖 =
𝑃.𝛿𝑖

2−𝜔2𝜌11̃

𝜔2𝜌12̃−𝑄.𝛿𝑖
2 the ratio of air velocity over the frame velocity for the 2 

compressional waves and  𝜇3 =
𝑁.𝛿3

2−𝜔2𝜌11̃

𝜔2.𝜌22̃
 for shear wave. 

 

The acoustic field in porous layer is described the 6 waves’ amplitudes 

𝐴1, 𝐴2, 𝐴3, 𝐴1
′ , 𝐴2

′ , 𝐴3
′  are known. 6 other independent acoustic quantities can be linked 

to these 6 amplitudes and be used: 2 velocity components of the frame: 𝑣1
𝑠, 𝑣3

𝑠, 1 

velocity component of the fluid: 𝑣3
𝑓
, 2 components of the stress tensor of the frame: 

𝜎33
𝑠 , 𝜎13

𝑠 , and 1 stress tensor of the fluid: 𝜎33
𝑓

: 

 

 𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐(𝑀) = [𝑣1
𝑠(𝑀) 𝑣3

𝑠(𝑀) 𝑣3
𝑓(𝑀) 𝜎33

𝑠 (𝑀) 𝜎13
𝑠 (𝑀) 𝜎33

𝑓 (𝑀)]
𝑇
 (3.47) 

 

The relations linking the wave amplitudes to the displacement potentials and to the 

chosen acoustical values are complicated and given in Chapters 6 and 11 of Allard, 

J.F., Atalla, N. (2009) and use 𝑁 the shear modulus of material and 𝑃, 𝑄, 𝑅 the elastic 

coefficients of Biot defined in the chapter 6 of Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009). Using the 

transfer matrix relation between 𝑀 and 𝑀′: 
 

 𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐(𝑀) = [𝑇𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐]. 𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐(𝑀′) (3.48) 

 

Using intermediate step introducing column vector 𝐴 of the various amplitudes and a 

matrix [𝛤(𝑥3)] connecting 𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐(𝑀) along 𝑥3 to the amplitude vector 𝐴 =
[(𝐴1 + 𝐴1

′ ) (𝐴1 − 𝐴1
′ ) (𝐴2 + 𝐴2

′ ) (𝐴2 − 𝐴2
′ ) (𝐴3 + 𝐴3

′ ) (𝐴3 − 𝐴3
′ )]𝑇 leading 

to: 

 

 
{
𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐(𝑀) = [𝛤(0)]. 𝐴

𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐(𝑀′) = [𝛤(ℎ)]. 𝐴
 

 

(3.49) 

 →    𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐(𝑀) = [𝛤(0)]. [𝛤(ℎ)]−1. 𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐(𝑀′) (3.50) 

 

Then, transposing the 𝑥3 axis for simplification: 

 

 [𝑇𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐] = [𝛤(−ℎ)]. [𝛤(0)]−1 (3.51) 

 

Developing the expressions of the velocities and the stresses while removing the 

dependence on time and on 𝑥1 leads to: 
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[𝛤𝑖𝑗(𝑥3)]

=

[
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝜔. 𝑘𝑡 . 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘𝑖3). 𝑥3 −𝑗.𝜔. 𝑘𝑡. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘𝑖3). 𝑥3 𝜔. 𝑘𝑡. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘23). 𝑥3  

−𝑗. 𝜔. 𝑘𝑖3. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘𝑖3). 𝑥3 𝜔. 𝑘𝑖3. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘𝑖3). 𝑥3 −𝑗. 𝜔. 𝑘23. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘23). 𝑥3  

−𝑗. 𝜔. 𝑘𝑖3. 𝜇1. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘𝑖3). 𝑥3 𝜔. 𝜇1. 𝑘𝑖3. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘𝑖3). 𝑥3 −𝑗.𝜔. 𝑘23. 𝜇2. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘23). 𝑥3  

−𝐷1. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘𝑖3). 𝑥3 𝑗. 𝐷1. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘𝑖3). 𝑥3 −𝐷2. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘23). 𝑥3 [… ]

2. 𝑗. 𝑁. 𝑘𝑡. 𝑘𝑖3. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘𝑖3). 𝑥3 −2𝑁. 𝑘𝑡 . 𝑘𝑖3. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘𝑖3). 𝑥3 2. 𝑗. 𝑁. 𝑘𝑡. 𝑘23. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘23). 𝑥3  

−𝐸1. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘𝑖3). 𝑥3 𝑗. 𝐸1. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘𝑖3). 𝑥3 −𝐸2. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘23). 𝑥3  ]
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 −𝑗. 𝜔. 𝑘𝑡 . 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘23). 𝑥3 𝑗. 𝜔. 𝑘33. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘33). 𝑥3 −𝜔. 𝑘33. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘33). 𝑥3
 𝜔. 𝑘23. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘23). 𝑥3 𝜔. 𝑘𝑡. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘33). 𝑥3 −𝑗. 𝜔. 𝑘𝑡. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘33). 𝑥3
 𝜔. 𝜇2. 𝑘23. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘23). 𝑥3 𝜔. 𝑘𝑡 . 𝜇3. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘33). 𝑥3 −𝑗.𝜔. 𝑘𝑡 . 𝜇3. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘33). 𝑥3
[… ] 𝑗. 𝐷2. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘23). 𝑥3 2. 𝑗. 𝑁. 𝑘33. 𝑘𝑡 . 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘33). 𝑥3 −2.𝑁. 𝑘33. 𝑘𝑡 . 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘33). 𝑥3
 −2𝑁. 𝑘𝑡. 𝑘23. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘23). 𝑥3 𝑁(𝑘33

2 − 𝑘𝑡
2). 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘33). 𝑥3 −𝑗.𝑁. (𝑘33

2 − 𝑘𝑡
2). 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘33). 𝑥3

 𝑗. 𝐸2. 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘23). 𝑥3 0 0 ]
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

(3.52) 

 

With 𝐷𝑖 = (𝑃 + 𝑄. 𝜇𝑖). (𝑘𝑡
2 + 𝑘𝑖3

2 ) − 2.𝑁. 𝑘𝑡
2 and 𝐸𝑖 = (𝑅. 𝜇𝑖 + 𝑄). (𝑘𝑡

2 + 𝑘𝑖3
2 ) for 𝑖 =

1, 2. 

 
3.2.2 DETERMINATION OF THE COUPLING TRANSFER MATRICES 

Up to this point, the transfer inside a layer has been defined. Now, the transfer 

from a layer to the next is studied using boundary-conditions between the various 

layers. Interface matrices relate the state-variables vectors of the two layers so that an 

equilibrium is found. The points 𝑀 and 𝑀′ are replaced by points 𝑀2𝑖−1 and 𝑀2𝑖 with 

𝑖 ∈ [1; 𝑛], with 𝑛 the number of layers, as illustrated in figure 18. 

 

 [𝐼(1)−(2)]. 𝑉
 (𝑀2) + [𝐽(1)−(2)]. 𝑉

 (𝑀3) = 0 (3.53) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 18: Plane Wave impinging on a multilayer – (Allard, J.F., Atalla, N – 2009) 

Note: Republished with permission from John Wiley & Sons – Books; permission 

conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. 
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3.2.2.1 TWO JUXTAPOSED LAYERS OF THE SAME NATURE 

 

Except for porous layers, 𝑉(𝑀2) = 𝑉(𝑀3). There is a strong coupling. Using the 

formalism [𝐼]. 𝑉(𝑀2) + [𝐽]. 𝑉(𝑀3) = 0, the interface matrices [𝐼] and [𝐽] are opposite, 

with [𝐼] the 𝑁 × 𝑁 diagonal identity matrix, with 𝑁 the length of the variable vector. 

 

For porous materials, because of the different porosities, the boundary 

conditions, from the 1st to the 6th line, are, according to Brouard, B., Lafarge, D. and 

Allard, J.F. (1995): 

 

 
𝑣1
𝑠(𝑀2) = 𝑣1

𝑠(𝑀3) 
 

(3.54) 

 𝑣3
𝑠(𝑀2) = 𝑣3

𝑠(𝑀3)  
 

(3.55) 

 Ф1 (𝑣3
𝑓(𝑀2) − 𝑣3

𝑠(𝑀2)) = Ф2 (𝑣3
𝑓(𝑀3) − 𝑣3

𝑠(𝑀3)) 

 

(3.56) 

 𝜎33
𝑠 (𝑀2) + 𝜎33

𝑓 (𝑀2) = 𝜎33
𝑠 (𝑀3) + 𝜎33

𝑓 (𝑀3)   
 

(3.57) 

 𝜎13
𝑠 (𝑀2) = 𝜎13

𝑠 (𝑀3) 
 

(3.58) 

 𝜎33
𝑓 (𝑀2)

Ф1
=
𝜎33
𝑓 (𝑀3)

Ф2
 

(3.59) 

 

Using the interface matrices formalism [𝐼𝑝𝑝]. 𝑉
𝑝(𝑀2) + [𝐽𝑝𝑝]. 𝑉

𝑝(𝑀3) = 0, the 

interfaces matrices regroup the boundary conditions. For 𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐(𝑀) =

[𝑣1
𝑠(𝑀) 𝑣3

𝑠(𝑀) 𝑣3
𝑓(𝑀) 𝜎33

𝑠 (𝑀) 𝜎13
𝑠 (𝑀) 𝜎33

𝑓 (𝑀)]
𝑇
: 

 

 [𝐼𝑝𝑝] =

[
 
 
 
 
 
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1]

 
 
 
 
 

 (3.60) 

  

[𝐽𝑝𝑝] = − 

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 −
Ф2
Ф1

Ф2
Ф1

0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 1 −
Ф1
Ф2

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0
Ф1
Ф2 ]

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

(3.61) 
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3.2.2.2 TWO JUXTAPOSED LAYERS OF DIFFERENT NATURES 

 

The number of rows of the interface matrices is the number of continuity 

conditions. Linking the two outer parts of the various layers as in the chapter 11 of 

Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009): 

 

 
[𝐼12]. 𝑉

(1)(𝑀2) + [𝐽12]. 𝑉
(2)(𝑀3) = 0 

 
(3.62) 

 →     [𝐼12]. 𝑉
(1)(𝑀2) + [𝐽12]. [𝑇

(2)] 𝑉(2)(𝑀4) = 0 (3.63) 

3.2.2.2.1 SOLID-FLUID INTERFACE: 

 

The continuity conditions for the velocities and stresses, considering 

𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑(𝑀) = [𝑣1
𝑠(𝑀), 𝑣3

𝑠(𝑀), 𝜎33
𝑠 (𝑀), 𝜎13

𝑠 (𝑀)]𝑇 and 𝑉𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑(𝑀) =

[𝑝(𝑀), 𝑣3
𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑

(𝑀)]
𝑇
 are, according to the chapter 11 of Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009): 

 

 
[𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑙−𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑] = [

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

] 

 

(3.64) 

 
[𝐽𝑠𝑓] = [

0 −1
1 0
0 0

] 
(3.65) 

 

Note: [𝐼] and [𝐽] are interchanged for Fluid-Solid interfaces. The same matrices 

are used for Solid-Thin plate interfaces. 

3.2.2.2.2 FLUID-POROUS INTERFACE: 

 

The continuity conditions for the velocities and stresses, considering 

𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐(𝑀) = [𝑣1
𝑠(𝑀) 𝑣3

𝑠(𝑀) 𝑣3
𝑓(𝑀) 𝜎33

𝑠 (𝑀) 𝜎13
𝑠 (𝑀) 𝜎33

𝑓 (𝑀)]
𝑇
 and 

𝑉𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑(𝑀) = [𝑝(𝑀), 𝑣3
𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑

(𝑀)]
𝑇
 are, according to Brouard, B., Lafarge, D. and 

Allard, J.F. (1995): 

 

 
[𝐼𝑓𝑝] = [

0 −1
Ф2 0

(1 − Ф2) 0
0 0

] 

 

(3.66) 

 

[𝐽𝑓𝑝] = [

0 (1 − Ф2) Ф2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0

] 

(3.67) 
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3.2.2.2.3 ELASTIC SOLID – POROUS INTERFACE: 

 

The continuity conditions for the velocities and stresses, considering  

𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑(𝑀) = [𝑣1
𝑠(𝑀), 𝑣3

𝑠(𝑀), 𝜎13
𝑠 (𝑀), 𝜎33

𝑠 (𝑀)]𝑇 and 𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐(𝑀) =

[𝑣1
𝑠(𝑀) 𝑣3

𝑠(𝑀) 𝑣3
𝑓(𝑀) 𝜎13

𝑠 (𝑀) 𝜎33
𝑠 (𝑀) 𝜎33

𝑓 (𝑀)]
𝑇
, according to Brouard, B., 

Lafarge, D. and Allard, J.F. (1995): 

 

 
[𝐼𝑠𝑝] = − 

[
 
 
 
 
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1]

 
 
 
 

 

 

(3.68) 

 

[𝐽𝑠𝑝] =

[
 
 
 
 
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1]

 
 
 
 

 

(3.69) 

 

3.2.2.2.4 POROUS – THIN PLATE INTERFACE: 

 

The continuity conditions for the velocities and stresses, considering 

𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝑀) = [𝑝(𝑀) , 𝑣3(𝑀)]
𝑇 and 𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐(𝑀) =

[𝑣1
𝑠(𝑀) 𝑣3

𝑠(𝑀) 𝑣3
𝑓(𝑀) 𝜎33

𝑠 (𝑀) 𝜎13
𝑠 (𝑀) 𝜎33

𝑓 (𝑀)]
𝑇
, from the chapter 11 of 

Allard, J.F. & Atalla.N (2009): 

 

 
[𝐼𝑝𝑖] = [

0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0

] 

 

(3.70) 

 

[𝐽𝑝𝑖] = [

0 −1
0 −1
1 0
0 0

] 

(3.71) 

 
3.2.3 DETERMINATION OF THE GLOBAL TRANSFER MATRIX 

The previous relations for the coupling of various juxtaposed state variable 

vectors of layers use the formalism [𝐼(𝑘)(𝑘+1)]. 𝑉
(𝑘)(𝑀2.𝑘) +

[𝐽(𝑘)(𝑘+1)]. [𝑇
(𝑘+1)]. 𝑉(𝑘+1)(𝑀2.(𝑘+1)) = 0. A global matrix [𝐷0] is set up, linking the 

input to the output of each layers, considering the formalism [𝐷0]. 𝑉0 = 0 as presented 

in the chapter 11 of Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009). 
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[𝐷0] is defined as the juxtaposition of all the transfer matrices, and 𝑉0, the global 

state vector, is defined as the juxtaposition of all the individual state variable vectors 

of the various layers. Consideration is made of the emission room at the interface with 

the first layer. Consideration of the reception room will be made later on: 

 

 [𝐷0] =

[
 
 
 
 
 
[𝐼𝑓1] [𝐽𝑓1]. [𝑇

(1)] [0] … [0] [0]

[0] [𝐼12] [𝐽12]. [𝑇
(2)] … [0] [0]

… … … … … …
[0] [0] [0] … [𝐽(𝑛−2)(𝑛−1)]. [𝑇

(𝑛−1)] [0]

[0] [0] [0] … [𝐼(𝑛−1)(𝑛)] [𝐽(𝑛−1)(𝑛)]. [𝑇
(𝑛)]]
 
 
 
 
 

 (3.72) 

 

 𝑉0 = [𝑣
𝑓(𝐴), 𝑣(1)(𝑀2), 𝑣

(2)(𝑀4),… , 𝑣
(𝑛−1)(𝑀2𝑛−2), 𝑣

(𝑛)(𝑀2𝑛)]
𝑇
 (3.73) 

 

For this global matrix to be squared, are missing: one impedance equation linking 

pressure to normal velocity at excitation side is missing, and several impedance 

conditions at the termination side, relating the field variables - three if the last layer is 

porous, two if it is solid, one if it is for a fluid, a thin plate. So for 𝑵 the length of the 

global state variable vector [𝑉0], [𝐷0] has, at this stage, (𝑁 − 4) rows if the last layer 

is porous, (𝑁 − 3) if the last layer is solid, (𝑁 − 2) for fluids or thin plates. The number 

of columns is the number of state variables. 

3.2.3.1 IMPEDANCE CONDITION ON THE EMITTING SIDE 

 

Brouard, B., Lafarge, D. and Allard, J.F. (1995) link the pressure to the normal 

velocity at the excitation side, is added in [𝐷0] before the previous 1st line. Considering 

the impedance equation 𝑍 = 𝑓/𝑣 at the excitation side, for an emitting fluid in a room 

filled with air: 

 

 𝑝(𝐴) − 𝑍𝑎. 𝑣3
𝑓(𝐴) = 0 (3.74) 

 
→      [𝐷0]

′ = [
−1 𝑍𝑎 0 … 0

[𝐷0]
] 

(3.75) 

 

Note: [𝑉0] is not changed as the added vector [−1 𝑍𝑎] uses the state variables of [𝐼𝑓1]. 

3.2.3.2 INTERFACE MATRIX WITH THE RECEPTION ROOM AND IMPEDANCE 
CONDITION 

 

For a semi-infinite termination condition representing the reception room, the 

continuity relations relate 𝑉(𝑛)(𝑀2𝑛) and the semi-infinite fluid vector 𝑉(𝑓)(𝐵), with 

𝐵 a point in a semi-infinite medium, close to a boundary, so that [𝐼(𝑛)𝑓]. 𝑉
(𝑛)(𝑀2𝑛) +

[𝐽(𝑛)𝑓]. 𝑉
(𝑓)(𝐵) = 0. The interface matrix with the reception room is added, as well as 

the impedance condition on the receiving side, as presented in the chapter 11 of Allard, 

J.F., Atalla, N. (2009): 
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𝑍𝐵 =

𝑝(𝐵)

𝑣3
𝑓(𝐵)

=
𝑍𝑐

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)
 

 

(3.76) 

 
→         [−1

𝑍𝐵
cos(𝜃)

] . 𝑉(𝑓)(𝐵) = −𝑝 +
𝑝𝐵

cos(𝜃)
= 0 

(3.77) 

 

Adding these equations to the global matrix: 

 

 
[𝐷] =

[
 
 
 
 [𝐷0]

′
[0]
…
[0]

[0] … [0] [𝐼(𝑛)𝑓]

0 … 0 0

[𝐽(𝑛)𝑓]

[−1 𝑍𝐵 cos(𝜃)⁄ ]]
 
 
 
 

 

 

(3.78) 

 [𝑉] = [𝑉0, 𝑉
𝑓(𝐵)] (3.79) 

 
3.2.4 CACULATION OF THE ACOUSTIC INDICATORS 

3.2.4.1 SURFACE IMPEDANCE 

 

In Brouard, B., Lafarge, D. and Allard, J.F. (1995), the surface impedance is 

calculated using: 

 

 𝑍𝑎 = −
|𝐷1
 |

|𝐷2
 |

 (3.80) 

 

With |𝐷𝑖
 | the determinant of [𝐷] less the ith column. 

3.2.4.2 REFLECTION AND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS 

 

The reflection and absorption coefficients are calculated using the chapter 11 of 

Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009): 

 

 
𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐 =

𝑍𝑠 . 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) − 𝑍0
𝑍𝑠 . 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) + 𝑍0

 

 

(3.81) 

 𝛼(𝜃) = 1 − |𝑅|2 (3.82) 

3.2.4.3 TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT 

 

When the external condition is the semi-infinite fluid, the transmission and 

reflection coefficients are related by the chapter 11 of Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009): 

 

 𝑝(𝐴).
𝑇

1 + 𝑅𝑎
− 𝑝(𝐵) = 0 (3.83) 
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Replacing the 1st equation in the global matrix 𝐷 by the previous relation: 

 

 [
𝑇 0 … −(1 + 𝑅) 0

[𝐷 − 1𝑠𝑡  𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒]
] . 𝑉 = 0 (3.84) 

 

[𝐷 − 1𝑠𝑡  𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒] becomes the new [𝐷], with 𝑁 the considered number of row and 

columns after adding this line (length of adjusted state vector). The determinant of this 

matrix being 0 using the orthogonality relation: 

 

 𝑇 = −(1 + 𝑅𝑎).
|𝐷𝑁−1
′ |

|𝐷1
′|

 (3.85) 

 

Then, to get the diffuse field value, Paris equation is used.  

 

Note: If all the layers in the system are of the same dimension, which means that all 

the layers are either modelled as fluids or thin plates, then according to Tageman, K. 

(2013) and Vigran, T.E. (2009), an equivalent layer of matrix dimension 2x2 can be 

determined, linking the first and last layers’ variables: 

 

 
[
𝑝1
𝑣1
] = [

𝑇11 𝑇12
𝑇21 𝑇22

] [
𝑝2
𝑣2
] 

 
(3.86) 

 𝑝1 = 𝑝𝑖 + 𝑝𝑟 
 

(3.87) 

 
𝑣1 =

(𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑟)

𝑍𝑐,1
 

(3.88) 

 𝑝2 = 𝑝𝑡 
 

(3.89) 

 𝑣2 = 𝑝𝑡/𝑍𝑐,2 (3.90) 

 

 → 𝜏 =

|𝑝𝑡|
2. 𝑅𝑒 {

1
𝑍𝑐,2
}

|𝑝𝑖|2. 𝑅𝑒 {
1
𝑍𝑐,1
}
= 4. [𝑇11 + 𝑇12.

1

𝑍𝑐,2
+ 𝑍𝑐,1. (𝑇21 + 𝑇22.

1

𝑍𝑐,2
)]

−2

.
𝑅𝑒 {

1
𝑍𝑐,2
}

𝑅𝑒 {
1
𝑍𝑐,1
}
 (3.91) 

 

For 2 surrounding media being the same and for an oblique incident wave: 

 

 𝜏 = 4. [𝑇11 + 𝑇12.
1

𝑍𝑐,2
. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) + 𝑍𝑐,1.

𝑇21
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)

+ 𝑇22]

−2

 (3.92) 
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3.2.5 ADDENDA TO THE CLASSICAL THEORY 

3.2.5.1 VILLOT ET.AL – SPATIAL WINDOWING – FINITENESS 

 

To reduce the difference between the models using the wave approach and 

experimental results, some limit the maximum incidence angle, acting on the 

diffuseness of the acoustic field, on the infinite structure model. But it doesn’t improve 

the general behavior at low frequencies and the slope of the transmission index remains 

unchanged. Hence, for low frequencies, large discrepancies are observed, as in Villot, 

M., Guigou, C., Gagliardini, L. (2001). This is illustrated by the 2 results given in figure 

19 in third octave bands for a simple 16 mm gypsum board plate and for a double panel 

made of two single 16 mm gypsum boards with an empty cavity. The continuous lines 

consider a 78° integration angle while dotted lines give the result for a 81° integration 

angle. Then, various material properties were used to compare their effect. The red and 

green curves have the same mechanical rigidity (Young modulus) while the blue ones 

display a higher rigidity. The difference between the red and the green curves lies in 

the loss factor. The red curve has a higher loss factor. The black curve represents the 

test of reference. For the single gypsum board, the measurements are found at 

http://www.alfwarnock.info/sound/transmission_loss.html. For the double wall made 

of 2 gypsum boards with an empty cavity in between, the values come from INSUL© 

software and was provided by the student co-supervisor, madam Delphine Bard. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.alfwarnock.info/sound/transmission_loss.html
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Figure 19: Results for infinite plates obtained through the classical TMM theory – For a simple gypsum 

plate for various integration angles, and for a double wall with an empty cavity for various integration 

angles, compared with the experimental results in black 
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The spatial windowing technique as given by Villot, M., Guigou, C., Gagliardini, 

L. (2001) initially consists in applying a spatial window to the excitation pressure field, 

before calculating the resulting vibration velocity field of the infinite structure and 

spatially windowing this vibration field before calculating the radiated field. 

 

For the acoustical excitation, an infinite plate is acoustically excited by an oblique 

wave with an angle 𝜃 and of amplitude 𝐴 at a given frequency 𝜔, a delta Dirac function 

in the wavenumber domain at 𝑘𝑥 = 𝑘𝑎. sin(𝜃). A single wave with the particular 

wavenumber 𝑘𝑝 = 𝑘𝑎𝑖𝑟 . sin(𝜃) propagates in the infinite structure, with 𝑘𝑝 the 

structural wavenumber propagating in the structure, “the trace wavenumber”. Instead, 

to mimic the comportment of a finite structure, the incident pressure wave goes through 

a diaphragm of length 𝑎 before impinging on the infinite structure, acting like a spatial 

window. The result on the frequency content distribution of the exciting wave is 

illustrated in figure 20. 

 

 
 

Figure 20: Spatial windowing of an incident acoustic field - Principle - (Villot et.al - 2000) 

Note: Reprinted with permission from Elsevier. 

 

The incident pressure field wavenumber spectrum is spread over the entire 

wavenumber domain so that even if the excitation frequency is lower than the plate 

critical frequency, the windowed pressure field generates a forced travelling wave 

(𝑘𝑥 ≈ 𝑘𝑝 = 𝑘𝑎. sin(𝜃)) and a free travelling flexural wave (𝑘𝑥 close to 𝑘𝑓). Villot, M., 

Guigou, C., Gagliardini, L. (2001) use a second spatial window for the radiation part, 

but it has been corrected by Villot in 2005, according to Vigran, T.E. (2009) and other 

researchers so that only one spatial windowing is used to better agree with 

measurements. 

 

Mathematically speaking, assuming a structural wave of wavenumber 𝑘𝑝 to 

propagate on an infinite 2D-structure in the direction 𝜓, the wavenumber components 

are: {
𝑘𝑝𝑥 = 𝑘𝑝. cos(𝜓)

𝑘𝑝𝑦 = 𝑘𝑝. sin(𝜓)
. Omitting the time dependence 𝑒𝑖.𝜔.𝑡, the velocity field in the 

spatial domain is 𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑣. 𝑒−𝑖.𝑘𝑝𝑥.𝑥. 𝑒−𝑖.𝑘𝑝𝑦.𝑦.  
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Considering that only a part of a surface area 𝑆, of length 𝐿𝑥 and width 𝐿𝑦, 

contributes to the sound radiation, the velocity field in the wavenumber domain is 

defined by taking the spatial Fourier transform:  

 

�̃�(𝑘𝑥 , 𝑘𝑦) = 𝑣. ∫ ∫ 𝑒−𝑖.𝑘𝑝𝑥.𝑥. 𝑒−𝑖.𝑘𝑝𝑦.𝑦. 𝑒−𝑖.𝑘𝑥.𝑥. 𝑒−𝑖.𝑘𝑦.𝑦. 𝑑𝑥. 𝑑𝑦

𝐿𝑦
2

−
𝐿𝑦
2

𝐿𝑥
2

−
𝐿𝑥
2

= 𝑣. 𝐿𝑥. 𝐿𝑦.
sin {[𝑘𝑥 − 𝑘𝑝. cos(𝜓)].

𝐿𝑥
2
}

[𝑘𝑥 − 𝑘𝑝. cos(𝜓)].
𝐿𝑥
2

.
sin {[𝑘𝑦 − 𝑘𝑝. sin(𝜓)].

𝐿𝑦
2 }

[𝑘𝑦 − 𝑘𝑝. sin(𝜓)].
𝐿𝑦
2

 

(3.93) 

 

The radiated power calculated from the wavenumber spectrum of the velocity 

field is expressed using polar coordinates (𝑘𝑥 = 𝑘𝑟 . cos(𝜙)   ;    𝑘𝑦 = 𝑘𝑟 . sin(𝜙)) by 

Fahy. The definition of the various angles is given in figure 21.b. In figure 21.a, one 

can relate to a useful mathematical construction enabling to delimit the radiation 

phenomenon according to the wavenumbers, the radiation circle. This is linked to the 

phenomenon illustrated back in figures 6 and 7. 

 

 𝑊(𝑘𝑝, 𝜓) =
𝜌𝑎 . 𝑐𝑎
8𝜋2

. ∫ ∫
|�̃�(𝑘𝑟 . cos(𝜙) , 𝑘𝑟 . sin(𝜙))|

2

√𝑘𝑎2 − 𝑘𝑟2

2𝜋

0

𝑘𝑎

0

. 𝑘𝑎. 𝑘𝑟 . 𝑑𝜙. 𝑑𝑘𝑟 (3.94) 

 
 

Figure 21: Definition of the radiation circle and schematization of a 3D acoustic plane wave - (Villot, M., 

Guigou, C., Gagliardini, L. – 2001) 

Note: Reprinted with permission from Elsevier. 
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Only the wavenumber components of the velocity inside the circle of radius 𝑘𝑎 (the 

“radiation circle”) participate in the sound radiated power. The radiation efficiency is: 

 

 𝜎(𝑘𝑝, 𝜓) =
𝑊(𝑘𝑝, 𝜓)

𝜌𝑎 . 𝑐𝑎. 𝑆. 〈𝑣2〉
 (3.95) 

  

 〈𝑣2〉 =
1

2. 𝑆
.∫|𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦)|2. 𝑑𝑆 =

|𝑣|2

2

 

𝑆

 (3.96) 

 

For a travelling structural wave and considering that the dependence on the angle 𝜓 is 

slight so the radiation efficiency is averaged over 𝜓: 

 

 

〈𝜎(𝑘𝑝)〉𝜓

=
𝑆

2𝜋3
. ∫ ∫ ∫

1 − cos[(𝑘𝑟 . cos(𝜙) − 𝑘𝑝. cos(𝜓)). 𝐿𝑥]

[(𝑘𝑟 . cos(𝜙) − 𝑘𝑝. cos(𝜓)). 𝐿𝑥]
2

2𝜋

0

𝑘𝑎

0

2𝜋

0

    [… ] 

[… ]  .
1 − cos[(𝑘𝑟 . sin(𝜙) − 𝑘𝑝. cos(𝜓)). 𝐿𝑦]

[(𝑘𝑟 . sin(𝜙) − 𝑘𝑝. cos(𝜓)). 𝐿𝑦]
2 .

𝑘𝑎. 𝑘𝑟

√𝑘𝑎2 − 𝑘𝑟2
. 𝑑𝜙. 𝑑𝑘𝑟 . 𝑑𝜓 

(3.97) 

 

Below the critical frequency of the plate, the radiation efficiency obtained with 

the spatial windowing technique is small but different from 0 and tends to unity for 

𝑓 > 𝑓𝑐. It doesn’t depend on the nature of the structure considered but only on the size 

of the rectangular aperture chosen. For an infinite system, 𝜎 → ∞ as 𝜃 → 90° , but for 

spatially windowed systems, the radiation efficiency remains finite even for 𝜃 = 90°. 
 

To calculate the sound transmission of the finite structure, the radiation efficiency 

coefficient for the infinite structure 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑓 =
1

cos(𝜃)
 is replaced with the radiation 

efficiency coefficient for the finite structure: 

 

 

𝜏1−𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑒(𝜃, 𝜓) =
𝑊𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑒−𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠(𝑘𝑎. sin(𝜃, 𝜓))

𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑓−𝑖𝑛𝑐. 𝑆
=
𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑓−𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠

𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑓−𝑖𝑛𝑐
.
𝑊𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑒−𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠(𝑘𝑎. sin(𝜃, 𝜓))

𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑓−𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠. 𝑆

= 𝜏𝑖𝑛𝑓(𝜃).
𝑊𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑒−𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠(𝑘𝑎. sin(𝜃, 𝜓))

𝑆. 𝜌𝑎 . 𝑐𝑎
2 .

|𝑣|2

cos(𝜃)

= 𝜏𝑖𝑛𝑓(𝜃). 𝜎(𝑘𝑎. sin(𝜃, 𝜓)). cos(𝜃) 
(3.98) 

Then the diffuse value is obtained by applying Paris equation. 
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3.2.5.2 ALLARD ET.AL – SPATIAL WINDOWING – FINITENESS 

3.2.5.2.1 PRESENTATION OF THE METHOD 

 

According to the chapter 12 of Allard, J.F., Atalla, N. (2009), Ghinet & Atalla 

replace the radiation efficiency in the receiving domain by the radiation efficiency of 

the equivalent baffled window. This is a strictly valid procedure for planar structures. 

It is said to be computationally more efficient than Villot, M., Guigou, C., Gagliardini, 

L. (2001). The transmitted power for a baffled panel of area 𝑆 excited by a plane 

incident wave with heading angles (𝜃, 𝜙) is: 

 

 𝑝𝑟𝑎�̂�(𝑀) = −∫
𝜕�̂�(𝑀)

𝜕𝑛
. 𝐺(𝑀,𝑀0). 𝑑𝑆(𝑀0)

 

𝑆

 (3.99) 

 

With 𝐺(𝑀,𝑀0) = exp(−𝑗. 𝑘0. 𝑅) /(2. 𝜋. 𝑅), 𝑅 = √(𝑥 − 𝑥0)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦0)2, and 𝑛 the 

outward normal to the radiating surface 𝑆 pointing into receiving domain. For 𝑣𝑛 the 

normal surface velocity, the radiated transmitted power is: 

 

 

𝑊𝑡 =
1

2
. 𝑅𝑒 {∫𝑝𝑟𝑎�̂�(𝑀). 𝑣𝑛

∗(𝑀)

 

𝑆

} . 𝑑𝑆(𝑀)

=
1

2
. 𝑅𝑒 {∬

𝑗

𝜔. 𝜌0
.
𝜕�̂�

𝜕𝑛
(𝑀0). 𝐺(𝑀,𝑀0).

𝜕�̂�∗

𝜕𝑛
(𝑀). 𝑑𝑆(𝑀0). 𝑑𝑆(𝑀)

 

𝑆

} 

(3.100) 

 

For a surface impedance 𝑍𝑚 governed by plane wave assumption, 𝑍𝑚 = 𝜌0. 𝑐/ cos(𝜃): 
 

 Π𝑡 =
1

2
.
𝑆. cos(𝜃) . 𝜏∞

𝜌0. 𝑐
. cos(𝜃) . 𝑅𝑒 {

𝑗. 𝑘0
𝑆
∬𝑝𝑖(𝑀0). 𝐺(𝑀,𝑀0). 𝑝𝑖

∗(𝑀). 𝑑𝑆(𝑀0). 𝑑𝑆(𝑀)

 

𝑆

} (3.101) 

 

The first term is the classical expression for the transmitted power of an infinite 

structure. The second term is the geometrical correction accounting for the size effect 

and is given by the ratio of the radiation efficiency 𝜎𝑅 of the incident plane wave forced 

finite structure to the radiation efficiency 𝜎∞ of the infinite one 
𝜎𝑅

𝜎∞
= 𝜎𝑅 . cos(𝜃). 

 

 

Π𝑟𝑎𝑑 =
1

2
. 𝑅𝑒 {𝑗. 𝜌0. 𝜔.∫∫𝑣(𝑀0). 𝐺(𝑀,𝑀0). 𝑣

∗(𝑀). 𝑑𝑆(𝑀0). 𝑑𝑆(𝑀)

 

𝑆

 

𝑆

}

=
|𝑣|2

2
. 𝑅𝑒 {𝑗. 𝜌0. 𝜔.∫∫exp[−𝑗. 𝑘. sin(𝜃) . (cos(𝜙. 𝑥0)

 

𝑆

 

𝑆

+ sin(𝜙. 𝑦0))] . 𝐺(𝑀,𝑀0). exp[𝑗. 𝑘0. sin(𝜃) . (cos(𝜙. 𝑥)

+ sin(𝜙. 𝑦))]. 𝑑𝑥. 𝑑𝑦. 𝑑𝑥0. 𝑑𝑦0} 

(3.102) 
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 → 𝜎𝑅 =
Π𝑟𝑎𝑑

𝜌0. 𝑐. 𝑆. 〈𝑉2〉
=
𝑅𝑒{𝑍𝑅}

𝜌0. 𝑐
 (3.103) 

 

 

𝑍𝑅 =
𝑗. 𝜌0. 𝜔

𝑆
.∫∫ �̂�𝑖(𝑀0). 𝐺(𝑀,𝑀0). �̂�𝑖

∗(𝑀). 𝑑𝑆(𝑀0). 𝑑𝑆(𝑀)

 

𝑆

 

𝑆

=
𝑗. 𝜌0. 𝜔

𝑆
. ∫∫exp[−𝑗. 𝑘𝑡 . (cos(𝜙. 𝑥0)

 

𝑆

 

𝑆

+ sin(𝜙. 𝑦0))]. 𝐺(𝑀,𝑀0) . exp[𝑗. 𝑘𝑡. (cos(𝜙. 𝑥)
+ sin(𝜙. 𝑦))]. 𝑑𝑥. 𝑑𝑦. 𝑑𝑥0. 𝑑𝑦0 

(3.104) 

 

 →   Π𝑡 = Π𝑡,∞. 𝜎𝑅(𝑘𝑡, 𝜑). cos(𝜃) (3.105) 

 

The averaged geometrical radiation efficiency as a function of incidence angle 𝜃: 

 

 𝜎𝑅̅̅ ̅(𝜃) =
1

2. 𝜋
∫ 𝜎𝑅

2𝜋

0

(𝑘𝑡(𝜃), 𝜑). 𝑑𝜑 =
1

2. 𝜋
∫
𝑅𝑒{𝑍𝑅}

𝜌0. 𝑐0. 𝑆

2𝜋

0

. 𝑑𝜑 (3.106) 

 

3.2.5.2.2 DETERMINATION OF THE IMPEDANCE 

 

Starting from the expression of the geometrical radiation impedance: 

 

 
𝑍 =

𝑗. 𝜌0. 𝜔

𝑆
. ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ (exp[−𝑗. 𝑘𝑡. (𝑥. cos(𝜑)

𝐿𝑦

0

𝐿𝑥

0

𝐿𝑦

0

𝐿𝑥

0

+ 𝑦. sin(𝜑))] . 𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑥′, 𝑦′). exp[𝑗. 𝑘𝑡. (𝑥
′. cos(𝜑)

+ 𝑦′. sin(𝜑))]) . 𝑑𝑥. 𝑑𝑦. 𝑑𝑥′. 𝑑𝑦′ 

(3.107) 

 

With 𝑘𝑡 = 𝑘0. sin(𝜃), 𝑘0 the acoustic wavenumber, 𝜌0 the fluid density, 𝐿𝑥 the length 

of the structure and 𝐿𝑦 its width. Using the change of variables 𝛼 =
2.𝑥

𝐿𝑥
  ;   𝛽 =

2.𝑦

𝐿𝑦
 and 

𝑟 = 𝐿𝑥/𝐿𝑦: 

 

 𝑅 =
𝐿𝑥
2
. [(𝛼 − 𝛼′)2 +

1

𝑟2
. (𝛽 − 𝛽′)2]

1/2

 

 

(3.108) 

 

Then, defining the functions: 

  

 
𝐾(𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛼′, 𝛽′) =

exp(−𝑗. 𝑘0. 𝑅)

[(𝛼 − 𝛼′)2 +
(𝛽 − 𝛽′)2

𝑟2
]

1
2

 
(3.109) 
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𝐹𝑛(𝛼, 𝛽) = exp [−𝑗.

𝑘𝑡. 𝐿𝑥
2

. [(𝛼 − 𝛼′). cos(𝜑) +
1

𝑟
. (𝛽 − 𝛽′). sin(𝜑)]] 

 

(3.110) 

 → 𝑍 = 𝑗. 𝜌0. 𝜔.
𝐿𝑦

16𝜋
∫∫∫∫𝐹𝑛(𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛼

′, 𝛽). 𝐾(𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛼′, 𝛽′)

2

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

. 𝑑𝑥. 𝑑𝑦. 𝑑𝑥′. 𝑑𝑦′ (3.111) 

 

To reduce the order of integration, a change of variables is operated with 𝑢 =
𝛼 − 𝛼′    ;     𝑣 = 𝛼′    ;     𝑢′ = 𝛽 − 𝛽′    ;     𝑣′ = 𝛽′. Then, the symbolic form of this 

change of variable (the same goes for 𝛽): 

 

 
∫∫𝑑𝛼. 𝑑𝛼′

2

0

2

0

 →   ∫𝑑𝑢. ∫ 𝑑𝑣

2−𝑢

0

2

0

+ ∫𝑑𝑢. ∫𝑑𝑣

0

−𝑢

0

−2

 

 

(3.112) 

 

→   𝐾(𝑢, 𝑢′) =

exp [𝑗.
𝑘0. 𝐿𝑥
2 . [𝑢2 +

𝑢′
2

𝑟2
]

1
2

]

[𝑢2 +
𝑢′2

𝑟2
]

1
2

 

 

(3.113) 

 
𝐹𝑛(𝑢, 𝑢

′) = exp [−𝑗.
𝑘𝑡 . 𝐿𝑥
2

. [𝑢. cos(𝜑) +
𝑢′

𝑟
. sin(𝜑)]] 

(3.114) 

 

 →    ∫(∫ 𝑑𝑣

2−𝑢

0

)

2

0

. 𝐾(𝑢, 𝑢′). 𝑑𝑢 + ∫( ∫𝑑𝑣

2

−𝑢

)

0

−2

. 𝐾(𝑢, 𝑢′). 𝑑𝑢 = 2.∫(2 − 𝑢).𝐾(𝑢, 𝑢′). 𝑑𝑢

2

0

 (3.115) 

 

 →     𝑍 = 𝑗. 𝜌0. 𝜔.
𝐿𝑦

4𝜋
.∫∫(2 − 𝑢). (2 − 𝑢′). 𝐾(𝑢, 𝑢′). 𝐹𝑛(𝑢, 𝑢

′). 𝑑𝑢. 𝑑𝑢′
2

0

2

0

 (3.116) 

 

Using the change of variables 𝑢 → 𝑢 + 1 and 𝑢′ → 𝑢′ + 1 transforms the 

integration domain into [−1; 1], a version numerically integrable:  

 

 𝑍 = 𝑗. 𝜌0. 𝜔.
𝐿𝑦

4𝜋
. ∫ ∫(1 − 𝑢). (1 − 𝑢′). 𝐾(𝑢 + 1, 𝑢′ + 1). 𝐹𝑛(𝑢 + 1, 𝑢

′ + 1). 𝑑𝑢. 𝑑𝑢′
1

−1

1

−1

 (3.117) 
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3.2.5.3 VIGRAN – SPATIAL WINDOWING & INFLUENCE OF THE CONNECTORS 

3.2.5.3.1 PRESENTATION OF THE METHOD 

 

Vigran, T.E. (2010.a) uses Sharp theory for the diffuse field sound reduction 

index 𝑅 of a double-leaf wall with sound bridges, subtracting a correction term based 

on the sound power radiated by a point or line loaded panel. The bridges are assumed 

massless and infinitely stiff: 

 

 

𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
1

𝜏
) = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑐
𝑊2,𝑃𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑚 +𝑊2,𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠

)

= 𝑅𝑝 − ∆𝑅 = 𝑅𝑝 − 10. log (1 +
𝑊2,𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠

𝑊2,𝑃𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑚
) 

(3.118) 

With 𝑊𝑖 the incident power and the division of the power radiated from the plate 2 

without the bridges and from the action of the bridges. These two contributions are 

assumed to be uncorrelated. 𝑅𝑝 = 10. log (
𝑊𝑖

𝑊𝑝
) the sound reduction index of a double-

leaf wall without bridges, and ∆𝑅 the correction term due to the bridges, with: 

 

 
𝑊2,𝐵
𝑊2,𝑃

= 𝑛. 𝜎𝐵 . |
𝑣𝐵
𝑣1
|
2

. 〈|
𝑣1
𝑣2
|〉2 = 𝑛. 𝜎𝐵 . |

𝑧𝐵1
𝑍𝐵1 + 𝑍𝐵2

|
2

. 〈|
𝑣1
𝑣2
|
2

〉 (3.119) 

 

With 𝜎𝐵 the radiation factor of the 2nd plate driven by 𝑛 bridges acting over the partition 

area 𝑆. The second term contains the input impedances of the plates seen from the 

sound bridge.  

 

Vigran, T.E. (2010.b) gives expressions for the radiation factor for line and point driven 

plates 𝜎𝐵 for 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐 , linking the radiated power ∆𝑊2𝐵 by one of the 𝑛 sound bridges 

to its velocity 𝑣2𝐵 , with 𝜌0 and 𝑐0 the density and speed of sound in the surrounding 

medium, and the velocity at the bridge driving point or line: 

 

 𝜎𝐵 =
∆𝑊2𝐵

𝜌0. 𝑐0. (𝑣2𝐵
2 )𝑅𝑀𝑆. 𝑆

 (3.120) 

3.2.5.3.2 SOUND POWER AND RADIATION EFFICIENCY FOR A LINE DRIVEN PLATE 

Using a variable 𝑀 = (
𝑓

𝑓𝑐
)

1

2
, Vigran, T.E. (2010.b) uses approximate expressions 

from Innes & Crighton for the radiated power from an infinite line driven fluid-loaded 

plate when 0 < 𝑀 < 1: The sound power radiated by line-driven infinite plate of mass 

per unit area 𝑚 and bending stiffness 𝐵 driven along a line by a force of amplitude 𝐹0 
per unit length and normalizing the sound power to the input mechanical power without 

fluid loading 𝑊𝑚𝑒𝑐 =
|𝐹0
2|.𝑘𝑝

8.𝜔.𝑚
 , and introducing a loss factor 𝜂 in the bending stiffness 

through 𝐵. (1 − 𝑗. 𝜂), resulting in a “loss term” 𝐿𝜂 in the denominator: 
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 𝑊𝑟𝑒𝑙
𝜂
=

𝑊

𝑊𝑚𝑒𝑐
=
4

𝜋
.
𝜌0. 𝜔

4. 𝑚

𝐵2. 𝑘𝑝
∫

sin2(𝜃)

[𝑘0
2. sin2(𝜃) . (𝑘0

4. cos4(𝜃) − 𝑘𝑝4)
2
+ 𝜇2. 𝑘𝑝

8 + 𝐿𝜂]
. 𝑑𝜃

𝜋
2

0

 

 

(3.121) 

 𝐿𝜂 = 𝜂. 𝑘0
5. sin(𝜃) . cos4(𝜃) . [2. 𝜇. 𝑘𝑝

4 + 𝜂. 𝑘0
5. sin(𝜃) . cos4(𝜃)] (3.122) 

 

The corresponding radiation factor for a line-drive is, for 𝑙 the centre-centre distance 

between the lines (studs): 

 

 (𝑛. 𝜎𝐵)𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 =
2.𝑚.𝜔

𝜌0. 𝑐0
.
1

𝑙
. (𝑊𝑟𝑒𝑙

𝜂
) (3.123) 

3.2.5.3.3 SOUND POWER AND RADIATION EFFICIENCY FOR A POINT DRIVEN 
PLATE 

 

For far field sound pressure from a thin infinite plate driven by a point force of 

amplitude 𝐹0, Vigran, T.E. (2010.b) introduces structural energy losses by setting 𝜔𝑐 =
𝜔𝑐. (1 + 𝜂/2): 

 

 𝑊 =
𝜋. 𝑟2

𝜌0. 𝑐0
. ∫ |𝑝(𝑟, 𝜃)|2. sin(𝜃) . 𝑑𝜃

𝜋/2

0

 (3.124) 

 

He uses the “without fluid loading mechanical energy” expression given by Heckl: 

𝑊𝑚𝑒𝑐 =
|𝐹0|

2

2.𝑍
=

|𝐹0|
2

2×8×√𝑚.𝐵
 so that the corresponding radiation factor for a point drive is: 

 

 (𝑛. 𝜎𝐵)𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 =
8. √𝑚. 𝐵

𝜌0. 𝑐0
.
𝑛

𝑆
.𝑊𝑟𝑒𝑙 (3.125) 

3.2.5.3.4 APPROXIMATION OF THE RADIATION EFFICIENCY FINITENESS AND 
DETERMINATION OF THE VELOCITY RATIO 

The expression 〈|
𝑣1

𝑣2
|
2
〉 is the squared ratio of the velocities of plates 1 and 2 in 

absence of bridges, while assuming a diffuse sound incidence (the < > operator). Using 

a thin plate model and representing the porous materials as an equivalent fluid leads to 

2 × 2 matrixes with components 𝐴11, 𝐴12, 𝐴21, 𝐴22. The finiteness is taken into account 

using a simplified version of Villot’s spatial windowing technique, given by Vigran, 

T.E. (2009): 

 

𝑟𝜃 = |
𝑣1

𝑣2
|
2

= |𝐴21. 𝑍𝐿 + 𝐴22|
2 the squared velocity ratio at a given angle of incidence 

with 𝑍𝐿 the fluid loading impedance of the surrounding medium. Averaging this 

expression over the incidence angle 𝜃 results in 〈|
𝑣1

𝑣2
|
2
〉. They use a 32 points Gaussian 

integration routine with an upper limit of 90°. 
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For the determination of the radiation efficiency finiteness, Vigran uses the 

expression given in Villot, M., Guigou, C., Gagliardini, L. (2001) while considering 

the modification from their 2005 conference paper leading to the application of a spatial 

window only on the structure velocity field to get better fits to measurements, with 

𝑘𝑥 = 𝑘𝑟 . cos(𝜙), 𝑘𝑦 = 𝑘𝑟 . sin(𝜙), and 𝑘0, 𝜌0, 𝑐0 referring to the air surrounding the 

structure: 

 

 

𝜎(𝑘𝐹 , 𝜓) =
𝑆

𝜋2
. ∫ ∫

sin2[(𝑘𝑟 . cos(𝜙) − 𝑘𝐹 . cos(𝜓)). 𝐿𝑥]

(𝑘𝑟 . cos(𝜙) − 𝑘𝐹 . cos(𝜓)). 𝐿𝑥
.

2.𝜋

0

𝑘0

0

 [… ] 

[… ]
sin2[(𝑘𝑟 . sin(𝜙) − 𝑘𝐹 . sin(𝜓)). 𝐿𝑦]

(𝑘𝑟 . sin(𝜙) − 𝑘𝐹 . sin(𝜓)). 𝐿𝑦
.
𝑘0. 𝑘𝑟

√𝑘0
2 − 𝑘𝑟2

. 𝑑𝜙. 𝑑𝑘𝑟 

(3.126) 

 

 𝜏𝑓𝑖𝑛(𝜃, 𝜓)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 = 𝜏𝑖𝑛𝑓 . 𝜎(𝑘0. sin(𝜃, 𝜓)). cos(𝜃) (3.127) 

 

Vigran assumes that the dimensions 𝐿𝑥 and 𝐿𝑦 of most of the practical partitions 

are not too different. He then introduces a typical dimension 𝐿 = (𝐿𝑥. 𝐿𝑦)
1/2

, reverting 

to a 1D case and facilitating the computation. This simplification doesn’t apply for 

orthotropic materials. In the 1D case, the velocity field and the power expressions lead 

to the simplified expression for the radiation factor: 

 

 �̃�(𝑘) = 𝑣. 𝐿.
sin[(𝑘 − 𝑘𝑓). 𝐿/2]

(𝑘 − 𝑘𝑓). 𝐿/2
 (3.128) 

 

𝑊(𝑘𝐹) =
𝜌0. 𝑐0. 𝑘0
4. 𝜋

.∫
|�̃�(𝑘𝑟)|

2

√𝑘0
2 − 𝑘𝑟2

. 𝑑𝑘𝑟

𝑘0

0

 

(3.129) 

 

 →    𝜎(𝑘𝐹) =
𝐿. 𝑘0
2. 𝜋

.∫
sin2 [(𝑘𝑅 − 𝑘𝐹).

𝐿
2]

[(𝑘𝑅 − 𝑘𝐹).
𝐿
2]
2

. √𝑘0
2 − 𝑘𝑟2

. 𝑑𝑘𝑟

𝑘0

0

 (3.130) 

3.2.5.3.4 CONSIDERATION OF RESILIENT STUDS 

 

The bridges are no longer considered infinitely stiff. Vigran introduces flexible 

studs through a spring of mechanical impedance 𝑍𝑆 between the stud and the first plate, 

resulting in a parallel combination with the impedance 𝑍𝐵1 of the input plate, as 

presented in Vigran, T.E. (2010.a): 

 

 

𝑣𝐵
𝑣1
=

𝑍𝐵1

𝑍𝐵𝐼 + 𝑍𝐵2. (1 +
𝑍𝐵1
𝑍𝑆
)
=

𝑍𝐵1

𝑍𝐵𝐼 + 𝑍𝐵2. (1 − 𝑖. 𝜔.
𝑍𝐵1
𝑠(𝜔)

)
 

(3.131) 
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With the spring impedance equals to the frequency dependent translational stiffness 𝑠. 
Poblet-Puig. (2009) gives an experimental estimation of the translational stiffness 𝑠 for 

studs. For the plate impedance, the classical expressions for infinite plates are: 

 

 
𝑍𝐵,𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 8. √𝑚.𝐵 

 
(3.132) 

 
𝑍𝐵,𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 =

2. (1 − 𝑖).𝑚.𝜔

𝑘𝑝
 

(3.133) 

 

With 𝑚 the mass per unit area of the plate, 𝐵 the bending stiffness, 𝑘𝑝 the free surface 

wavenumber. 

3.2.5.4 SANTONI ET.AL – SPATIAL WINDOWING & INFLUENCE OF THE 
CONNECTORS 

3.2.5.4.1 PRESENTATION OF THE METHOD 

 

Santoni, A., Bonfiglio, P., Davy, J., Fausti, P., Pompoli, F., Pagnoncelli, L. 

(2017) use Sharp decoupled approach. The point connections are assumed massless 

and infinitely stiff. They use a geometrical radiation efficiency 𝜎𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑒 computed using 

a reduced-order integral formulation given by Bonfiglio, reducing the computational 

cost compared to Villot, or Rhazi, although only applicable to square plates but said to 

give good results for the plate aspect ratio not exceeding 2:1. Still, for a given 

propagation angle 𝜃 of the incident wave: 

 

 𝜏𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑒(𝜃) = 𝜏∞(𝜃). 𝜎𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑒(𝜃). cos(𝜃) (3.134) 

 

The transmission coefficient is computed for a frequency vector containing 9 

frequencies for each 1/3rd octave band. For each 1/3rd octave, an averaging is performed 

over the 9 values. 

 

For the sound bridges correction term, they modify Vigran’s decoupled approach 

using the TMM. The correction term is calculated as the ratio between the power 

radiated only due to the bridge’s action 𝑊𝑏 over the sound power 𝑊𝑎 radiated by the 

structure without mechanical connections for airborne excitation. According to Sharp: 

 

 
𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝜏𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑒 . (1 +

𝑊𝑏
𝑊𝑎
) 

 

(3.135) 

 𝑊𝑏
𝑊𝑎
=
𝜎𝑏
𝜎𝑎
. |
𝑣𝑆2,𝑏

𝑣𝑆1,𝐹
|

2

. |
𝑣𝑆1,𝐹

𝑣𝑆1
|

2

. |
𝑣𝑆1
𝑣𝑆2
|

2

 
(3.136) 

 

With 
𝜎𝑏

𝜎𝑎
 the ratio between the radiation efficiency of the plaster layer driven by one of 

the bridges 𝜎𝑏 over the airborne radiation efficiency of the same element excited by an 

acoustic sound field 𝜎𝑎 , and analogously 𝑣𝑆2,𝑏 is the mean square vibration velocity of 
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the surface 𝑆2 driven by the mechanical bridge, while 𝑣𝑆1 and 𝑣𝑆2 are the mean square 

velocities averaged over the surfaces 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 without the structural connections. The 

force exerted by the bridges depends on the vibration velocity of the surface they are 

connected with, which is represented in this model by 𝑣𝑆1,𝐹. The various symbols used 

by Santoni.A are illustrated in figure 22. 

 

 
 

Figure 22: Illustration of the system under study, consideration of the connectors in the TMM - Santoni, A., 

Bonfiglio, P., Davy, J., Fausti, P., Pompoli, F., Pagnoncelli, L.  (2017) 

Note: Reprinted with permission from Elsevier. 

3.2.5.4.2 RADIATION EFFICIENCIES 

 

For thick plates, the mean square velocity cannot be assumed equal over the 2 

opposite surfaces. The radiation efficiency 𝜎𝐵 is defined in Vigran as the link between 

the sound power radiated due to the action of one bridge and the surface mean square 

velocity of the restricted area over which the bridge is acting.  

 

For Santoni, A., Bonfiglio, P., Davy, J., Fausti, P., Pompoli, F., Pagnoncelli, L. 

(2017), this approach is not suitable when the bridge driving action has a global 

influence on the velocity over the thin finishing layer surface. The presence of 

structural connections does not only increase the velocity locally, but rather the entire 

radiating surface. The radiation efficiency 𝜎𝑏 of the mechanically excited plate is given 

by Davy, J.L., Larner, D., Wareing, R., Pearse, J. (2015), taking into account both the 

resonant and near-field contribution. 

3.2.5.4.3 MEAN SQUARE VELOCITY 

 

The mean square velocity of the finishing plate, mechanically excited by a 

number of point bridges per square meter 𝑛𝑆, according to Davy, J.L. (2012): 
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 |𝑣𝑆2,𝑏|
2
= 𝑛𝑆.

|𝐹𝑏|
2

𝜔. 𝜂𝑆2. 𝑚𝑆2
. 𝑅𝑒{𝑌𝑆2} (3.137) 

 

With 𝑚𝑆2 = 𝜌𝑆2. ℎ𝑆2 the mass per unit area of the plaster layer, 𝜌𝑆2 its density and ℎ𝑆2 

its thickness. The point driven mobility 𝑌𝑆2 for a thin plate is 𝑌𝑖 =
𝜔𝑐,𝑖

8.𝑚𝑖.𝑐0
2. The exciting 

force 𝐹𝑏 is determined as a function of the vibration velocity of the basic wall excited 

by the diffuse sound field: 

 

 |𝐹𝑏|
2 =

|𝑣𝑆1,𝐹|
2

|𝑌𝑆1 + 𝑌𝑆2|
 (3.138) 

 

For thin plates, the vibration velocities on opposite surfaces are assumed equal, 

but thin plate theory is limited in frequency range. For a massive structure, the point-

exciting force is derived from the vibration velocity of the surface with which the 

bridges are connected, 𝑣𝑆1,𝐹. When the thin plate theory is not valid, the point mobility 

of the basic plate 𝑌𝑆1 should be derived from equation developed for thick plates by 

Cremer, leading to point mobility way lower than the mobility of the plaster layer 𝑌𝑆2 
so that 𝑌𝑆1 ≈ 0: 

 

 →   |
𝑣𝑆2,𝑏

𝑣𝑆1,𝐹
|

2

=
𝑛𝑆

𝜔. 𝜂𝑆. 𝑚𝑆2. |𝑌𝑆2|
 (3.139) 

 

In classical TMM, layers are of infinite extent, so reflections and transverse wave 

velocity at the edges are not included and below 𝑓𝑐/2 of the basic wall, the velocity 

derived from the TMM is the forced vibrational response rather than the resonant one. 

Then, below 𝑓𝑐 , a factor 𝑄 function of the ratio between the resonant and the forced 

vibrational energy, is included in the numerator of the previous expression. 

3.2.5.4.3 SURFACE VELOCITIES 

The surface’s velocity ratio (
𝑣𝑆1

𝑣𝑆2
)
2

 is derived from the TMM without mechanical 

bridges. The main difference from Vigran is the possibility to consider any kind of 

layers. For thick plates or poroelastic layers, matrices of different sizes are involved 

and coupling matrices are needed. The new procedure to numerically determine 𝑣𝑆1 

and 𝑣𝑆2 is that the column vector 𝑉(𝑆1) now contains all the variables needed to 

completely define the acoustic field in the fluid medium adjoining the surface (𝑆1) 
along the 𝑥-direction: 

 

 𝑉(𝑆1) = [𝑝𝑓(𝑆1) ; 𝑣𝑓𝑥(𝑆1)] (3.140) 

 

For an arbitrary exciting acoustic pressure, deleting the 1st column of the transfer 

matrix 𝐷 leads to the square matrix [𝐷1]. The column vector �̅�(𝑆2) containing all the 

variables describing the acoustic field in the fluid domain adjoining the surface 𝑆2 is 
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computed by solving, with 𝑃 a vector being the 1st column deleted from the matrix 𝐷 

multiplied by −1: 

 

 [𝐷1]. �̅�(𝑆2) = 𝑃 (3.141) 

Using the velocities continuity, for each propagation angle 𝜃, the complex 

velocities 𝑣𝑆1,𝜃 and 𝑣𝑆2,𝜃 are determined from the vector �̅�(𝑆2) as the first and last 

element: 

 

 �̅�(𝑆2) =

{
 
 

 
 
𝑣𝑆1,𝜃
…

𝑣𝑆1,𝐹,𝜃
…
𝑣𝑆2,𝜃 }

 
 

 
 

 (3.142) 

 

  The same procedure allows one to obtain the velocity 𝑣𝑆1,𝐹 that the mechanical 

force 𝐹𝑏 depends upon. Its position in �̅�(𝑆2) depends on the type of layers and their 

arrangement in the TMM model. If thin plate theory is valid over the entire frequency 

range, then 𝑣𝑆1,𝐹 = 𝑣𝑆1. There are discrepancies at high frequencies, mostly related to 

the assumption of infinitely stiff bridges, causing an overestimated reduction of the 

transmission loss. 
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CHAPTER 4 

METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH 

The mathematical models used in this study are developed using Matlab® 

software. The codes are given in annexes for one to use them as its own and improve 

them for further use. 

 
4.1 MATLAB PROGRAMING OF THE ANALYTICAL MODELS 

On Matlab, the theory of Sharp and part of the theory of Davy were implemented 

for double walls. The programs were directly written to compare the measured sound 

insulation ratios of two particular double walls with an interrupted cavity, with the 

results given from the theories. Then, to conduct an investigation study as a way to 

determine why there were discrepancies, an optimization script has been written, 

automatically changing the values of the material properties until the best combination 

would be found for each frequency and among a set of discrete values predefined by 

the user. The aim of this optimization script was to highlight the equivalent material 

properties through frequency. An objective was also found in trying to determine 

empirical functions to apply to the various theories to improve their closeness to the 

measurements. These functions would then have been studied and given as interesting 

output of the research. 

 
4.1.1 MATLAB PROGRAM FOR SHARP THEORY 

The first part consists in giving the experimental results in 1/3rd octave bands, at 

the central frequencies [50, 63, 80, 100, 125, 160, 200, 250, 315, 400, 500, 630, 800, 

1000, 1250, 1600, 2000, 2500, 3150, 4000, 5000] Hz, from the test report from 

Acoubois written by Balanant.N, Guigou.C, Villenave.M. (2014). This reference wall 

is composed of a gypsum board of 5/8th inch, resilient channels of ½ inch, wooden 

studs of 2x4 every 16 inches, rockwool of 3,5 inches, an OSB panel of 7/16th inch, a 

layer of air, then an OSB panel of 7/16th inch, rockwool of 3,5 inches, wooden studs 

2x4 spaced every 16 inches, and 2 gypsum boards of 5/8th inch. 

 

Then, the second part of the program asks the user to define the material 

properties of each layer, not considering the studs: Width, loss factor, Young modulus, 

surface mass, Poisson’s ratio. Several values are to be entered so that later in the 

program, the optimization process will determine which parameters fit the best with 

the experimental results, among the discrete list given. 

 

Then, for each combination of layers properties, the sound insulation is 

calculated using Sharp theory presented in this report, using a script. As this is a full 

design plan that is used, the user should be careful not to put too many possible values 

for each parameter. This program is mostly to be used for incremental investigations. 

The results are directly measured in 1/3rd octave bands as Sharp already gave diffuse 

field results. The various results in each 1/3rd octave bands (21 results) and the 

associated material properties are stored in a matrix. 
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The next part compares for each 1/3rd octave band value, which parametrization 

leads to the closest fit with the measured results. The same comparison is done for 

consecutive sets of 3 octave bands, and for consecutive ensembles of 5 octave bands.  

In the last part, the closer to measurements results are plotted as well as the related 

material properties.  

 
4.1.2 MATLAB PROGRAM FOR PART OF DAVY THEORY 

As for the program for Sharp theory, the first part consists in providing the 

measurement results for the same double wall with an interrupted cavity (laboratory), 

plus the results from the measurements conducted by the student in the 3 storey 

building (in-situ), that are presented in a subsequent part, composed of 2 gypsum 

boards of 18 mm, an air cavity of 27 mm, wooden studs 27x63 mm spaced every 400 

mm, a thin vapour barrier, glasswool of 100 mm, wooden studs 100x45 mm spaced 

every 400 mm, an OSB of 12 mm, an air cavity of 20 mm, an OSB of 12 mm, glasswool 

of 100 mm, wooden studs 100x45 mm  spaced every 400 mm, a thin vapour barrier, an 

air cavity of 27 mm, wooden studs 27x63 mm spaced every 400 mm, and 2 gypsum 

panels of 18mm. 

 

In the next part, one defines the material properties for each layers, with several 

values per characteristic. Then, Davy, J.L. (2009.b) is applied to the double wall and 

comparisons are made in 1/3rd octave bands as previously. 

 
4.2 MATLAB PROGRAMING OF THE TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD 

4.2.1 DEFINITION OF THE INPUT PARAMETERS 

The first part of the main script entitled “TMM_Input” asks the user to determine 

the study parameters. These involve the physical definition of the system and the 

definition of the frequency range and increment. Then a subroutine program entitled 

“TMM_Process” will be called for to calculate the “infinite-system transmission loss” 

for the number of simulations given. 

4.2.1.1 MATERIAL AND DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS 

 

One has to specify the number of layers, the nature of each layer among [Fluid, 

Thin solid, Thick solid, Porous equivalent fluid, Porous] and then has to choose among 

a list of predefined materials (this choice is linked to a material properties library in 

another script entitled “Banque_Materiaux”). If the layer material isn’t part of the list, 

one has to specify the volume mass, the Young Modulus, the Poisson coefficient, the 

loss factor, and additional material properties for porous materials being the tortuosity, 

the flow resistivity, the porosity, the viscosity and the thermal coefficient. Then, the 

dimensions of the layers are asked for (the width principally as the length and height 

are only asked once). The material and physical parameters of the various layers are 

stored in a global matrix that is next imported in the various connected scripts.  

 

Facing the wide spreads in the various material characteristics values depending 

on the references, the author decided to implement a statistical study so that a statistical 
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distribution law can be applied to each characteristic, with a defined interval. That is 

the principle of the Monte Carlo method. Hence, the number of simulations is also 

asked for. This process is summarized in figure 23. Only equiprobable distribution have 

been considered, but one could define other distribution laws. The normality of the 

distribution law has not been checked and is assumed. This process enables the 

obtention of an average value and a range of possible values. 

 

 
Figure 23- Illustration of the principle of a simplified Monte-Carlo process 

4.2.1.2 FREQUENCY RANGE & INCIDENT ANGLES  

 

It is first asked to the user to specify the frequency range of interest for the study. 

Because the most recent standards use a frequency range of 20 to 5000 Hz, it is advised 

to input 1 to 7000 Hz, because the results given in the standards are in octave bands’ 

form. Then, the user is driven to fill the frequency step wanted. The lower the frequency 

step, the more precise the results of the average value in octave bands, but the longer 

the computing time. 

 

It is also asked the user the range of incident angles he wants to consider. 

Considering all angles of incidence as equiprobable would equate to fix the high limit 

at 𝜋/2. The steps for the angles of incidence is also a parameter. Using the corrections 

of the radiation efficiencies for a finite system, the maximum incidence angle must be 

fixed to 𝜋/2. The minimum value has to be different but really close to 0. If it is equal 

to zero, an error arises. 

 
4.2.2 PROPAGATION MATRICES INSIDE EACH LAYER 

The first part of the script entitled “TMM_Process” uses the layers nature 

information to determine which subroutine to apply to each layer, either “TMMFluid”, 

“TMMSolid”,” TMMThinElasticPlate”, “TMMPoro”, or “TMMFluidPoro”. The input 

parameters for a fluid layer are its volume mass, its loss factor and its thickness. For 

thick solids and thin plates, these are the volume mass, the Young modulus, the 

Poisson’s ratio, and the thickness. For the fluid equivalent of a porous material, these 
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are the resistivity and the thickness. For porous layers, these are the absorption 

coefficient, the volume mass of the frame, the flow resistivity, the porosity, the shear 

modulus, the Poisson coefficient, the viscosity, the thermal dimension, and the 

thickness. In output, the various transfer propagation matrixes [𝑇] =
[𝛤(−ℎ)]. [𝛤(0)]−1 are given for each layer at each angle of incidence and for each 

frequency of study. A matrix of matrixes is given for the system, for each combination 

of angle of incidence and frequency of study, resulting in a “number of layers” × 

“number of angles of study” × “number of frequencies of study” matrix. 

 
4.2.3 INTERFACE MATRICES 

Still in the “TMM_Process” script, the next part is devoted to the determination 

of the interface matrixes between the layers. A loop subsequently compares the layers 

and determine which interface matrix is needed. All the combinations are coded and a 

loop checks which combination corresponds. 

 

Using the formalism [𝐼(1)−(2)]. 𝑉
 (𝑀2) + [𝐽(1)−(2)]. 𝑉

 (𝑀3) = 0, the interface 

(coupling) matrixes are given for each layer in two matrixes of matrixes [𝐼] and [𝐽]. 
 

4.2.4 INTERFACE MATRIX WITH THE EMISSION ROOM 

The emission room is modelled as a fluid layer (with air) so that the adequate 

transfer matrixes, be it [“Fluid” to (“Fluid” or “Thin plate” or “Porous fluid”)], or 

(“Fluid” to “Porous”), or (“Fluid” to “Thick plate”), are calculated and integrated in 

the matrix of matrixes, at the first positions. 

 
4.2.5 GLOBAL TRANSFER MATRIX 

 The next step in the “TMM_Process” script consists in building the global 

transfer matrix by combining the elements from the propagation matrixes [𝑇] and from 

the interface matrixes [𝐼] and [𝐽] such that:  

 

 [𝐷0] =

[
 
 
 
 
 
[𝐼𝑓1] [𝐽𝑓1]. [𝑇

(1)] [0] … [0] [0]

[0] [𝐼12] [𝐽12]. [𝑇
(2)] … [0] [0]

… … … … … …
[0] [0] [0] … [𝐽(𝑛−2)(𝑛−1)]. [𝑇

(𝑛−1)] [0]

[0] [0] [0] … [𝐼(𝑛−1)(𝑛)] [𝐽(𝑛−1)(𝑛)]. [𝑇
(𝑛)]]
 
 
 
 
 

 (4.1) 

 

The interface matrixes [𝐽] are multiplied by the matrixes [𝑇] and are positioned 

adequately in the global matrix. One global matrix is built for each combination of 

frequency and angle of incidence. Then, all the global matrixes are stored in a matrix 

of matrixes. 
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4.2.6 INTERFACE MATRIX WITH THE RECEPTION ROOM AND ADDITION OF THE 

IMPEDANCE RELATION 

The reception room is modelled as a fluid layer (with air) so that the adequate 

transfer matrixes, be it [(“Fluid” or “Thin plate” or “Porous fluid”) to “Fluid”], or 

(“Porous” to “Fluid”), or (“Thick plate” to “Fluid”), are calculated and integrated in 

the global matrixes, at the last position. Then the impedance condition on the receiving 

side calculated and introduced in the global matrix through: 

 

 [𝐷] =

[
 
 
 
 [𝐷0]

′
[0]
…
[0]

[0] … [0] [𝐼(𝑛)𝑓]

0 … 0 0

[𝐽(𝑛)𝑓]

[−1 𝑍𝐵 cos(𝜃)⁄ ]]
 
 
 
 

 (4.2) 

 
4.2.7 CALCULATION OF THE ACOUSTIC QUANTITIES 

The next step in the “TMM_Process” script consists in truncating the global 

transfer matrixes in matrixes [𝐷𝑖] = [𝐷] − 𝑖𝑡ℎ column that are used in the calculation 

of the surface impedance, the reflection coefficient and the transmission coefficient: 

 

 
𝑍𝑎 = −

|𝐷1
 |

|𝐷2
 |

 

 

(4.3) 

 
𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐 =

𝑍𝑠. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) − 𝑍0
𝑍𝑠. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) + 𝑍0

 

 

(4.4) 

 
𝑇 = −(1 + 𝑅𝑎).

|𝐷𝑁−1
′ |

|𝐷1
′|

 
(4.5) 

 

The transmission ratios for each angle and each frequency of study are stored in a 

matrix and are considered to be the results for infinite systems. 

 
4.2.8 CORRECTIONS FOR THE FINITE RADIATION EFFICIENCIES 

Back in the “TMM_Input” script, the transmission ratio matrix is calculated for 

each simulation (a random set of material properties in the defined statistical 

distributions). The results of all the calculated matrixes are stored in a matrix of 

matrixes. 

 

The next step concerns the calculation of the finite radiation efficiencies through 

the theories of Villot, Atalla and Vigran. These depend on the dimensions of the walls, 

the angle of incidence and the frequency. The calculation of the finite radiation 

efficiency coefficients with Villot’s theory is calculated through the use of a 

“Windowing_Villot” script, the use of Atalla’s theory using a “Windowing_Atalla” 
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script, and the use of Atalla’s theory using a “Windowing_Vigran” script. These result 

in radiation efficiency matrixes for each value of incident angle and frequency of study. 

 

Then, these radiation efficiency matrixes are applied to the infinite results and 

the result is multiplied by the inverse of the radiation efficiency for infinite plates, 

cos(𝜃): 
 

 
𝑊𝑓𝑖𝑛_𝑉𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑡 = 𝑊𝑡,∞. 𝜎𝑓𝑖𝑛_𝑉𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑡(𝑘𝑡, 𝜑). cos(𝜃) 

 
(4.6) 

 𝑊𝑓𝑖𝑛_𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑎 = 𝑊𝑡,∞. 𝜎𝑓𝑖𝑛_𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑎(𝑘𝑡, 𝜑). cos(𝜃) 

 

(4.7) 

 𝑊𝑓𝑖𝑛_𝑉𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑛 = 𝑊𝑡,∞. 𝜎𝑓𝑖𝑛_𝑉𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑛(𝑘𝑡, 𝜑). cos(𝜃) (4.8) 

 
4.2.9 CALCULATION OF THE DIFFUSE FIELD VALUE 

To obtain the diffuse field values, Paris equation must be used. It involves 

integrals. To grasp better the phenomena, the integrals have been replaced with 

Riemann sums, using the frequency steps: 

 

 𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑒 = −10. log [
∫ |𝜏(𝜃)|2. cos(𝜃)
𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑛

. sin(𝜃) . 𝑑𝜃

∫ cos(𝜃)
𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑛

. sin(𝜃) . 𝑑𝜃
] (4.9) 

 

The results are then converted to 1/3rd octave bands by using a script entitled 

“Tiers_Octave”. The results for all the simulations are stored in vectors of matrixes and 

statistics are applied to these vectors, calculating the average values at each 1/3rd octave 

band, the standard deviation and the minimum and maximum values. 
 
4.2.10  GRAPHICS 

The sub-programs “Traces2D” and “Traces3D” draw the graphics, comparing 

the calculated values with some experimental results from laboratory and in-situ 

measurements compiled in a script “BanqueMesures”. These results are drawn from 

online reports given by the CNRC, by FCBA reports given by Mr. Kouyoumji, by Lund 

university reports given by Mrs. Bard, as well as some simulations from the INSUL 

software. 
 
4.3 MEASUREMENTS 

4.3.1 PRINCIPLE 

The acoustic insulation is quantified using airborne and impact sounds. Airborne 

sounds consist of impinging pressure fields produced by a loudspeaker, while impact 

sounds consist of a localized force inputs produced by a hammer, a rubber ball or a care 

tire depending on the standard. In both cases, the insulation reflects the ability of a 

system to damp mechanical energy and to radiate as less energy as possible when 

excited. The considerations about the volume of the rooms, the number of measurement 

positions and the constraints for placing the source and the microphones, the averaging 
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time, as well as the hydrothermal conditions are not specified in this report but are to 

be followed when using the standards. 

 

An overall qualification of the acoustic insulation in the frequency spectrum [50 

; 5.000] Hz is given in standards through the calculation of a single number. Its value 

is determined by moving up or down a reference curve with a resolution of 0,1 dB for 

ASTM standards and 1 dB in ISO standards, until the sum of the dB difference between 

the curve and the measurements in octave bands are as close as possible, but inferior, 

to 32dB. ASTM standards add the 8 dB rule stating that the discrepancy between the 

experimental value and the reference curve must be inferior to 8 dB in each octave 

band. Finally, the value is read at 500Hz on the reference curve. This reference curve 

is based on the equal loudness for human hearing. 

 

For airborne insulation laboratory measurements, the standards that are referred 

to in this study are ASTM E90 (2016) and ISO 10140 (2010). These aim at quantifying 

the ratio of the pressure transmitted through a wall to the pressure incident on the wall.  

 

According to ASTM E90 (2016), two adjacent reverberation rooms are arranged 

with an opening between them in which the test partition is installed. A random noise 

with continuous spectrum within each test frequency band is used. Omnidirectional 

source for all measurement frequencies, and determining the transmission loss as: 

 

 𝑇𝐿(𝑓) = 𝐿𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒(𝑓) − 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣(𝑓) + 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑆

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣(𝑓)
) (4.10) 

 

Measure of the background noise levels in the receiving room for each frequency 

band at the same microphone positions used to measure 𝐿𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣, using the same 

microphones settings as used for measurement. The sound levels in the receiving room 

must be higher of 10 dB above the background noise at all frequencies. Then, for each 

frequency band, the space averaged level is: 

 

 �̅� = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 [
1

𝑛
∑10𝐿𝑖/10
𝑛

𝑖=1

] (4.11) 

 

With 𝑛 = number of microphone positions, and 𝐿𝑖 = time averaged level taken at 

position 𝑖. 
 

Hoeller, C. (2018) compares the results from more than 2000 floors and walls 

given in ASTM and ISO quantities for airborne sound insulation, namely, the 

differences in the values for 𝑆𝑇𝐶 and 𝑅 values. The distribution of the discrepancies is 

given in figure 24 and one can observe that a ± 1 difference covers the majority of the 

results, which could still be assignable to measurement uncertainties and could be 

judged acceptable. One then can use both ASTM and ISO test results to compare its 

mathematical model outputs with. 
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Figure 24: Discrepancies (dB) between ISO and ASTM airborne insulation quantifiers for more than 2000 

walls and floors – Hoeller, C. (2018) 

Note: Reprinted with permission from Hoeller,C. 

 
4.3.2 EQUIPMENTS AND INPUT NOISES 

The pressure is sampled with a sonometer. A sonometer is a microphone with 

embedded analyzing functions. As described by Tarnow, V., Jacobsen, F. (2008), it is 

a microphone placed at one extremity of a tube to reduce the influence of the acoustic 

waves’ reflection on the device. It has an aerodynamical form to reduce the reflections 

on the front side. Then, to produce the airborne noise, an omnidirectional loudspeaker 

is used. 
 

Some specific standardised noises are used to quantify the transfer function. The 

pink noise has constant energy in constant relative bandwidths, its amplitude decreases 

of 3dB per octave when using a linear scale and its power spectral density decreases in 

1/𝑓. The white noise has constant energy in a linear scale, its amplitude increases of 

3dB per octave in constant relative bandwidth, as illustrated in figure 25. 

 

 
 

Figure 25: White and Pink Noises for constant and constant relative bandwidths – (Université de 

Technologie de.Compiègne) 
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4.3.3 DEFINITION OF THE TRANSMISSION LOSS FACTOR 

The transmission loss factor is defined as: 

 

 
𝑇𝐿 = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔(1/𝜏) 

 
(4.12) 

 𝜏 = 10−𝑇𝐿/10 (4.13) 

 

Measurements are conducted in the 2 directions and at various positions (an 

average is taken in each frequency band of interest). For each direction, the background 

noise, the reverberation time, and the pressure levels when the source is activated must 

be measured in both rooms, so that Sabine formula can be determined (room 

absorption). For 𝑛 measurement positions (the student chose to use the fixed 

microphone positions method rather than the moving microphone method): 

 

 
𝑇𝐿(𝑓) = 𝐿𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒(𝑓) − 𝐿𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑝(𝑓) + 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔

𝑆

𝐴𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑝(𝑓)
 

 

(4.14) 

 
𝑇𝐿(𝑓) =

(𝑇𝐿1(𝑓) + 𝑇𝐿2(𝑓))

2
 

 

(4.15) 

 
�̅� = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 [

1

𝑛
∑10𝐿𝑖/10
𝑛

𝑖=1

] 
(4.16) 

 

Note: A source cannot excite a mode having a node at the source position. Several 

source positions are to be used. This is particularly important at low frequencies. 

Hence, several source positions are used. 
 
4.3.4 IN-SITU PARTICULARITIES 

The ASTM in-situ measurement standard, ASTM E336 (2016), introduces the 

apparent transmission loss value which includes the flanking transmission paths. Is also 

defined the normalized noise reduction: 

 

 
𝐴𝑇𝐿 = 𝐿1̅̅ ̅ − 𝐿2̅̅ ̅ + 10. log (

𝑆

𝐴2
) 

 

(4.17) 

 
𝑁𝑁𝑅 = 𝑁𝑅 + 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑇

0,5
) 

(4.18) 

 

With 𝑁𝑅 the noise reduction, and 𝑇 the reverberation time in the receiving room. 𝑁𝑁𝑅 

is intended to approximate the noise reduction that would exist between two ordinarily 

furnished rooms. 

 

For in-situ measurements, the number of positions is increased, and the 

integration time (time exposure) is longer. 
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For ISO standards, the apparent airborne sound transmission loss is given by ISO 

16283 (2014): 

 

 𝑅′ = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑊𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑑𝑖𝑟  +  𝑊𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟
) = 𝐷 + 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑆

𝐴
) (4.19) 

 

The measurement can also be normalised using the room reverberation time (air 

damping) that replaces the absorption coefficient, using the 𝐷𝑛,𝑇 quantity.  

 

For measurement in low frequencies, supplementary measurements are asked for 

in the corners of the room (refer to corner modes). 

 

For low frequencies in small rooms (strong variations of the modal pressure 

field), corner measurements enhance the repeatability, the reproducibility and is closer 

to the actual auditory sensation of the people living in. 

 

 𝐿 = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑝1
2 + 𝑝2

2 +⋯+ 𝑝𝑛
2

𝑛. 𝑝0
2 ) = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

1

𝑛
∑10𝐿𝑖/10
𝑛

𝑖=1

) (4.20) 

 

The corner measurements pressure level is defined, with 𝑞 the loudspeaker position: 

 

 𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑟 = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑟,𝐿𝑆1
2 + 𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑟,𝐿𝑆2

2 +⋯+ 𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑟,𝐿𝑆𝑞
2

𝑞. 𝑝0
2 ) (4.21) 

 

Then, the low frequency average levels for the bands 50, 63, 80 Hz is calculated by 

including the corner measurements through: 

 

 𝐿𝐿𝑜𝑤𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞 = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
100,1 .𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑟 + 2. 100,1 .𝐿

3
) (4.22) 

 
4.3.5 CANADIAN REQUIREMENTS 

The results of the various measurements and calculations have to comply to the 

standards. The building national code version of 2010 requires an airborne sound 

insulation of FSTC-50 for a wall surrounding a housing and FSTC-55 for a wall 

contiguous to an elevator shaft or a garbage chute. The version of 2015 adopted another 

descriptor and for walls gives ASTC-47. This descriptor takes into account the flanking 

transmission paths. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 LABORATORY AND IN-SITU MEASUREMENTS 

The student conducted in-situ airborne and impact sound insulation tests, as well 

as vibration propagation measurements in a prefabricated 3 storeys building. Some 

airborne insulation results from this campaign are presented hereafter. The student also 

measured the sound insulation of walls in a prefabricated condominium. These results 

were not sampled correctly enough to be used in the research but enabled the student 

to learn from his mistakes. Finally, he helped researchers in doing impact and airborne 

sound insulation tests in Sweden, in Lund University Acoustic Laboratory, and in-situ, 

on a 2 storeys lightweight mock-up near Luleå. The results are not given here as they 

belong to the company that asked for the tests to be done. 

 

An experimental plan was devised to measure the sound insulation of the various 

walls and floors. For the vibration propagation measurements, centered around the 

quantification of the flanking paths, impact positions were determined and the vibration 

was recorded with accelerometers following the recommendations of ISO 10848 

(2017) and ISO 12354 (2017). One configuration of study for the accelerometers is 

pictured in figure 26, as well as the impact hammer method. 

   
 

 
Figure 26: Experimental design – vibrations propagation (walls, ceilings, floors) 
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For the airborne insulation measurements, the loudspeaker positions were determined, 

as well as the various sonometer measurement positions at different heights, as pictured 

in the figure 27. 

 

   
 

 
Figure 27: Experimental design – airborne noise insulation (walls, floors, ceilings) 

The airborne noise insulation measurements for a double-wall with a cavity interrupted 

with OSB panels: Gypsum board / Resilient channels / Wooden studs / Mineral wool / 

OSB panel / Air / OSB panel / mineral wool / Wooden studs / gypsum boards are 

presented hereafter in figure 28. It consists in the wall between the rooms numbered 1 

and 2 on the 2D plan presented before. Using the low-frequency procedure, one can 

observe a degradation of the insulation at low frequencies, shortly after the resonance 

frequency. The experimental plan has been performed by the student and the tests were 

conducted by the student, with the logistic help of a colleague, madam Cheng Qian. 
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Figure 28: Airborne noise insulation (double-wall), without and with the consideration of the low-

frequencies measurements in the corners 
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The blue curve represents the sound insulation ratio in third octave bands while the 

black curve is the reference curve moved up and down in ISO and ASTM standards in 

order to determine the single number sound insulation for the system under study. 

 

Are also presented in figure 29 the in-situ airborne noise insulation for a floor 

consisting of a floor covering / lightweight concrete / a resilient membrane / OSB / 

open web joist / foam / resilient channels / 2 gypsum boards, where the degradation of 

the acoustical insulation is also observable shortly after the resonance frequency. 
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Figure 29: Floor-ceiling airborne noise insulation without and with corner measurements for low-

frequencies 

Even though the results are not given, the 2 storeys mock-up in Luleå is presented 

here in figure 30. The aim of this campaign was to evaluate the acoustical qualities of 

a new joist product. 

 

 
 

Figure 30: Measurements on the two-storeys mock-up in Luleå 

5.2 MATLAB PROGRAMS 

 The code for the TMM is given in annexes. But the code for the analytical models 

is not given in this report. One can contact the author to ask for access to the codes. 
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5.2.1 ANALYTICAL MODELS 

5.2.1.1 SHARP MODEL FOR A DOUBLE WALL WITH AN INTERRUPTED CAVITY 

 

Sharp theory, with and without mechanical connectors, such as coded by the 

student, doesn’t allow the determination of correct sound transmission loss values in 

1/3rd octave bands. For a comparison with 5 consecutive 1/3rd octave bands, the best 

simulations result in big discrepancies for the material properties chosen, as one can 

see in figure 31. 
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Figure 31: Result of Sharp theory applied to a double-wall with an interrupted cavity, with and without 

modelling the mechanical connectors, after an optimization process applied on 5 consecutive octave bands. 

5.2.1.2 DAVY MODEL FOR A DOUBLE WALL WITH AN INTERRUPTED CAVITY 

 

  The part of Davy’s theory coded by the student leads to big discrepancies 

between the predicted and measured values. The calculation gives aberrant results. The 

same calculation is performed for a double wall with an interrupted cavity whose 

measurement have been conducted in a laboratory. The results are given in figure 32. 
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Figure 32: Comparison between the measured and calculated results for a double wall with an interrupted 

cavity using part of the theory of Davy 

The results are also given for an optimisation of 3 or 5 consecutive 1/3rd octave 

bands. For the best simulation, the values of the material properties defined as the most 

adapted are given. For the optimization considering one band at a time and 

independently of the others, for the volume mass, for example, the values for the 4 

panels are given in figure 33. 
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Figure 33: Values of the mass volume of the 4 panels after optimisation in a set of given values, for each 

1/3rd octave band taken individually 

5.2.2 THE TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD RESULTS 

The results presented hereafter are the results for a 16 mm thick simple gypsum 

panel, and for a double wall with an empty cavity (filled with air), with 16 mm thick 

gypsum plates on both sides. The wall dimensions are 2,2 x 3 m. The acoustic 

transmission is studied between 5 and 5000 Hz with a frequency step of 20 Hz, and for 

incident angles between 0 and 90°, with a frequency step of 0,5°. 

 

The material properties that have been considered for the gypsum plates and for 

the air are: 

 

 

𝜌𝑔𝑦𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑚 = 900 [𝑘𝑔.𝑚
−3] 

𝜈𝑔𝑦𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑚 = 0,2 

𝐸𝑔𝑦𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑚 = 3,6.10
9. (1 + 𝑗. 0,025) [𝑃𝑎] 

𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 = 1,25 [𝑘𝑔.𝑚
−3] 

(5.1) 

 

The corrected radiation efficiencies, only depending on the system dimensions 

are calculated as: 
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Figure 34: Radiation efficiencies correction factors for finite systems 

As one can see in figure 34, Atalla’s theory has not been successfully implemented. A 

problem subsists in the integration routine. 

5.2.2.1 FOR A SIMPLE GYPSUM PLATE 

 

In the literature, for simple panels, some authors limit the integration angle when 

calculating the diffuse transmission loss while using the infinite theory. The results are 

presented below in figure 35 for integration angles of 78°, 81° and 90°, using the 

infinite plate theory (the classical TMM), Atalla’s correction, Villot’s correction and 

Vigran’s correction, for 1/3rd octave bands. 
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Figure 35: Single gypsum plate / 78° , 81°, 90° / Infinite (red), Atalla (blue), Villot (green), Vigran (orange) 
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Good results are given using the infinite plate theory and limiting the integration 

angle in Paris equation. But the model to be used is one of a finite plate, so that it can 

be extended to more complicated walls. For the material properties that were given 

here, Vigran approximate use of the spatial windowing technique gives good results in 

mid and high frequencies but not at low frequencies 

5.2.2.2 DOUBLE WALL WITH TWO GYSPUM BOARDS AND AN EMPTY CAVITY 

 

Before calculating the diffuse field using Paris equation, that sound transmission 

loss is calculated at each combination of frequency and angle of study, between 0 and 

90° and 5 and 5000 Hz. The results are represented in a 3D graphic in figure 36. 

 

 
 

Figure 36: 3D graphic of the sound transmission loss of the double-wall (gypsum) with an empty cavity, 

before calculating the diffuse field value 

Then, the diffuse field value is calculated using various limiting angles of integration 

in figure 37. 
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Figure 37: Double-wall with empty cavity (gypsum plate) / 78° , 81°, 90° / Infinite (red), Atalla (blue), Villot 

(green), Vigran (orange) 
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The total computation time is of 213 seconds for a double wall with two gypsum 

boards and an empty cavity. 

 

As can be seen, the results diverge when the infinite theory is used, regardless of 

the integration limit angle. The implementation of the finite plate theories becomes 

necessary. Villot windowing technique gives good results in mid frequencies and is 

able to capture the dip in low frequencies but is not able to represent the critical dip in 

high frequencies, whereas the simplified version of Vigran can. The dependence on the 

material properties is to be investigated. To this end, a new version of the code has 

been developed, using a simplified Monte-Carlo technique. 

5.2.2.3 LAST VERSION OF THE CODE 

 

In its last version, the Matlab code gives the average values of the sound 

insulation in each 1/3rd octave band and for each theory, as well as the minimum and 

maximum values and the standard deviation. But the graphical plots have not been 

implemented. 

 



 

CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

The main objective of this master thesis was to develop mathematical programs 

to calculate the airborne sound transmission loss of single panels, double walls, and 

double panels with an interrupted cavity, in the prefabricated wooden building sector. 

The mathematical programs were to be fast computing, easy to parametrise, and 

resulting in a ± 2 dB result in the determination of the single number for quantifying 

the airborne sound insulation according to ASTM standards. The research scholarship 

ran off before the student was able to implement all the theories he learned about during 

his continuous state of the art. This work is none the less interesting for anyone 

interested in quantifying the airborne sound transmission loss of walls and floors in 

buildings. 

 

Many among the best analytical models developed these last 80 years were 

presented briefly and a focus was made on Sharp and Davy models as they featured 

among the bests in several state of the art papers. Parts of Sharp and Davy’s models 

were used in an attempt to determine the airborne sound insulation of the double walls 

with interrupted cavities found in the industrialized construction sector, with 

unsatisfactory results. The author would advise one to implement the full theory of 

Davy to reach better results. It is the author’s opinion that the optimization code 

developed in this work for full design plans can prove useful in understanding the limits 

of the models when compared with experiments. The implementation of a factorial 

design plan could prove to be even more relevant as the calculation time would be 

reduced. For double-walls with an interrupted cavity, one would need to combine 

Davy’s theory with the transfer matrix method to draw all the benefits from his 

empirical expressions. This would provide the engineers with a practical and efficient 

tool. 

 

A transfer matrix method program was developed and applied for the 

determination of the diffuse field airborne sound transmission loss for a single gypsum 

board and a double wall made of two gypsum boards with an empty cavity. The next 

step toward the usefulness of the developed program lies in the study of double gypsum 

walls with a porous material in between, before moving to the study of the mechanical 

connexions’ influence. The classical theory presented by J. Allard and N. Atalla for 

infinite systems was implemented, as well as the spatial windowing methods of 

M.Villot and T.E. Vigran, with promising results, while the spatial windowing method 

proposed by J.Allard and N.Atalla to mimic the results obtained for a finite system 

proved to be more troublesome. 

 

In the transfer matrix method program, the influence of the mechanical 

connections using the theory of A.Santoni have not been implemented, the attempt in 

permitting the use of porous layers using Biot theory was not successful, nor was the 

implementation of N.Atalla’s correction for finite systems’ radiation efficiencies. But 

the results proved to be promising as the program calculation time was short and the 

parametrisation relatively easy. The model given in annexes has been developed to be 
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adaptable. The investigation of the airborne insulation performances of many different 

walls, varying their compositions and their material properties can be conducted, 

leading to ranking the various designs. The model works fine for single panels but 

needs to be further addended to be a useful tool for double walls. 

 

A Monte-Carlo like process was used and appears to the author as a good tool to 

study the criticality of the spread of the material properties that a designer could 

encounter in the definition of the systems. This could especially be useful in using 

orthotropic materials like wood. 

 

In-situ experiments were conducted by the student on a double wall with an 

interrupted cavity. They could be used to raise the reader’s awareness of the low-

frequencies importance in determining the single insulation number, and of the 

influence of flanking elements when in-situ measurements are conducted compared to 

laboratory measurements. 

 

One could find interest in investigating the frequency dependent material 

properties of the systems to improve the results given by the various models in use 

today in order to elaborate the models. Davy conducted some research on this subject. 

The optimisation program defined in this thesis for analytical models could also prove 

useful for studying the influence of the material properties on the results.  

 

Finally, to obtain the single numbers given in the standards, one would still have 

to implement the reference curve moving process so that it could be of direct practical 

use for industrials, for them to know whether their systems do or do not comply with 

the regulatory texts requirements. 
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ANNEXES  

 

 

Script “TMM_Input”: 

 
% ########### Main program - Transfer Matrix Method ################ 

  
% 

========================================================================= 
clc ; clear all ; close all 

  
% 

========================================================================= 

  
%% Warnings not displayed: 
warning('off', 'MATLAB:plot:IgnoreImaginaryXYZPart') 
warning('off', 'MATLAB:nearlySingularMatrix') 
% Use [a, MSGID] = lastwarn() to find the Matlab identifier for the last 

warning 

  
%% ###### I - Input parameters for the study: 

  
% ### 1- Global properties (frequency and angles of incidence): 

  
% ## Frequency steps: 
f_Min=0.01; f_Max=5000; f_Pas=20; % Min / Max / Step 
f=f_Min:f_Pas:f_Max; % Frequencies considered in the study 
f_TOct=[50 63 80 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 

2000 2500 3150 4000 5000]; % Third octave band frequencies 

  
% ## Angular steps: 
Teta_Min=0.01*pi()/180;Teta_Max=89.99*pi()/180;Teta_Pas=0.5*pi()/180; % 

Min / Max / Step 
Teta=Teta_Min:Teta_Pas:Teta_Max; % Incident angles considered in the 

study 

  
% ## Number of simulations for statistical study: 
Nbre_Simulations=100; 

  
% ## Limiting angles for integration in Paris equation (5 values) 
Angles_Integ=[75,78,81,83,Teta_Max*180/pi()]; 

  
%% ### 2 - Description of the system under study: 

  
% Semi-infinite fluid in emission and reception rooms: 
Roh_entree=1.225; % (kg/m^3) 
Roh_sortie=Roh_entree; % (kg/m^3) 

  
% ## System dimensions: 
L_x=3; L_y=2.2; % Width / Height [m] 

  
% ## Number of layers: 
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Nbre_couches=input('How many layers? '); % Discrete values 
while mod(Nbre_couches,1)~=0 % Verification that the number is an integer 

number  
    Nbre_couches=input('ERREUR: Non integer number. How many layers? '); 
end 

  
% ## Nature and width of the layers: 
for i=1:1:Nbre_couches 
    Phrase_Type=['Layer nature  ',num2str(i),' ? \n1 = Fluid \n2 = Solid 

\n3 = Thin plate  \n4 = Porous Biot \n5 = Porous equivalent fluid  

\nChoice = ']; 
    Type_couches(i)=input(Phrase_Type); % Storage of layers' nature 

     
    if Type_couches(i)==1  % "Fluid" 
        Phrase_Fluides=['1) Air ; \n2) Other \nChoice = ']; 
        Choix_Mat(i)=input(Phrase_Fluides); 

         
    elseif Type_couches(i)==2 || Type_couches(i)==3 % "Solid" or "Thin 

elastic" 
        Phrase_Solides=['1) Gypsum ; \n2) OSB \n3) Other \nChoice = ']; 
        Choix_Mat(i)=input(Phrase_Solides); 

         
    elseif Type_couches(i)==4 || Type_couches(i)==5 % "Porous Biot" or 

"Porous fluid equivalent" 
        Phrase_Poreux=['1) Glasswool ; \n2) Other \nChoice = ']; 
        Choix_Mat(i)=input(Phrase_Poreux); 

         
    else 
        msgbox('Erreur dans les propriétés ou la matrice des matrices de 

transfert'); 
        return; 
    end 

     
    Phrase_Epaisseur=['Epaisseur de la couche (m) : ']; 
    h(i)=input(Phrase_Epaisseur); 
end 

  
clear Phrase_Epaisseur Phrase_Solides Phrase_Type  

  
%% ###### II - Application of the TMM to the system: 

  
Temps_tot=tic; % Chronometer - Total time 

  
for  Boucle=1:Nbre_Simulations % Number of Simulation for Monte-Carlo 

like process 
    % ## Definition of the material properties for each layer: 
    Prop_Mat=Banque_Materiaux(); % Library script for material properties 
    for i=1:1:Nbre_couches 
        if Type_couches(i)==2 || Type_couches(i)==3 
            Type_couches_Matr(i)=2; 
        elseif Type_couches(i)==4 || Type_couches(i)==5 
            Type_couches_Matr(i)=3; 
        else 
            Type_couches_Matr(i)=Type_couches(i); 
        end 
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        Roh_Solid(i)=Prop_Mat(Type_couches_Matr(i),Choix_Mat(i),1); 
        Roh_Fluid(i)=Prop_Mat(Type_couches_Matr(i),Choix_Mat(i),2); 
        E(i)=Prop_Mat(Type_couches_Matr(i),Choix_Mat(i),3); 
        Nu(i)=Prop_Mat(Type_couches_Matr(i),Choix_Mat(i),4); 
        Shear_Modulus(i)=Prop_Mat(Type_couches_Matr(i),Choix_Mat(i),5); 
        Eta_Fluid(i)=Prop_Mat(Type_couches_Matr(i),Choix_Mat(i),6); 
        Eta_Solid(i)=Prop_Mat(Type_couches_Matr(i),Choix_Mat(i),7); 
        Tortuosity(i)=Prop_Mat(Type_couches_Matr(i),Choix_Mat(i),8); 
        

Flow_Resistivity(i)=Prop_Mat(Type_couches_Matr(i),Choix_Mat(i),9); 
        Porosity(i)=Prop_Mat(Type_couches_Matr(i),Choix_Mat(i),10); 
        Viscosity(i)=Prop_Mat(Type_couches_Matr(i),Choix_Mat(i),11); 
        Coeff_Therm(i)=Prop_Mat(Type_couches_Matr(i),Choix_Mat(i),12); 

         

        Roh_Air=1.225; 
        c_entree=345;  
        c_air=345;  
        c_sortie=345; 

         
    end 
    % ## Determination of the global matrix for each pair "angle-

frequency": 
    

[T_Inf{Boucle}]=TMM_Process(Nbre_couches,Type_couches,f,Teta,Roh_Fluid,h,

Nu,Tortuosity, Roh_Solid, Flow_Resistivity, Porosity, 

Shear_Modulus,Roh_Air ,Viscosity, 

Coeff_Therm,E,Roh_entree,c_entree,Roh_sortie,c_sortie,Eta_Fluid,L_x,L_y); 
end 

  
%% ###### III - Addenda to the classical theory: 

  
% - Villot: 
[Trace_Villot_Avrg_Cavity,Correction_Fin_Villot_Cavity,Correction_Fin_Vil

lot_Avrg_Cavity]=Windowing_Villot(f,c_air,Teta,L_x,L_y); 
for  Boucle=1:Nbre_Simulations 
    for i=1:size(Correction_Fin_Villot_Cavity,3) 
        

T_Fin_Villot_Cavity(:,:,i)=T_Inf{Boucle}.*Correction_Fin_Villot_Cavity(:,

:,i); 
    end 
    Mat_T_Fin_Villot_Cavity{Boucle}=T_Fin_Villot_Cavity; 
    

Mat_T_Fin_Villot_Avrg_Cavity{Boucle}=T_Inf{Boucle}.*Correction_Fin_Villot

_Avrg_Cavity; 
end 

  
% -Atalla: 
[Trace_Atalla_Avrg_Cavity,Correction_Fin_Atalla_Cavity,Correction_Fin_Ata

lla_Avrg_Cavity]=Windowing_Atalla(f,c_air,Teta,L_x,L_y); % Consideration 

de Atalla 
for  Boucle=1:Nbre_Simulations 
    for i=1:size(Correction_Fin_Atalla_Cavity,3) 
        

T_Fin_Atalla(:,:,i)=T_Inf{Boucle}.*Correction_Fin_Atalla_Cavity(:,:,i); 
    end 
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    Mat_T_Fin_Atalla{Boucle}=T_Fin_Atalla; 
    

Mat_T_Fin_Atalla_Avrg_Cavity{Boucle}=T_Inf{Boucle}.*Correction_Fin_Atalla

_Avrg_Cavity; 
end 

  
% - Vigran: 
[Trace_Vigran_Avrg_Cavity,Correction_Fin_Vigran_Avrg_Cavity]=Windowing_Vi

gran(f,c_air,Teta,L_x,L_y); % Consideration de Vigran 
for  Boucle=1:Nbre_Simulations 
    

Mat_T_Fin_Vigran_Avrg_Cavity{Boucle}=T_Inf{Boucle}.*Correction_Fin_Vigran

_Avrg_Cavity; 
end 

  

% - Tracé des coefficients de rayonnement: Villot et Atalla: AJOUTER LE 

INFINI (1/cos) ET TRACER SANS LE COS POUR LES FINIS, SINON ON NE PEUT PAS 

COMPARER AUX ARTICLES!! 
figure 
for i=1:size(Teta,2) 
    

p1=plot3(ones(1,size(f,2)).*(Teta(1,i)*360/(2*pi())),f,Trace_Villot_Avrg_

Cavity(:,i),':g'); 
    

p2=plot3(ones(1,size(f,2)).*(Teta(1,i)*360/(2*pi())),f,Trace_Atalla_Avrg_

Cavity(:,i),':b'); 
    

p3=plot3(ones(1,size(f,2)).*(Teta(1,i)*360/(2*pi())),f,Trace_Vigran_Avrg_

Cavity(:,i),':','color',[214/243,126/243,44/243]); % Couleur rouge 
    set(gca,'yscale','log') 
    hold on 
end 
xlabel('Angle incidence (°)') 
ylabel('Fréquence (Hz)') 
zlabel('Rdiation efficiency ') 
title('Etude du facteur de rayonnement de la structure considérée pour 

chaque fréquence et chaque angle considérés') 
legend([p1 p2 p3],{'Villot - Average','Atalla - Average','Vigran - 

Average'},"Location","east") 

  
clear i j 

  

  
%% ###### III - Diffuse field propagation using Riemann Sums: 

  
for  Boucle=1:Nbre_Simulations 

  
    T_Inf_Boucle=T_Inf{Boucle}; 
    T_Fin_Atalla_avrg_Boucle=Mat_T_Fin_Atalla_Avrg_Cavity{Boucle}; 
    T_Fin_Villot_avrg_Boucle=Mat_T_Fin_Villot_Avrg_Cavity{Boucle}; 
    T_Fin_Vigran_avrg_Boucle=Mat_T_Fin_Vigran_Avrg_Cavity{Boucle}; 

     
for Ang_Etu=1:size(Angles_Integ,2) 
    % Mutliplication by cos and sin before the summation: 
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    for 

i=1:round((size(T_Inf_Boucle,2)*Angles_Integ(1,Ang_Etu)/Angles_Integ(1,en

d)),0) % Inf & Finite have the same dimensions 
        Denominateur(i,Ang_Etu)=cos(Teta(i))*sin(Teta(i))*Teta_Pas; 
        % 
        

Diffuse_Inf(:,i,Ang_Etu)=abs(T_Inf_Boucle(:,i)).^2*cos(Teta(i))*sin(Teta(

i))*Teta_Pas; 
        

Diffuse_Fin_Atalla_Avrg(:,i,Ang_Etu)=abs(T_Fin_Atalla_avrg_Boucle(:,i)).^

2*cos(Teta(i))*sin(Teta(i))*Teta_Pas; 
        

Diffuse_Fin_Villot_Avrg(:,i,Ang_Etu)=abs(T_Fin_Villot_avrg_Boucle(:,i)).^

2*cos(Teta(i))*sin(Teta(i))*Teta_Pas; 
        

Diffuse_Fin_Vigran_Avrg(:,i,Ang_Etu)=abs(T_Fin_Vigran_avrg_Boucle(:,i)).^

2*cos(Teta(i))*sin(Teta(i))*Teta_Pas; 
    end 
    clear i 

     
    % Summation: 
    for i=1:size(T_Inf_Boucle,1) % Calculation of T 
        

T_integ_Inf(i,Ang_Etu)=sum(Diffuse_Inf(i,:,Ang_Etu),2)/sum(Denominateur(:

,Ang_Etu)); 
        

T_integ_Fin_Atalla(i,Ang_Etu)=sum(Diffuse_Fin_Atalla_Avrg(i,:,Ang_Etu),2)

/sum(Denominateur(:,Ang_Etu)); 
        

T_integ_Fin_Villot(i,Ang_Etu)=sum(Diffuse_Fin_Villot_Avrg(i,:,Ang_Etu),2)

/sum(Denominateur(:,Ang_Etu)); 
        

T_integ_Fin_Vigran(i,Ang_Etu)=sum(Diffuse_Fin_Vigran_Avrg(i,:,Ang_Etu),2)

/sum(Denominateur(:,Ang_Etu)); 
    end 
    clear i 
    for i=1:size(T_integ_Inf,1) % STL calculation (square exponent before 

summation -> 10 log and not 20 log) 
        STL_Diffuse_Inf(i,Ang_Etu)=-10.*log10(T_integ_Inf(i,Ang_Etu)); 
        STL_Diffuse_Fin_Atalla(i,Ang_Etu)=-

10.*log10(T_integ_Fin_Atalla(i,Ang_Etu)); 
        STL_Diffuse_Fin_Villot(i,Ang_Etu)=-

10.*log10(T_integ_Fin_Villot(i,Ang_Etu)); 
        STL_Diffuse_Fin_Vigran(i,Ang_Etu)=-

10.*log10(T_integ_Fin_Vigran(i,Ang_Etu)); 
    end 
    clear i  

  
% ## Storage in matrice vectors - with and without thirds 
    Result_Inf{Boucle,Ang_Etu}=STL_Diffuse_Inf(:,Ang_Etu)'; 
    

Result_Tiers_Inf{Boucle,Ang_Etu}=Tiers_Octave(f,STL_Diffuse_Inf(:,Ang_Etu

)); 
    % 
    Result_Fin_Atalla{Boucle,Ang_Etu}=STL_Diffuse_Fin_Atalla(:,Ang_Etu)'; 
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Result_Tiers_Atalla{Boucle,Ang_Etu}=Tiers_Octave(f,STL_Diffuse_Fin_Atalla

(:,Ang_Etu)); 
    % 
    Result_Fin_Villot{Boucle,Ang_Etu}=STL_Diffuse_Fin_Villot(:,Ang_Etu)'; 
    

Result_Tiers_Villot{Boucle,Ang_Etu}=Tiers_Octave(f,STL_Diffuse_Fin_Villot

(:,Ang_Etu)); 
    % 
    Result_Fin_Vigran{Boucle,Ang_Etu}=STL_Diffuse_Fin_Vigran(:,Ang_Etu)'; 
    

Result_Tiers_Vigran{Boucle,Ang_Etu}=Tiers_Octave(f,STL_Diffuse_Fin_Vigran

(:,Ang_Etu)); 

    
% ## Storage in matrix form for statistical analysis :  
% Thin bands : 
for Freq_Fin=1:size(f,2) 
    % The various vectors: 
    Vect_Fin_Inf=Result_Inf{Boucle,Ang_Etu}; 
    Vect_Fin_Atalla=Result_Fin_Atalla{Boucle,Ang_Etu}; 
    Vect_Fin_Villot=Result_Fin_Villot{Boucle,Ang_Etu}; 
    Vect_Fin_Vigran=Result_Fin_Vigran{Boucle,Ang_Etu}; 
    % The matrices used for comparisons and statistical analysis: 
    Group_Fin_Inf(Boucle,Ang_Etu,Freq_Fin)=Vect_Fin_Inf(1,Freq_Fin); 
    

Group_Fin_Atalla(Boucle,Ang_Etu,Freq_Fin)=Vect_Fin_Atalla(1,Freq_Fin); 
    

Group_Fin_Villot(Boucle,Ang_Etu,Freq_Fin)=Vect_Fin_Villot(1,Freq_Fin); 
    

Group_Fin_Vigran(Boucle,Ang_Etu,Freq_Fin)=Vect_Fin_Vigran(1,Freq_Fin); 
end 
% Third octave bands: 
for Freq_TOct=1:size(f_TOct,2) 
    % Studied vectors: 
    Vect_TOct_Inf=Result_Tiers_Inf{Boucle,Ang_Etu}; 
    Vect_TOct_Atalla=Result_Tiers_Atalla{Boucle,Ang_Etu}; 
    Vect_TOct_Villot=Result_Tiers_Villot{Boucle,Ang_Etu}; 
    Vect_TOct_Vigran=Result_Tiers_Vigran{Boucle,Ang_Etu}; 
    % Filling the matrices for comparisons and statistical analysis: 
    Group_TOct_Inf(Boucle,Ang_Etu,Freq_TOct)=Vect_TOct_Inf(1,Freq_TOct); 
    

Group_TOct_Atalla(Boucle,Ang_Etu,Freq_TOct)=Vect_TOct_Atalla(1,Freq_TOct)

; 
    

Group_TOct_Villot(Boucle,Ang_Etu,Freq_TOct)=Vect_TOct_Villot(1,Freq_TOct)

; 
    

Group_TOct_Vigran(Boucle,Ang_Etu,Freq_TOct)=Vect_TOct_Vigran(1,Freq_TOct)

; 
end 

  
end 
end 

  
clear Roh_Var Nu Tortuosity Roh_Frame Flow_Resistivity Porosity 

Shear_Modulus Poisson_Coeff Visc_dim Therm_dim E_Var Eta_Fluid 
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%% Statistical analysis: 
for freq_TOct=1:size(f_TOct,2) 
   for Ang_Etu=1:size(Angles_Integ,2) 
       % Ligne 1 : Average values:  
       

Stat_TOct_Inf(1,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=mean(Group_TOct_Inf(:,Ang_Etu,freq_TOc

t)); 
       

Stat_TOct_Atalla(1,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=mean(Group_TOct_Atalla(:,Ang_Etu,fr

eq_TOct)); 
       

Stat_TOct_Villot(1,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=mean(Group_TOct_Villot(:,Ang_Etu,fr

eq_TOct)); 
       

Stat_TOct_Vigran(1,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=mean(Group_TOct_Vigran(:,Ang_Etu,fr

eq_TOct)); 
       % Ligne 2 : Averages minus deviations : 
       

Stat_TOct_Inf(2,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=Stat_TOct_Inf(1,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)-

std(Group_TOct_Inf(:,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)); 
       

Stat_TOct_Atalla(2,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=Stat_TOct_Atalla(1,Ang_Etu,freq_TOc

t)-std(Group_TOct_Atalla(:,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)); 
       

Stat_TOct_Villot(2,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=Stat_TOct_Villot(1,Ang_Etu,freq_TOc

t)-std(Group_TOct_Villot(:,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)); 
       

Stat_TOct_Vigran(2,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=Stat_TOct_Vigran(1,Ang_Etu,freq_TOc

t)-std(Group_TOct_Vigran(:,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)); 
       % Ligne 3 : Averages plus deviations : 
       

Stat_TOct_Inf(3,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=Stat_TOct_Inf(1,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)+std

(Group_TOct_Inf(:,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)); 
       

Stat_TOct_Atalla(3,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=Stat_TOct_Atalla(1,Ang_Etu,freq_TOc

t)+std(Group_TOct_Atalla(:,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)); 
       

Stat_TOct_Villot(3,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=Stat_TOct_Villot(1,Ang_Etu,freq_TOc

t)+std(Group_TOct_Villot(:,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)); 
       

Stat_TOct_Vigran(3,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=Stat_TOct_Vigran(1,Ang_Etu,freq_TOc

t)+std(Group_TOct_Vigran(:,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)); 
       % Ligne 4 : Minimum values : 
       

Stat_TOct_Inf(4,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=min(Group_TOct_Inf(:,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct

)); 
       

Stat_TOct_Atalla(4,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=min(Group_TOct_Atalla(:,Ang_Etu,fre

q_TOct)); 
       

Stat_TOct_Villot(4,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=min(Group_TOct_Villot(:,Ang_Etu,fre

q_TOct)); 
       

Stat_TOct_Vigran(4,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=min(Group_TOct_Vigran(:,Ang_Etu,fre

q_TOct)); 
       % Ligne 5 : Maximum values: 
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Stat_TOct_Inf(5,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=max(Group_TOct_Inf(:,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct

)); 
       

Stat_TOct_Atalla(5,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=max(Group_TOct_Atalla(:,Ang_Etu,fre

q_TOct)); 
       

Stat_TOct_Villot(5,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=max(Group_TOct_Villot(:,Ang_Etu,fre

q_TOct)); 
       

Stat_TOct_Vigran(5,Ang_Etu,freq_TOct)=max(Group_TOct_Vigran(:,Ang_Etu,fre

q_TOct)); 
   end 
end 

  

%% Calculation of the computation time: 

  
Temps_Exec_tot=toc(Temps_tot) % Stop of the chronometer [s] 

 

 

Script “TMM_Process”: 

 
%%%% Method of transfer Matrices(TMM) - Main program 

  
function 

[T_Infinite]=TMM_Process(Nbre_couches,Type_couches,f,Teta,Roh_Fluid,h,Nu,

Tortuosity, Roh_Solid, Flow_Resistivity, Porosity, Shear_Modulus, Roh_Air 

,Visc_dim, 

Therm_dim,E,Roh_entree,c_entree,Roh_sortie,c_sortie,Eta_Fluid,L_x,L_y) 

  
%% ###### I - Definition of the propagation matrices inside the layers: 

  
c_air=340; % Wave velocity in air 
Omega=2*pi()*f; 

  
for i=1:1:Nbre_couches % For each layer 

     
    for Pos=1:length(f) % For each frequency chosen 
        k_air=(2*pi()*f(Pos)/c_air); % Definition of the wavenumber 

         
        for LongTeta=1:length(Teta) % For each incident angle chosen 
            % Construction of a matrix of transfer matrices 
            if Type_couches(i)==1 % Layer Fluid 
                

MatricesDeTransfert{Pos,i,LongTeta}=TMMFluid(f(Pos),Teta(LongTeta),k_air,

Roh_Fluid(i),h(i),Eta_Fluid); 
            elseif Type_couches(i)==2 % Layer Solid 
                

MatricesDeTransfert{Pos,i,LongTeta}=TMMSolid(f(Pos),Teta(LongTeta),Roh_So

lid(i),h(i),E(i),Nu(i),k_air); 
            elseif Type_couches(i)==3 % Layer Thin Plate 
                

MatricesDeTransfert{Pos,i,LongTeta}=TMMThinElasticPlate(f(Pos),Teta(LongT

eta),k_air,E(i),Nu(i),Roh_Solid(i),h(i)); 
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            elseif Type_couches(i)==4 % Layer Porous 
                

MatricesDeTransfert{Pos,i,LongTeta}=TMMPoro(f(Pos),Teta(LongTeta),h(1,i),

Tortuosity(1,i),Roh_Air,Roh_Solid(1,i),Flow_Resistivity(1,i),Porosity(1,i

),Shear_Modulus(1,i),Nu(1,i),Visc_dim(1,i),Therm_dim(1,i)); 
            elseif Type_couches(i)==5 % Layer Porous equivalent Fluid 
                

MatricesDeTransfert{Pos,i,LongTeta}=TMMFluidPoro(f(Pos),Teta(LongTeta),c_

air,Roh_Air,h(1,i),Flow_Resistivity(1,i)); 
            else 
                msgbox('Erreur - TMM_Global_Default- Matrices de 

transfert locales'); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
clear LongTeta h Roh c E Nu 

  
%% ####### II- Definition of interface matrices: 

  
% ### 1- Interface "Emission Room Fluid - Layer 1": 

  
% Fluid / (Fluid ; Thin plate ; Porous equivalent Fluid): 
if Type_couches(1)==1 || Type_couches(1)==3 || Type_couches(1)==5 
    MatricesI{1,1}=[1,0;0,1]; 
    MatricesJ{1,1}=[-1,0;0,-1]; 
% Fluid / Solid : 
elseif Type_couches(1)==2 
    MatricesI{1,1}=[0,-1;1,0;0,0]; 
    MatricesJ{1,1}=[0,1,0,0;0,0,1,0;0,0,0,1]; 
% Fluid / Porous : 
elseif Type_couches(1)==4 
    MatricesI{1,1}=[0,-1;Phi(1),0;(1-Phi(1)),0;0,0]; 
    MatricesJ{1,1}=[0,(1-

Phi(1)),Phi(1),0,0,0;0,0,0,0,0,1;0,0,0,1,0,0;0,0,0,0,1,0]; 
end 

  
% ### 2- Interface matrices for each pair of consecutive layers: 

  
for i=1:Nbre_couches-1 

     
    % (Fluid ; Thin plate ; Porous equivalent fluid) --> (Fluid ; Thin 

plate ; Porous equivalent fluid): 
    if (Type_couches(i)==1 || Type_couches(i)==3 || Type_couches(i)==5) 

&& (Type_couches(i+1)==1 || Type_couches(i+1)==3 || Type_couches(i+1)==5)   
        MatricesI{1,i+1}=[1,0;0,1]; 
        MatricesJ{1,i+1}=[-1,0;0,-1]; 

         
    % Solid --> Solid: 
    elseif Type_couches(i)==2 && Type_couches(i+1)==2  
        MatricesI{1,i+1}=[1,0,0,0;0,1,0,0;0,0,1,0;0,0,0,1]; 
        MatricesJ{1,i+1}=[-1,0,0,0;0,-1,0,0;0,0,-1,0;0,0,0,-1]; 

         
    % Porous --> Porous: 
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    elseif Type_couches(i)==4 && Type_couches(i+1)==4 
        

MatricesI{1,i+1}=[1,0,0,0,0,0;0,1,0,0,0,0;0,0,1,0,0,0;0,0,0,1,0,0;0,0,0,0

,1,0;0,0,0,0,0,1]; 
        MatricesJ{1,i+1}=-1.*[1,0,0,0,0,0;0,1,0,0,0,0;0,(1-

Phi(i+1)/Phi(i)),(Phi(i+1)/Phi(i)),0,0,0;0,0,0,1,0,(1-

Phi(i)/Phi(i+1));0,0,0,0,1,0;0,0,0,0,0,(Phi(i)/Phi(i+1))]; 

         
    % (Fluid ; Thin plate ; Porous equivalent fluid) --> Solid: 
    elseif (Type_couches(i)==1 || Type_couches(i)==3 || 

Type_couches(i)==5) && Type_couches(i+1)==2  
        MatricesI{1,i+1}=[0,-1;1,0;0,0]; 
        MatricesJ{1,i+1}=[0,1,0,0;0,0,1,0;0,0,0,1]; 
    % Solid --> (Fluid ; Thin plate ; Porous equivalent fluid): 
    elseif Type_couches(i)==2 && (Type_couches(i+1)==1 || 

Type_couches(i+1)==3 || Type_couches(i+1)==5)  
        MatricesI{1,i+1}=[0,1,0,0;0,0,1,0;0,0,0,1]; 
        MatricesJ{1,i+1}=[0,-1;1,0;0,0]; 

         
    % Solid --> Porous: 
    elseif Type_couches(i)==2 && Type_couches(i+1)==4 
        MatricesI{1,i+1}=-1.*[1,0,0,0;0,1,0,0;0,1,0,0;0,0,1,0;0,0,0,1]; 
        

MatricesJ{1,i+1}=[1,0,0,0,0,0;0,1,0,0,0,0;0,0,1,0,0,0;0,0,0,1,0,0;0,0,0,0

,1,1]; 
    % Porous --> Solid: 
    elseif Type_couches(i)==4 && Type_couches(i+1)==2 
        

MatricesI{1,i+1}=[1,0,0,0,0,0;0,1,0,0,0,0;0,0,1,0,0,0;0,0,0,1,0,0;0,0,0,0

,1,1]; 
        MatricesJ{1,i+1}=-1.*[1,0,0,0;0,1,0,0;0,1,0,0;0,0,1,0;0,0,0,1]; 

  
    % Fluid --> Porous: 
    elseif (Type_couches(i)==1 || Type_couches(i)==5) && 

Type_couches(i+1)==4 
        MatricesI{1,i+1}=[0,-1;Phi(i+1),0;(1-Phi(i+1)),0;0,0]; 
        MatricesJ{1,i+1}=[0,(1-

Phi(i+1)),Phi(i+1),0,0,0;0,0,0,0,0,1;0,0,0,1,0,0;0,0,0,0,1,0]; 
    % Porous --> Fluid: 
    elseif Type_couches(i)==4 && (Type_couches(i+1)==1 || 

Type_couches(i+1)==5) 
        MatricesI{1,i+1}=[0,(1-

Phi(i)),Phi(i),0,0,0;0,0,0,0,0,1;0,0,0,1,0,0;0,0,0,0,1,0]; 
        MatricesJ{1,i+1}=[0,-1;Phi(i),0;(1-Phi(i)),0;0,0]; 

         
    % Thin plate --> Porous: 
    elseif Type_couches(i)==3 && Type_couches(i+1)==4 
        MatricesI{1,i+1}=[0,-1;0,-1;1,0;0,0]; 
        

MatricesJ{1,i+1}=[0,1,0,0,0,0;0,0,1,0,0,0;0,0,0,1,0,1;0,0,0,0,1,0]; 
    % Porous --> Thin Plate: 
    elseif Type_couches(i)==4 && Type_couches(i+1)==3 
        

MatricesI{1,i+1}=[0,1,0,0,0,0;0,0,1,0,0,0;0,0,0,1,0,1;0,0,0,0,1,0]; 
        MatricesJ{1,i+1}=[0,-1;0,-1;1,0;0,0]; 
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    else 
        msgbox('Problème TMM_Global_Default - Matrices Interfaçage') 

         
    end 

     
end 

  
%% ###### III - Definition of lengths vectors for the matrices I and J 

and the global matrix: 

  
for i=1:size(MatricesI,2) 
    [TailleMatricesI(1,i),TailleMatricesI(2,i)]=size(MatricesI{1,i}); % 

Taille de lignes et colonnes I 
end 

  
%% ###### IV - Construction of the global matrices for each pair of 

incident angle and frequency: 

  
for Pos=1:length(f) % Frequencies 
    IndexLigne=1; IndexColonne=1; % Initialisation for each successive 

frequency 
    for i=1:Nbre_couches % Comparaison for successive layers and 

considering a fluid in the emission room 
        for LongTeta=1:length(Teta) % Angles of incidence 
            % Placing the matrices I in the global matrix D0 
            D0(IndexLigne:(IndexLigne+TailleMatricesI(1,i)-

1),IndexColonne:(IndexColonne+TailleMatricesI(2,i)-

1),Pos,LongTeta)=MatricesI{1,i}; 
            % Placing the matrices J in D0: 
            D0(IndexLigne:(IndexLigne+TailleMatricesI(1,i)-

1),(IndexColonne+TailleMatricesI(2,i)):(IndexColonne+TailleMatricesI(2,i)

+length(MatricesDeTransfert{1,i})-

1),Pos,LongTeta)=MatricesJ{1,i}*MatricesDeTransfert{Pos,i,LongTeta}; 
        end 
        IndexColonne=IndexColonne+TailleMatricesI(2,i); 
        IndexLigne=IndexLigne+TailleMatricesI(1,i); 
    end 
end 

  
clear LongTeta i Nbre_couches 

  
%% ###### V - Inclusion of the last layer, the reception room being a 

fluid: 

  
% Hypothesis: Semi-infinite fluid termination condition 

  
Length_Matrices=size(MatricesI(1,:),2)+1; % Number of the line to 

implement 

  
% ### 1- Interface matrix "Last layer of the system - Fluid of the 

reception room": 
% (Fluid ; Thin plate ; Porous equivalent fluid) --> Fluid: 
if Type_couches(end)==1 || Type_couches(end)==3 || Type_couches(end)==5 
    MatricesI{end+1}=[1,0;0,1]; 
    MatricesJ{end+1}=[-1,0;0,-1]; 
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% Solid --> Fluid: 
elseif Type_couches(end)==2 
    MatricesI{end+1}=[0,1,0,0;0,0,1,0;0,0,0,1]; 
    MatricesJ{end+1}=[0,-1;1,0;0,0]; 
% Porous --> Fluid: 
elseif Type_couches(end)==4 
    MatricesI{end+1}=[0,(1-

Phi(i)),Phi(i),0,0,0;0,0,0,0,0,1;0,0,0,1,0,0;0,0,0,0,1,0]; 
    MatricesJ{end+1}=[0,-1;Phi(i),0;(1-Phi(i)),0;0,0]; 
end 

  
TailleMatricesI(1,end+1)=size(MatricesI{end},1); % size of lines I and 

increment of the "end" function 
TailleMatricesI(2,end)=size(MatricesI{end},2); % Size of columns I 

  

clear Length_Matrices Type_couches 

  
for Pos=1:length(f) 
    for g=1:length(Teta) 
        D0(IndexLigne:(IndexLigne+TailleMatricesI(1,end)-

1),IndexColonne:(IndexColonne+TailleMatricesI(2,end)-

1),Pos,g)=MatricesI{end}; 
    end 
end 

  
clear Pos g IndexColonne 

  
Length_MatJ1=size(MatricesJ{end},1); 
Length_D0=(size(D0,2)+1); 
Length_D02=Length_D0+size(MatricesJ{end},2); 

  
for Pos=1:length(f) 
    for g=1:length(Teta) 
        D0(IndexLigne:(IndexLigne+Length_MatJ1-1),Length_D0:Length_D02-

1,Pos,g)=MatricesJ{end}; 
    end 
end 

  
clear Length_D0 Length_D02 Length_MatJ1 Pos g Length_MatI1 Length_MatI2 

TailleMatricesI IndexLigne 

  
% ### 2- Impedance condition for emission room fluid: 

  
Length_D01=size(D0,1)+1; 
Length_D0A=size(D0(:,:,1),2)-1; % Second to last element ofcolumn width 
Z_b=Roh_sortie*c_sortie; % Characteristic impedance of the semi-infinite 

fluid 

  
for Pos=1:length(f) 
    for g=1:length(Teta) 
        D0(Length_D01,Length_D0A:Length_D0A+1,Pos,g)=[-

1,Z_b/cos(Teta(g))]; 
    end 
end 
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clear Length_D01 Length_D0A Z_b Pos g 

  
%% ###### VI - Acoustical quantities calculation: 

  
D1=D0; D2=D0; DNP1=D0; % Cloning of D0 for treatment 
D1(:,1,:,:)=[]; % D1=D0 - 1st column 
D2(:,2,:,:)=[]; % D2=D0 - 2nd column 
DNP1(:,size(D0,2)-1,:,:)=[]; % DNP1=D0 - N+1 th column 

  
for Pos=1:length(f) % For each frequency 
    for g=1:length(Teta) % For each angle 
        Zs(Pos,g)=-det(D1(:,:,Pos,g))/det(D2(:,:,Pos,g)); % Calculation 

of the surface impedance 
        R(Pos,g)=(Zs(Pos,g)*cos(Teta(g))-

(Roh_entree*c_entree))/(Zs(Pos,g)*cos(Teta(g))+(Roh_entree*c_entree)); % 

Reflexion factor 
        T(Pos,g)=-(1+R(Pos,g))*det(DNP1(:,:,Pos,g))/det(D1(:,:,Pos,g)); % 

Transmission coefficient 
    end 
end 

  
T_Infinite=T; 

  
end 

 

 

Script “TMMFluid”: 

 

 
% ###### FLUID LAYER - Transfer Matrix Method 
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------

--- 

  
% State vector V(M) = [p(M) ,v_3(M)] 

  
function T_Fluid=TMMFluid(f,Teta,k_air,Roh,h,Eta_Fluid) 

  
%% I - Intermediary Quantities: 
Eta_Fluid=2.2/(3*sqrt(f));% CRAIK 
k_air=k_air*(1-1i*Eta_Fluid/2); % CRAIK 

  
Omega=2*pi()*f; % Vitesse angulaire [rad/s] 

  
% Dependency on x1 and t ignored: 
k3=k_air*cos(Teta); % x3 component of the wavenumber 

  
%% II - Propagation transfer matrix inside a Fluid Layer: 

  
T_Fluid=[cos(k3*h), 1i*Roh*Omega/k3*sin(k3*h); 
   1i*k3/(Roh*Omega)*sin(k3*h), cos(k3*h)]; 

  
end 
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Script “TMMFluidPoro”: 

 
% ###### FLUID LAYER for POROUS - Transfer Matrix Method 
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------

--- 

  
% State vector V(M) = [p(M) ,v_3(M)] 

  
function T_Fluid_Poro=TMMFluidPoro(f,Teta,c_air,Roh_air,h,Resistivity) 

  
%% I - Intermediary quantities: 

  
Omega=2*pi()*f; % Angular velocity [rad/s] 

  
% Delany and Bazley: 
X_Delany=Roh_air*f/Resistivity; 
Zc_Delany=Roh_air*c_air*(1+0.057*X_Delany^(-0.754)-1i*0.087*X_Delany^(-

0.732)); 
k_Delany=Omega/c_air*(1+0.0978*X_Delany^(-0.7)-1i*0.189*X_Delany^(-

0.595)); 

  
% Dependency in x1 and t ignored: 
k3=k_Delany*cos(Teta); % x3 wavenumber component 

  
%% II - Propagation matrix inside Porous equivalent fluid layers: 

  
T_Fluid_Poro=[cosh(1i*k3*h), Zc_Delany*sinh(1i*k3*h)/cos(Teta); 
   sinh(1i*k3*h)/Zc_Delany*cos(Teta), cosh(1i*k3*h)]; 

  
end 

 

 

Script “TMMThinElasticPlate”: 

 
% ###### FLUID LAYER - Transfer Matrix Method 
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------

--- 

  
% State vector V(M) = [Sig_33(M) ,v_3(M)] = [p(M) ,v_3(M)] 

  
function T_ThinElasticPlate=TMMThinElasticPlate(f,Teta,k_air,E,Nu,Roh,h) 

  

%% I - Intermédiary quantities: 

  
Omega=2*pi()*f; % Angular velocity [rad/s] 
m=Roh*h; % Panel surface mass 
B=E*h^3/(12*(1-Nu^2)); % Bending stiffness  

  
% Dependency in x1 and t ignored: 
k3=k_air*cos(Teta); % x3 component of the wavenumber 

  
%% II - Propagation matrix for Thin plate layer: 
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T_ThinElasticPlate=[1, -1i*Omega*m*(1-(B*k3^4)/(m*Omega^2)); 
   0, 1]; 

  
end 

 

 

Script “TMMSolid”: 

 
% ############# SOLID LAYER - Transfer Matrix Method 

##################### 
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------

-- 

  
% State vector: V^solid (M)=[v_1^s (M),v_3^s (M),Sig_33^s (M),Sig_13^s 

(M)]^T 

  
% 

========================================================================= 

  
function T_Solid=TMMSolid(f,Teta,Roh,h,E,Nu,k_air) 

  
%% I - Intermediary quantities: 

  
Omega=2*pi()*f; % Angular velocity (rad/s) 
Lambda=E*Nu/(1+Nu)/(1-2*Nu); % 1st Lame coefficient 
Mu=E/2/(1+Nu); % 2nd Lame coefficient 

  
Delta_1_2=Omega^2*Roh/(Lambda+2*Mu); % Longitudinal squared wave number 
Delta_3_2=Omega^2*Roh/Mu; % Shear sqared wave number 

  
k1=k_air*sin(Teta); % Incident wave in air projected in x1-direction 

  
k13=sqrt(Delta_1_2-k1^2); % x3 component of the longitudinal wave 
k33=sqrt(Delta_3_2-k1^2); % x3 component of the shear wave 

  
D1=Lambda*(k1^2+k13^2)+2*Mu*k13^2; % Simplification  
D2=2*Mu*k1; % Simplification 

  
%% II - Propagation matrix for a wave inside a solid layer: 

  
R_mH=[Omega*k1*cos(k13*(-h)), -1i*Omega*k1*sin(k13*(-h)), 

1i*Omega*k33*sin(k33*(-h)), -Omega*k33*cos(k33*(-h)); 
    -1i*Omega*k13*sin(k13*(-h)), Omega*k13*cos(k13*(-h)), 

Omega*k1*cos(k33*(-h)), -1i*Omega*k1*sin(k33*(-h)); 
    -D1*cos(k13*(-h)), 1i*D1*sin(k13*(-h)), 1i*D2*k33*sin(k33*(-h)), -

D2*k33*cos(k33*(-h)); 
    1i*D2*k13*sin(k13*(-h)), -D2*k13*cos(k13*(-h)), D1*cos(k33*(-h)), -

1i*D1*sin(k33*(-h))]; 

  
R0_Inv=[2*k1/(Omega*Delta_3_2),0,-1/(Mu*Delta_3_2),0; 
    0,(k33^2-k1^2)/(Omega*k13*Delta_3_2),0,-k1/(Mu*k13*Delta_3_2); 
    0,2*k1/(Omega*Delta_3_2),0,1/(Mu*Delta_3_2); 
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    -D1/(Omega*Mu*k33*Delta_3_2),0,-k1/(Mu*k33*Delta_3_2),0]; 

     
T_Solid=R_mH*R0_Inv; 

  
end 

 

Script “TMMPoro” (incomplete): 

 
% ########### POROELASTIC LAYER - Transfer Matrix Method 

################## 
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------

-- 

  
% State vector: V^poro (M)=[v_1^s (M),v_3^s (M),v_3^f (M),Sig_33^s 

(M),Sig_13^s (M),Sig_23^f (M)]^T 

  
% 

========================================================================= 

  
% As a first try, material properties for glasswool in (Allard & Atalla - 
% 2009) are used. The result is not yet a success. 

  
function 

T_Poro=TMMPoro(f,Teta,h,Alph_Inf,Roh_Air,Roh_Frame,Flow_Res,Poros,Shear_M

od,Pois_Coef,Visc_dim,Therm_dim) 

  
% ## Incident wave properties: 

  
c_air=340; % [m/s] 
Omega=2*pi()*f; % 
k0=Omega/c_air; % 

  
Gamma_air=1.4; % 
Atm_Press=101320; % [Pa] 
Ther_Cond_air=2.6*10^(-2); % [W.m^-1*K^-1] 
Cp_air=1004; % Specific heat 
Nu_p_air=Ther_Cond_air/(Roh_Air*Cp_air); 

  
q0_p=Poros*Therm_dim^2/8;% Thermal Permeability using Champoux-Allard 

model [107.5.54] 

  
% ## Layer physcial properties: 

  
G_Bulk_Champoux=sqrt(1+(Therm_dim/4)^2*(1i*Omega/Nu_p_air)); % Champoux-

Allard Model 
Bulk_Fluid=Gamma_air*Atm_Press/(Gamma_air-(Gamma_air-

1)/(1+(Nu_p_air*Poros)/(1i*Omega*q0_p)*G_Bulk_Champoux));  
Bulk_Frame=(2*Shear_Mod*(Pois_Coef-1))/(3*(1-2*Pois_Coef)); 

  
P=Poros*Bulk_Fluid;  
Q=Bulk_Fluid*(1-Poros);  
R=4/3*Shear_Mod+Bulk_Frame+(1-Poros)^2/Poros*Bulk_Fluid;  
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Roh_12=-Poros*Roh_Air*(Alph_Inf-1);  
Roh_11=Roh_Frame-Roh_12;  
Roh_22=Poros*Roh_Air-Roh_12;  

  
Delta=(P*Roh_22+R*Roh_11-2*Q*Roh_12)^2-4*(P*R-Q^2)*(Roh_11*Roh_22-

Roh_12);  

  
Delta_1_2=Omega^2/(2*(P*R-Q))*(P*Roh_22+R*Roh_11-2*Q*Roh_12-sqrt(Delta));  
Delta_2_2=Omega^2/(2*(P*R-Q))*(P*Roh_22+R*Roh_11-2*Q*Roh_12-sqrt(Delta));  
Delta_3_2=Omega^2/Shear_Mod*((Roh_11*Roh_12-Roh_12^2)/Roh_22);  

  
Mu1=(P*Delta_1_2-Omega^2*Roh_11)/(Omega^2*Roh_12-Q*Delta_1_2);  
Mu2=(P*Delta_2_2-Omega^2*Roh_11)/(Omega^2*Roh_12-Q*Delta_2_2);  
Mu3=-Roh_12/Roh_22;  

  
kt=k0*sin(Teta); % x1 wavenumber component 

  
k13=(Delta_1_2-kt^2)^(1/2); % Pythagoras - x3 xavenumber component 
kp13=-k13; 

  
k23=(Delta_2_2-kt^2)^(1/2); % Pythagoras  
kp23=-k23; 

  
k33=(Delta_3_2-kt^2)^(1/2); % Pythagoras  
kp33=-k33; 

  
N=Shear_Mod; 
D1=(P+Q*Mu1)*(kt^2+k13^2)-2*N*kt^2; 
D2=(P+Q*Mu2)*(kt^2+k23^2)-2*N*kt^2; 

  
E1=(R*Mu1+Q)*(kt^2+k13^2); 
E2=(R*Mu2+Q)*(kt^2+k23^2); 

  
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------

-- 
% ------- Propagation matrix inside a porous layer ----------------------

-- 

  
Gamma_minus_h=[Omega*kt*cos(k13*(-h)),-1j*Omega*kt*sin(k13*(-

h)),Omega*kt*cos(k23*(-h)),-1i*Omega*kt*sin(k23*(-

h)),1j*Omega*k33*sin(k33*(-h)),-Omega*k33*cos(k33*(-h)); 
    -1j*Omega*k13*sin(k13*(-h)),Omega*k13*cos(k13*(-h)),-

1j*Omega*k23*sin(k23*(-h)),Omega*k23*cos(k23*(-h)),Omega*kt*cos(k33*(-

h)),-1j*Omega*kt*sin(k33*(-h)); 
    -1j*Omega*k13*Mu1*sin(k13*(-h)),Omega*Mu1*k13*cos(k13*(-h)),-

1j*Omega*k23*Mu2*sin(k23*(-h)),Omega*Mu2*k23*sin(k23*(-

h)),Omega*kt*Mu3*cos(k33*(-h)),-1j*Omega*kt*Mu3*sin(k33*(-h)); 
    -D1*cos(k13*(-h)),1j*D1*sin(k13*(-h)),-D2*cos(k23*(-

h)),1j*D2*sin(k23*(-h)),2*1j*N*k33*kt*sin(k33*(-h)),-

2*N*k33*kt*cos(k33*(-h)); 
    2*1j*N*kt*k13*sin(k13*(-h)),-2*N*kt*k13*cos(k13*(-

h)),2*1j*N*kt*k23*sin(k23*(-h)),-2*N*kt*k23*cos(k23*(-h)),N*(k33^2-

kt^2)*cos(k33*(-h)),-1j*N*(k33^2-kt^2)*sin(k33*(-h)); 
    -E1*cos(k13*(-h)),1j*E1*sin(k13*(-h)),-E2*cos(k23*(-

h)),1j*E2*sin(k23*(-h)),0,0]; 
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Gamma_0=[Omega*kt,0,Omega*kt,0,0,-Omega*k33; 
    0,Omega*k13,0,Omega*k23,Omega*kt,0; 
    0,Omega*Mu1*k13,0,0,Omega*kt*Mu3,0; 
    -D1,0,-D2,0,0,-2*N*k33*kt; 
    0,-2*N*kt*k13,0,-2*N*kt*k23,N*(k33^2-kt^2),0; 
    -E1,0,-E2,0,0,0]; 

  
T_Poro=Gamma_minus_h*inv(Gamma_0); 

  
end 

 

 

Script “Windowing_Villot”: 

 
% ########### FINITNESS - VILLOT - TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD 

################# 
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------

-- 
% ---------- Calculation of the radiation efficiency averaged -----------

-- 
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------

-- 

  

  
function 

[Trace_Radiation_Finite_Avrg,Radiation_Finite,Radiation_Finite_Avrg]=Wind

owing_Villot(f,c_air,Teta,L_x,L_y) 

  
Temps_sous_prog=tic; 

  
S=L_x*L_y; % Surface [m^2] 

  
Nbre_Angles_Phi=50; % Number of discrete values for angle 
Discret_Angles_Phi=linspace(0.001*pi()/180,2*pi()-

0.001*pi()/180,Nbre_Angles_Phi); % For Riemann sum 
Phi_Pas=Discret_Angles_Phi(2)-Discret_Angles_Phi(1); 

  
Nbre_Angles_Psi=10; % Number of discrete values for angle 
Discret_Angles_Psi=linspace(0.001*pi()/180,2*pi()-

0.001*pi()/180,Nbre_Angles_Psi); % For Riemann sum 
Psi_Pas=Discret_Angles_Psi(2)-Discret_Angles_Psi(1); 

  
for freq=1:size(f,2) 

     
    k_air=(2*pi()*f(freq)/c_air); % Wavenumber definition 
    Nbre_Nombres_ondes=50; % Number of discrete values for wavenumber 
    Discret_Nombres_ondes=linspace(0.0001,k_air-

0.000000001,Nbre_Nombres_ondes); % For Riemann sum 
    Pas_k_air=Discret_Nombres_ondes(2)-Discret_Nombres_ondes(1); 

     
    for angle=1:size(Teta,2) 
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        k1=k_air*sin(Teta(angle)); % Incident wave in air projected in 

x1-direction 

         
        for j=1:Nbre_Angles_Phi 
            for k=1:Nbre_Angles_Psi 
                for i=1:Nbre_Nombres_ondes-1  

                     
                    terme1=(1-

cos((Discret_Nombres_ondes(i)*cos(Discret_Angles_Phi(j))-

k1*cos(Discret_Angles_Psi(k)))*L_x))/((Discret_Nombres_ondes(i)*cos(Discr

et_Angles_Phi(j))-k1*cos(Discret_Angles_Psi(k)))*L_x)^2; 
                    terme2=(1-

cos((Discret_Nombres_ondes(i)*sin(Discret_Angles_Phi(j))-

k1*cos(Discret_Angles_Psi(k)))*L_y))/((Discret_Nombres_ondes(i)*sin(Discr

et_Angles_Phi(j))-k1*cos(Discret_Angles_Psi(k)))*L_y)^2; 
                    terme3=(k_air*Discret_Nombres_ondes(i))/sqrt(k_air^2-

Discret_Nombres_ondes(i)^2); 

                     
                    

Vol_Integ(i,j,k)=terme1*terme2*terme3*Psi_Pas*Pas_k_air*Phi_Pas; 

                     
                end 
            end 
            

Radiation_Finite(freq,angle,j)=(S/(2*pi()^3))*sum(sum(sum(Vol_Integ)))*co

s(Teta(angle)); 

             
        end 
        

Radiation_Finite_Avrg(freq,angle)=(S/(2*pi()^3))*sum(sum(sum(Vol_Integ)))

*cos(Teta(angle)); 
        

Trace_Radiation_Finite_Avrg(freq,angle)=(S/(2*pi()^3))*sum(sum(sum(Vol_In

teg))); 

         
    end 
end 

  
Temps_Villot=toc(Temps_sous_prog) 

  
end 

 

 

Script “Windowing_Vigran”: 

 
% ########### FINITNESS - VIGRAN - TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD 

################# 
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------

-- 
% ---------- Calculation of the radiation efficiency averaged -----------

-- 
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------

-- 
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function 

[Trace_Radiation_Finite_Avrg,Radiation_Finite_Avrg]=Windowing_Vigran(f,c_

air,Teta,L_x,L_y) 

  
Temps_sous_prog=tic; 

  
S=L_x*L_y; % Surface [m^2] 
L=sqrt(L_x*L_y); % Dimensional factor used by Vigran [m] 

  
for freq=1:size(f,2) 

     
    k_air=(2*pi()*f(freq)/c_air); % Wavenumber definition 
    Nbre_Nombres_ondes=50; % Number of discretization for wavenumber 
    Discret_Nombres_ondes=linspace(0.0001,k_air-

0.000000001,Nbre_Nombres_ondes); % For Riemann sum 
    Pas_k_air=Discret_Nombres_ondes(2)-Discret_Nombres_ondes(1); 

     
    for angle=1:size(Teta,2) 

         
        k1=k_air*sin(Teta(angle)); % Incident wave in air projected in 

x1-direction 

         
        for i=1:Nbre_Nombres_ondes-1 

             
            terme(1,i)=(sin((Discret_Nombres_ondes(i)-

k1)*L/2))^2/(((Discret_Nombres_ondes(i)-k1)*L/2)^2*sqrt(k_air^2-

Discret_Nombres_ondes(i)^2))*Pas_k_air; 

             
        end 

         
        

Trace_Radiation_Finite_Avrg(freq,angle)=(L*k_air/(2*pi()))*sum(terme); 
        

Radiation_Finite_Avrg(freq,angle)=(L*k_air/(2*pi()))*sum(terme)*cos(Teta(

angle)); 

         
    end 
end 

  
Temps_Vigran=toc(Temps_sous_prog) 

  
end 

 

 

Script “Windowing_Atalla (incomplete)”: 

 
% ########### FINITNESS - ATALLA - TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD 

################# 
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------

-- 
% --- Calculation of the radiation efficiency averaged on the angle Phi -

-- 
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% -----------------------------------------------------------------------

-- 

  
function 

[Trace_Radiation_finite_Avrg,Radiation_finite,Radiation_finite_Avrg]=Wind

owing_Atalla(f,c_air,Teta,L_x,L_y) 

  
Temps_sous_prog=tic; 

  
%% Material properties 
S=L_x*L_y; % Surface [m^2] 

  
Nbre_Angles_Phi=10; % Discretisation for radiation angle 
Discret_Angles_Phi=linspace(0.001*pi()/180,(2*pi()-

0.001*pi())/180,Nbre_Angles_Phi); % For Riemann sum 
Phi_Pas=Discret_Angles_Phi(2)-Discret_Angles_Phi(1); 

  
Nbre_pas_u=10; % Discretisation between -1 and 1 
Discret_u=linspace(-0.999,0.999,Nbre_pas_u); % For Riemann sum 
u_Pas=Discret_u(2)-Discret_u(1); 

  
Nbre_pas_u_p=10; % Discrétisation between -1 and 1 
Discret_u_p=linspace(-0.999,0.999,Nbre_pas_u_p); % For Riemann sum 
u_p_Pas=Discret_u_p(2)-Discret_u_p(1); 

  

  
%% Calcul of Z(R): 

  
r=L_x/L_y; 

  
% Calculation of Z using the double integrals: 

  
for freq=1:size(f,2) 

     
    Omega=2*pi()*freq; 
    k_0=2*pi()*f(freq)/c_air; % Definition of the wavenumber 
    Roh_air=1.025; 

     
    Constant=1j*Roh_air*Omega*L_y/(4*pi()); 

     
    for angle_tetha=1:size(Teta,2) 

         
        for angle_phi=1:Nbre_Angles_Phi 

             
                k_t=k_0*sin(Teta(angle_tetha)); 

                 
                for u=1:Nbre_pas_u 
                    for u_p=1:Nbre_pas_u_p 

                         
                        

K=exp(1j*k_0*L_x/2*sqrt((Discret_u(u)+1)^2+((Discret_u_p(u_p)+1)^2)/r^2))

/sqrt((Discret_u(u)+1)^2+(Discret_u_p(u_p)+1)^2/r^2); 
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                        F_n=exp(-

1j*k_t*L_x/2*((Discret_u(u)+1)*cos(Discret_Angles_Phi(angle_phi))+(Discre

t_u_p(u_p)+1)/r*sin(Discret_Angles_Phi(angle_phi)))); 

                         
                        Z_u(u,u_p)=Constant*(1-Discret_u(u))*(1-

Discret_u_p(u_p))*K*F_n*u_Pas*u_p_Pas; 

                         
                    end 
                end 

            
            Z(freq,angle_tetha,angle_phi)=sum(sum(Z_u)); 

             
        end 
    end 
end 

  
for i1=1:size(Z,1) % Frequencies 
    for i2=1:size(Z,2) % Theta angles 
        for i3=1:size(Z,3) % Phi angles 
            

Somme_Rad_Phi(i3)=1/(2*pi())*real(Z(i1,i2,i3))/(Roh_air*c_air*S)*Phi_Pas; 
        end 
        Radiation_finite_Avrg(i1,i2)=sum(Somme_Rad_Phi)*cos(Teta(i2)); 
        Trace_Radiation_finite_Avrg(i1,i2)=sum(Somme_Rad_Phi);% For 

radiation efficiency plot 
    end 
end 

  
Radiation_finite=Radiation_finite_Avrg; % WRONG! Only momentary, for the 

script to run. 

  
Temps_Atalla=toc(Temps_sous_prog) 

  
End 

 

 

Script “Traces2D”: 
 
function Graphiques=Traces2D() 

  
%% ###### IV - Results plots 

  
% ## Comparison of the influence of the integration angles - 1/3rd octave 

bands 

  
f_tiers=[50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1600,

2000,2500,3150,4000,5000]; 
fig12=figure('Name','Influence de angle intégration - Valeurs médianes de 

E, Roh et Eta_Fluid','NumberTitle','off'); 
figure(fig12) 

  
% - Infinite: 
p1_1=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Inf{1,1,1,5}','o-

','color',[175/243,54/243,60/243],'Linewidth',2); % Red 
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hold on 
p2_1=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Inf{1,1,1,4}','o-

','color',[70/243,148/243,73/243],'Linewidth',2); % Green 
p3_1=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Inf{1,1,1,3}','o-

','color',[94/243,60/243,108/243],'Linewidth',2); % Violet 
p4_1=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Inf{1,1,1,2}','o-

','color',[56/243,61/243,150/243],'Linewidth',2); % Blue 
p5_1=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Inf{1,1,1,1}','o-

','color',[214/243,126/243,44/243],'Linewidth',2); % Orange 

  
% - Finite - Atalla 
p1_2=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Atalla{1,1,1,5}','*:','color',[175

/243,54/243,60/243],'Linewidth',2); % Red 
p2_2=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Atalla{1,1,1,4}','*:','color',[70/

243,148/243,73/243],'Linewidth',2); % Green 
p3_2=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Atalla{1,1,1,3}','*:','color',[94/

243,60/243,108/243],'Linewidth',2); % Violet 
p4_2=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Atalla{1,1,1,2}','*:','color',[56/

243,61/243,150/243],'Linewidth',2); % Blue 
p5_2=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Atalla{1,1,1,1}','*:','color',[214

/243,126/243,44/243],'Linewidth',2); % Orange 

  
% - Finite - Villot 
p1_3=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Villot{1,1,1,5}','*--

','color',[175/243,54/243,60/243],'Linewidth',2); % Red 
p2_3=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Villot{1,1,1,4}','*--

','color',[70/243,148/243,73/243],'Linewidth',2); % Green 
p3_3=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Villot{1,1,1,3}','*--

','color',[94/243,60/243,108/243],'Linewidth',2); % Violet 
p4_3=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Villot{1,1,1,2}','*--

','color',[56/243,61/243,150/243],'Linewidth',2); % Blue 
p5_3=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Villot{1,1,1,1}','*--

','color',[214/243,126/243,44/243],'Linewidth',2); % Orange 

  
% - Finite - Vigran 
p1_4=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Vigran{1,1,1,5}','*--

','color',[175/243,54/243,60/243],'Linewidth',2); % Red 
p2_4=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Vigran{1,1,1,4}','*--

','color',[70/243,148/243,73/243],'Linewidth',2); % Green 
p3_4=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Vigran{1,1,1,3}','*--

','color',[94/243,60/243,108/243],'Linewidth',2); % Violet 
p4_4=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Vigran{1,1,1,2}','*--

','color',[56/243,61/243,150/243],'Linewidth',2); % Blue 
p5_4=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Vigran{1,1,1,1}','*--

','color',[214/243,126/243,44/243],'Linewidth',2); % Orange 

  
% - Experimental plots 
if Nbre_couches==1 
    

p7=semilogx([50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1

600,2000,2500,3150,4000,5000],[10,13,15,15,17,19,22,24,27,28,29,31,33,34,

35,34,30,25,28,32,35],'-+k','Linewidth',3); % 16 mm gypsum board: 

http://www.alfwarnock.info/sound/transmission_loss.html 
    str=sprintf('Perte de transmission de la plaque de plâtre de 16 mm 

pour un pas angulaire de %d [°] et fréquentiel de %d 

[Hz]',Teta_Pas*360/(2*pi()),f_Pas); 
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    title(str) 
    legend([p7 p1_1 p2_1 p3_1 p4_1 p5_1 p1_2 p2_2 p3_2 p4_2 p5_2 p1_3 

p2_3 p3_3 p4_3 p5_3 p1_4 p2_4 p3_4 p4_4 p5_4],{'Mesure Alfwarnock','90° - 

Infinite','85° - Infinite','81° - Infinite','78° - Infinite','75° - 

Infinite','90° - Atalla','85° - Atalla','81° - Atalla','78° - 

Atalla','75° - Atalla','90° - Villot','85° - Villot','81° - Villot','78° 

- Villot','75° - Villot','90° - Vigran','85° - Vigran','81° - 

Vigran','78° - Vigran','75° - Vigran'},"Location","east") 
elseif Nbre_couches==3 
    

p7=semilogx([50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1

600,2000,2500,3150,4000,5000],[18, 18, 18, 17, 14, 20, 26, 31, 35, 39, 

43, 46, 48, 51, 53, 52, 40, 40, 46, 52, 58],'-+k','Linewidth',3); % INSUL 

Delphine : Gypsum board 16mm - Cavité 50 mm - Gypsum board 16 mm 
    str=sprintf('Perte de transmission des deux plaques de plâtre de 16 

mm séparés par une cavité vide de 50 mm pour un pas angulaire de %d [°] 

et fréquentiel de %d [Hz]',Teta_Pas*360/(2*pi()),f_Pas); 
    title(str) 
    legend([p7 p1_1 p2_1 p3_1 p4_1 p5_1 p1_2 p2_2 p3_2 p4_2 p5_2 p1_3 

p2_3 p3_3 p4_3 p5_3 p1_4 p2_4 p3_4 p4_4 p5_4],{'Mesure INSUL','90° - 

Infinite','85° - Infinite','81° - Infinite','78° - Infinite','75° - 

Infinite','90° - Atalla','85° - Atalla','81° - Atalla','78° - 

Atalla','75° - Atalla','90° - Villot','85° - Villot','81° - Villot','78° 

- Villot','75° - Villot','90° - Vigran','85° - Vigran','81° - 

Vigran','78° - Vigran','75° - Vigran'},"Location","east") 
else 
end 
xlabel("Frequences (Hz)") 
ylabel("STL (dB)") 
str = sprintf('E= %d [Pa] /n Roh= %d [kg/m^3]',E(1),Roh(1)); 
text(1000,15,str) 
lgd=legend; 
lgd.NumColumns=4; 

  

  
%% ## Plot of 1/3rd octave band results for integration angle of 90° and 

finite dimensions 

  
f_tiers=[50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1600,

2000,2500,3150,4000,5000]; 
fig13=figure('Name','Influence de angle intégration - Valeurs médianes de 

E, Roh et Eta_Fluid','NumberTitle','off'); 
figure(fig13) 
% - Infinite: 
p1_1=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Inf{1,1,1,4}','o-

','color',[175/243,54/243,60/243],'Linewidth',2); % Red 
hold on 
% - Finite - Atalla 
p1_2=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Atalla{1,1,1,4}','*:','color',[56/

243,61/243,150/243],'Linewidth',2); % Blue 
% - Finite - Villot 
p1_3=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Villot{1,1,1,4}','*--

','color',[70/243,148/243,73/243],'Linewidth',2); % Green 
% - Finite - Vigran 
p1_4=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Vigran{1,1,1,4}','*-

.','color',[214/243,126/243,44/243],'Linewidth',2); % Orange 
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% - Experimental plots 
if Nbre_couches==1 
    

p7=semilogx([50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1

600,2000,2500,3150,4000,5000],[10,13,15,15,17,19,22,24,27,28,29,31,33,34,

35,34,30,25,28,32,35],'-+k','Linewidth',3); % 16 mm gypsum board: 

http://www.alfwarnock.info/sound/transmission_loss.html 
    str=sprintf('Perte de transmission de la plaque de plâtre de 16 mm 

pour un pas angulaire de %d [°] et fréquentiel de %d 

[Hz]',Teta_Pas*360/(2*pi()),f_Pas); 
    title(str) 
    legend([p7 p1_1 p1_2 p1_3 p1_4],{'Mesure Alfwarnock','85° - 

Infinite','85° - Atalla','85° - Villot','85° - 

Vigran'},"Location","east") 
elseif Nbre_couches==3 
    

p7=semilogx([50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1

600,2000,2500,3150,4000,5000],[18, 18, 18, 17, 14, 20, 26, 31, 35, 39, 

43, 46, 48, 51, 53, 52, 40, 40, 46, 52, 58],'-+k','Linewidth',3); % INSUL 

Delphine :Gypsum plate 16mm - Cavity 50 mm - Gypsum plate 16 mm 
    %     

p6=semilogx([50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1

600,2000,2500,3150,4000,5000],[21.5,19.5,21.8,16.3,12.5,11.4,22.6,32.7,36

.7,42,44.2,48.4,53.4,56.1,57.3,57.4,55.4,45.5,43,47.4,53],'-ok'); % CNRC 

with wooden studs and wool in the cavity 
    str=sprintf('Perte de transmission des deux plaques de plâtre de 16 

mm séparés par une cavité vide de 50 mm pour un pas angulaire de %d [°] 

et fréquentiel de %d [Hz]',Teta_Pas*360/(2*pi()),f_Pas); 
    title(str) 
    legend([p7 p1_1 p1_2 p1_3 p1_4],{'Mesure INSUL','85° - Infinite','85° 

- Atalla','85° - Villot','85° - Vigran'},"Location","east") 
else 
end 
xlabel("Frequences (Hz)") 
ylabel("STL (dB)") 
str = sprintf('E= %d [Pa] /n Roh= %d [kg/m^3]',E(1),Roh(1)); 
text(1000,15,str) 

  

  
%% ## Plot of 1/3rd octave band results for integration angle of 85° and 

finite dimensions 

  
f_tiers=[50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1600,

2000,2500,3150,4000,5000]; 
fig13=figure('Name','Influence de angle intégration - Valeurs médianes de 

E, Roh et Eta_Fluid','NumberTitle','off'); 
figure(fig13) 
% - Infinite: 
p1_1=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Inf{1,1,1,3}','o-

','color',[175/243,54/243,60/243],'Linewidth',2); % Red 
hold on 
% - Finite - Atalla 
p1_2=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Atalla{1,1,1,3}','*:','color',[56/

243,61/243,150/243],'Linewidth',2); % Blue 
% - Finite - Villot 
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p1_3=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Villot{1,1,1,3}','*--

','color',[70/243,148/243,73/243],'Linewidth',2); % Green 
% - Finite - Vigran 
p1_4=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Vigran{1,1,1,3}','*-

.','color',[214/243,126/243,44/243],'Linewidth',2); % Orange 

  
% - Experimental plots 
if Nbre_couches==1 
    

p7=semilogx([50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1

600,2000,2500,3150,4000,5000],[10,13,15,15,17,19,22,24,27,28,29,31,33,34,

35,34,30,25,28,32,35],'-+k','Linewidth',3); % 16 mm gypsum board: 

http://www.alfwarnock.info/sound/transmission_loss.html 
    str=sprintf('Perte de transmission de la plaque de plâtre de 16 mm 

pour un pas angulaire de %d [°] et fréquentiel de %d 

[Hz]',Teta_Pas*360/(2*pi()),f_Pas); 
    title(str) 
    legend([p7 p1_1 p1_2 p1_3 p1_4],{'Mesure Alfwarnock','81° - 

Infinite','81° - Atalla','81° - Villot','81° - 

Vigran'},"Location","east") 
elseif Nbre_couches==3 
    

p7=semilogx([50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1

600,2000,2500,3150,4000,5000],[18, 18, 18, 17, 14, 20, 26, 31, 35, 39, 

43, 46, 48, 51, 53, 52, 40, 40, 46, 52, 58],'-+k','Linewidth',3); % INSUL 

Delphine :Plaque de plâtre 16mm - Cavité 50 mm - Plaque de plâtre 16 mm 
    %     

p6=semilogx([50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1

600,2000,2500,3150,4000,5000],[21.5,19.5,21.8,16.3,12.5,11.4,22.6,32.7,36

.7,42,44.2,48.4,53.4,56.1,57.3,57.4,55.4,45.5,43,47.4,53],'-ok'); % 

Mesure CNRC - Avec Battants en bois et cavité emplie de laine 
    str=sprintf('Perte de transmission des deux plaques de plâtre de 16 

mm séparés par une cavité vide de 50 mm pour un pas angulaire de %d [°] 

et fréquentiel de %d [Hz]',Teta_Pas*360/(2*pi()),f_Pas); 
    title(str) 
    legend([p7 p1_1 p1_2 p1_3 p1_4],{'Mesure INSUL','81° - Infinite','81° 

- Atalla','81° - Villot','81° - Vigran'},"Location","east") 
else 
end 
xlabel("Frequences (Hz)") 
ylabel("STL (dB)") 
str = sprintf('E= %d [Pa] /n Roh= %d [kg/m^3]',E(1),Roh(1)); 
text(1000,15,str) 

  

  

%% ## Plot of 1/3rd octave band results for integration angle of 81° and 

finite dimensions 

  
f_tiers=[50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1600,

2000,2500,3150,4000,5000]; 
fig13=figure('Name','Influence de angle intégration - Valeurs médianes de 

E, Roh et Eta_Fluid','NumberTitle','off'); 
figure(fig13) 
% - Infinite: 
p1_1=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Inf{1,1,1,2}','o-

','color',[175/243,54/243,60/243],'Linewidth',2); % Rouge 
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hold on 
% - Finite - Atalla 
p1_2=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Atalla{1,1,1,2}','*:','color',[56/

243,61/243,150/243],'Linewidth',2); % Bleu 
% - Finite - Villot 
p1_3=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Villot{1,1,1,2}','*--

','color',[70/243,148/243,73/243],'Linewidth',2); % Vert 
% - Finite - Vigran 
p1_4=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Vigran{1,1,1,2}','*-

.','color',[214/243,126/243,44/243],'Linewidth',2); % Orange 

  
% - Experimental plots 
if Nbre_couches==1 
    

p7=semilogx([50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1

600,2000,2500,3150,4000,5000],[10,13,15,15,17,19,22,24,27,28,29,31,33,34,

35,34,30,25,28,32,35],'-+k','Linewidth',3); % 16 mm gypsum board: 

http://www.alfwarnock.info/sound/transmission_loss.html 
    str=sprintf('Perte de transmission de la plaque de plâtre de 16 mm 

pour un pas angulaire de %d [°] et fréquentiel de %d 

[Hz]',Teta_Pas*360/(2*pi()),f_Pas); 
    title(str) 
    legend([p7 p1_1 p1_2 p1_3 p1_4],{'Mesure Alfwarnock','78° - 

Infinite','78° - Atalla','78° - Villot','78° - 

Vigran'},"Location","east") 
elseif Nbre_couches==3 
    

p7=semilogx([50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1

600,2000,2500,3150,4000,5000],[18, 18, 18, 17, 14, 20, 26, 31, 35, 39, 

43, 46, 48, 51, 53, 52, 40, 40, 46, 52, 58],'-+k','Linewidth',3); % INSUL 

Delphine :Plaque de plâtre 16mm - Cavité 50 mm - Plaque de plâtre 16 mm 
    %     

p6=semilogx([50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1

600,2000,2500,3150,4000,5000],[21.5,19.5,21.8,16.3,12.5,11.4,22.6,32.7,36

.7,42,44.2,48.4,53.4,56.1,57.3,57.4,55.4,45.5,43,47.4,53],'-ok'); % 

Mesure CNRC - Avec Battants en bois et cavité emplie de laine 
    str=sprintf('Perte de transmission des deux plaques de plâtre de 16 

mm séparés par une cavité vide de 50 mm pour un pas angulaire de %d [°] 

et fréquentiel de %d [Hz]',Teta_Pas*360/(2*pi()),f_Pas); 
    title(str) 
    legend([p7 p1_1 p1_2 p1_3 p1_4],{'Mesure INSUL','78° - Infinite','78° 

- Atalla','78° - Villot','78° - Vigran'},"Location","east") 
else 
end 
xlabel("Frequences (Hz)") 
ylabel("STL (dB)") 
str = sprintf('E= %d [Pa] /n Roh= %d [kg/m^3]',E(1),Roh(1)); 
text(1000,15,str) 

  

  
%% ## Plot of 1/3rd octave band results for integration angle of 78° and 

finite dimensions 

  
f_tiers=[50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1600,

2000,2500,3150,4000,5000]; 
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fig13=figure('Name','Influence de angle intégration - Valeurs médianes de 

E, Roh et Eta_Fluid','NumberTitle','off'); 
figure(fig13) 
% - Infinite: 
p1_1=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Inf{1,1,1,1}','o-

','color',[175/243,54/243,60/243],'Linewidth',2); % Rouge 
hold on 
% - Finite - Atalla 
p1_2=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Atalla{1,1,1,1}','*:','color',[56/

243,61/243,150/243],'Linewidth',2); % Bleu 
% - Finite - Villot 
p1_3=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Villot{1,1,1,1}','*--

','color',[70/243,148/243,73/243],'Linewidth',2); % Vert 
% - Finite - Vigran 
p1_4=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Vigran{1,1,1,1}','*-

.','color',[214/243,126/243,44/243],'Linewidth',2); % Orange 

  
% - Experimental plots 
if Nbre_couches==1 
    

p7=semilogx([50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1

600,2000,2500,3150,4000,5000],[10,13,15,15,17,19,22,24,27,28,29,31,33,34,

35,34,30,25,28,32,35],'-+k','Linewidth',3); % 16 mm gypsum board: 

http://www.alfwarnock.info/sound/transmission_loss.html 
    str=sprintf('Perte de transmission de la plaque de plâtre de 16 mm 

pour un pas angulaire de %d [°] et fréquentiel de %d 

[Hz]',Teta_Pas*360/(2*pi()),f_Pas); 
    title(str) 
    legend([p7 p1_1 p1_2 p1_3 p1_4],{'Mesure Alfwarnock','75° - 

Infinite','75° - Atalla','75° - Villot','75° - 

Vigran'},"Location","east") 
elseif Nbre_couches==3 
    

p7=semilogx([50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1

600,2000,2500,3150,4000,5000],[18, 18, 18, 17, 14, 20, 26, 31, 35, 39, 

43, 46, 48, 51, 53, 52, 40, 40, 46, 52, 58],'-+k','Linewidth',3); % INSUL 

Delphine :Plaque de plâtre 16mm - Cavité 50 mm - Plaque de plâtre 16 mm 
    %     

p6=semilogx([50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1

600,2000,2500,3150,4000,5000],[21.5,19.5,21.8,16.3,12.5,11.4,22.6,32.7,36

.7,42,44.2,48.4,53.4,56.1,57.3,57.4,55.4,45.5,43,47.4,53],'-ok'); % 

Mesure CNRC - Avec Battants en bois et cavité emplie de laine 
    str=sprintf('Perte de transmission des deux plaques de plâtre de 16 

mm séparés par une cavité vide de 50 mm pour un pas angulaire de %d [°] 

et fréquentiel de %d [Hz]',Teta_Pas*360/(2*pi()),f_Pas); 
    title(str) 
    legend([p7 p1_1 p1_2 p1_3 p1_4],{'Mesure INSUL','75° - Infinite','75° 

- Atalla','75° - Villot','75° - Vigran'},"Location","east") 
else 
end 
xlabel("Frequences (Hz)") 
ylabel("STL (dB)") 
str = sprintf('E= %d [Pa] /n Roh= %d [kg/m^3]',E(1),Roh(1)); 
text(1000,15,str) 
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%% ## Plot of 1/3rd octave band results for integration angle of 75° and 

finite dimensions 

  
f_tiers=[50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1600,

2000,2500,3150,4000,5000]; 
fig13=figure('Name','Influence de angle intégration - Valeurs médianes de 

E, Roh et Eta_Fluid','NumberTitle','off'); 
figure(fig13) 
% - Infinite: 
p1_1=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Inf{1,1,1,5}','o-

','color',[175/243,54/243,60/243],'Linewidth',2); % Rouge 
hold on 
% - Finite - Atalla 
p1_2=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Atalla{1,1,1,5}','*:','color',[56/

243,61/243,150/243],'Linewidth',2); % Bleu 
% - Finite - Villot 
p1_3=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Villot{1,1,1,5}','*--

','color',[70/243,148/243,73/243],'Linewidth',2); % Vert 
% - Finite - Vigran 
p1_4=semilogx(f_tiers,Result_Tiers_Fin_Vigran{1,1,1,5}','*-

.','color',[214/243,126/243,44/243],'Linewidth',2); % Orange 

  
% - Experimental plots 
if Nbre_couches==1 
    

p7=semilogx([50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1

600,2000,2500,3150,4000,5000],[10,13,15,15,17,19,22,24,27,28,29,31,33,34,

35,34,30,25,28,32,35],'-+k','Linewidth',3); % 16 mm gypsum board: 

http://www.alfwarnock.info/sound/transmission_loss.html 
    str=sprintf('Perte de transmission de la plaque de plâtre de 16 mm 

pour un pas angulaire de %d [°] et fréquentiel de %d 

[Hz]',Teta_Pas*360/(2*pi()),f_Pas); 
    title(str) 
    legend([p7 p1_1 p1_2 p1_3 p1_4],{'Mesure Alfwarnock','90° - 

Infinite','90° - Atalla','90° - Villot','90° - 

Vigran'},"Location","east") 
elseif Nbre_couches==3 
    

p7=semilogx([50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1

600,2000,2500,3150,4000,5000],[18, 18, 18, 17, 14, 20, 26, 31, 35, 39, 

43, 46, 48, 51, 53, 52, 40, 40, 46, 52, 58],'-+k','Linewidth',3); % INSUL 

Delphine :Plaque de plâtre 16mm - Cavité 50 mm - Plaque de plâtre 16 mm 
    %     

p6=semilogx([50,63,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1

600,2000,2500,3150,4000,5000],[21.5,19.5,21.8,16.3,12.5,11.4,22.6,32.7,36

.7,42,44.2,48.4,53.4,56.1,57.3,57.4,55.4,45.5,43,47.4,53],'-ok'); % 

Mesure CNRC - Avec Battants en bois et cavité emplie de laine 
    str=sprintf('Perte de transmission des deux plaques de plâtre de 16 

mm séparés par une cavité vide de 50 mm pour un pas angulaire de %d [°] 

et fréquentiel de %d [Hz]',Teta_Pas*360/(2*pi()),f_Pas); 
    title(str) 
    legend([p7 p1_1 p1_2 p1_3 p1_4],{'Mesure INSUL','90° - Infinite','90° 

- Atalla','90° - Villot','90° - Vigran'},"Location","east") 
else 
end 
xlabel("Frequences (Hz)") 
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ylabel("STL (dB)") 
str = sprintf('E= %d [Pa] /n Roh= %d [kg/m^3]',E(1),Roh(1)); 
text(1000,15,str) 

  
clear p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8 str str1 str2 str3 str4 str5 str6 

  
end 

 

 

Script “Traces3D”: 
 
% ####### 3D diagram plot: STL-Freq-Angle ######### 

  
function Graphiques=Traces3D() 

  
for  i=1:Nbre_Simulations % Number of values/simulations for statical 

analysis 
    for j=1:length(Teta) 
        T_Inf_used=T_Inf{i}; T_Inf_intermediaire(j,i)=T_Inf_used(j); 
        T_Fin_Atalla_used=T_Fin_Atalla_avrg{i}; 

T_Fin_Atalla_intermediaire(j,i)=T_Fin_Atalla_used(j); 
        T_Fin_Atalla_avrg_used=T_Fin_Atalla_avrg{i}; 

T_Fin_Atalla_avrg_intermediaire(j,i)=T_Fin_Atalla_avrg_used(j); 
        T_Fin_Vigran_avrg_used=T_Fin_Vigran_avrg{i}; 

T_Fin_Vigran_avrg_intermediaire(j,i)=T_Fin_Vigran_avrg_used(j); 
        T_Fin_Villot_used=T_Fin_Villot{i}; 

T_Fin_Villot_intermediaire(j,i)=T_Fin_Villot_used(j); 
        T_Fin_Villot_avrg_used=T_Fin_Villot_avrg{i}; 

T_Fin_Villot_avrg_intermediaire(j,i)=T_Fin_Villot_avrg_used(j); 
    end 
end 

  
T_Inf_Moy=Mean2(T_Inf_intermediaire); 
T_Fin_Atalla_avrg_Moy=Mean2(T_Fin_Atalla_avrg_intermediaire); 
T_Fin_Villot_avrg_Moy=Mean2(T_Fin_Villot_avrg_intermediaire); 
T_Fin_Vigran_avrg_Moy=Mean2(T_Fin_Vigran_avrg_intermediaire); 

  
figure 
for i=1:size(Teta,2) 
    p1_1=plot3(ones(1,size(f,2)).*(Teta(1,i)*360/(2*pi())),f,-

10*log10(real(T_Inf_Moy(:,i))),':r'); 
    set(gca,'yscale','log') 
    hold on 
    p2_1=plot3(ones(1,size(f,2)).*(Teta(1,i)*360/(2*pi())),f,-

10*log10(real(T_Fin_Atalla_avrg_Moy(:,i))),':b'); 
    p3_1=plot3(ones(1,size(f,2)).*(Teta(1,i)*360/(2*pi())),f,-

10*log10(real(T_Fin_Villot_avrg_Moy(:,i))),':g'); 
    p4_1=plot3(ones(1,size(f,2)).*(Teta(1,i)*360/(2*pi())),f,-

10*log10(real(T_Fin_Vigran_avrg_Moy(:,i))),':','color',[214/243,126/243,4

4/243]); 

     
end 
xlabel('Angle incidence (°)') 
ylabel('Fréquence (Hz)') 
zlabel('STL (dB)') 
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title({'Tracé 3D de la transparence acoustique de la paroi pour des 

valeurs moyennées d integration'}) 
clear i j 
legend([p1_1 p2_1 p3_1 p4_1],{'Infinite','Finite Atalla Avrg','Finite 

Villot Avrg','Finite Vigran Avrg'},"Location","east") 

  
end 

 

 

Script “Banque Materiaux” (in development): 
 
% ############ Material properties library ############ 
% ###### Introduction of a variability using probability distribution 

laws ###### 

  
% # Functioning: 
% 
% - First 2 numbers = identifier: 
%       1- Fluids 
%           1.1 Air 
%       2- Solids  
%           2.1 Gypsum 
%           2.2 OSB 
%       3- Porous 
%           3.1 Glass wool 
% 
% - Last number = material property: 
%       1- Solid volume mass [kg/m^3] 
%       2- Fluid volum mass [kg/m^3] 
%       3- Young modulus 
%       4- Poisson's ratio [/] 
%       5- Shear modulus [N/cm^2] 
%       6- Loss factor fluid [/] 
%       7- Loss factor solid [/] 
%       8- Tortuosity [/] 
%       9- Flow resistivity [N.s/m^4] 
%       10- Porosity [/] 
%       11- Viscosity [m] 
%       12- Thermal coefficient [m] 

  
function Materiaux=Banque_Materiaux() 

  
%% 1 - Fluids 

  
% 1.1 Air 
Materiaux(1,1,2)=1.225+rand*10; % Fluid volume mass 
Materiaux(1,1,6)=0.1; % Fluid loss factor 

  
%% 2 - Solids 

  
% 2.1 Gypsum: 
Materiaux(2,1,1)=800+rand*(1100-800); % Solid mass volume - rectangular 

distribution 
Materiaux(2,1,4)=0.2+rand*(0.3-0.2); % Nu - rectangular distribution 
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Materiaux(2,1,7)=0.025+rand*(0.04-0.025); % Solid loss factor - 

rectangular distribution 
Materiaux(2,1,3)=(3+rand*(4-3))*10^9*(1+1i*Materiaux(2,1,7)); % Young 

modulus [Pa] - rectangular distribution 

  
% 2.2 OSB: 
Materiaux(2,2,1)=0; % Solid mass volume 
Materiaux(2,2,4)=0; % Nu 
Materiaux(2,2,7)=0; % Solid Loss factor 

  
%% 3 - Porous 

  
% 3.1 Glasswool 
Materiaux(3,1,1)=130; % Solid mass volume - Atalla 
Materiaux(3,1,2)=1.025; % Fluid mass volume  
Materiaux(3,1,3)=0; % Young modulus 
Materiaux(3,1,4)=0; % Nu - Atalla 
Materiaux(3,1,5)=220*(1+1j*0.1); % Shear Modulus - Atalla 
Materiaux(3,1,6)=0; % Fluid loss factor 
Materiaux(3,1,8)=1.06; % Tortuosity - Atalla 
Materiaux(3,1,9)=40000; % Resistivity - Atalla 
Materiaux(3,1,10)=0.94; % Porosity - Atalla 
Materiaux(3,1,11)=170*10^(-6); % Viscosity - Atalla 
Materiaux(3,1,12)=500*10^(-6); % Thermal Coeff - Atalla 

  
end 

 

 

Script “Tiers_Octave”: 
 
function R_Tiers=Tiers_Octave(f_bande_fine,STL_bande_fine) 

  
%% Transformation to 1/3rd octave: 
% Definition of the central frequencies:  
i50=1;i63=1;i80=1;i100=1;i125=1;i160=1;i200=1;i250=1;i315=1;i400=1;i500=1

;i630=1;i800=1;i1000=1;i1250=1;i1600=1;i2000=1;i2500=1;i3150=1;i4000=1;i5

000=1; 

  
%% Grouping in matrices 
% Repartition in the different 1/3rd octave 

  
R50_Extrac=0;R63_Extrac=0;R80_Extrac=0;R100_Extrac=0;R125_Extrac=0;R160_E

xtrac=0;R200_Extrac=0;R250_Extrac=0;R315_Extrac=0;R400_Extrac=0; 
R500_Extrac=0;R630_Extrac=0;R800_Extrac=0;R1000_Extrac=0;R1250_Extrac=0;R

1600_Extrac=0;R2000_Extrac=0;R2500_Extrac=0;R3150_Extrac=0;R4000_Extrac=0

; 
R5000_Extrac=0; 
for i=1:size(f_bande_fine,2) 
    % Up and down values for the 1/3rd octave band centered around 50 Hz 
    if f_bande_fine(i)>(50/(sqrt(2^((1/3))))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(50*(sqrt(2^((1/3))))) % Up and down values 
        R50_Extrac(1,i50)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R50_Extrac(2,i50)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i50=i50+1; 
        % Same for 63 Hz, etc. 
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    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(63/(sqrt(2^((1/3))))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(63*(sqrt(2^((1/3))))) 
        R63_Extrac(1,i63)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R63_Extrac(2,i63)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i63=i63+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(80/(sqrt(2^((1/3))))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(80*(sqrt(2^((1/3))))) 
        R80_Extrac(1,i80)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R80_Extrac(2,i80)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i80=i80+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(100/(sqrt(2^((1/3))))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(100*(sqrt(2^((1/3))))) 
        R100_Extrac(1,i100)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R100_Extrac(2,i100)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i100=i100+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(125/(sqrt(2^((1/3))))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(125*(sqrt(2^((1/3))))) 
        R125_Extrac(1,i125)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R125_Extrac(2,i125)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i125=i125+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(160/(sqrt(2^((1/3))))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(160*(sqrt(2^((1/3))))) 
        R160_Extrac(1,i160)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R160_Extrac(2,i160)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i160=i160+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(200/(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(200*(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) 
        R200_Extrac(1,i200)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R200_Extrac(2,i200)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i200=i200+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(250/(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(250*(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) 
        R250_Extrac(1,i250)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R250_Extrac(2,i250)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i250=i250+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(315/(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(315*(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) 
        R315_Extrac(1,i315)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R315_Extrac(2,i315)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i315=i315+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(400/(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(400*(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) 
        R400_Extrac(1,i400)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R400_Extrac(2,i400)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i400=i400+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(500/(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(500*(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) 
        R500_Extrac(1,i500)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R500_Extrac(2,i500)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i500=i500+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(630/(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(630*(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) 
        R630_Extrac(1,i630)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R630_Extrac(2,i630)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i630=i630+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(800/(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(800*(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) 
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        R800_Extrac(1,i800)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R800_Extrac(2,i800)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i800=i800+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(1000/(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(1000*(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) 
        R1000_Extrac(1,i1000)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R1000_Extrac(2,i1000)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i1000=i1000+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(1250/(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(1250*(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) 
        R1250_Extrac(1,i1250)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R1250_Extrac(2,i1250)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i1250=i1250+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(1600/(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(1600*(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) 
        R1600_Extrac(1,i1600)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R1600_Extrac(2,i1600)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i1600=i1600+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(2000/(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(2000*(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) 
        R2000_Extrac(1,i2000)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R2000_Extrac(2,i2000)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i2000=i2000+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(2500/(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(2500*(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) 
        R2500_Extrac(1,i2500)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R2500_Extrac(2,i2500)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i2500=i2500+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(3150/(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(3150*(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) 
        R3150_Extrac(1,i3150)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R3150_Extrac(2,i3150)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i3150=i3150+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(4000/(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(4000*(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) 
        R4000_Extrac(1,i4000)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R4000_Extrac(2,i4000)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i4000=i4000+1; 
    elseif f_bande_fine(i)>(5000/(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) && 

f_bande_fine(i)<(5000*(sqrt(2^(1/3)))) 
        R5000_Extrac(1,i5000)=STL_bande_fine(i); 
        R5000_Extrac(2,i5000)=f_bande_fine(i); 
        i5000=i5000+1; 
    end 
end 

  
Valeur_tot_bandes=i50+i63+i80+i100+i125+i160+i200+i250+i315+i400+i500+i63

0+i800+i1000+i1250+i1600+i2000+i2500+i3150+i4000+i5000-21; % Somme des 

nombres de valeurs dans les bandes - les 21 incréments 

  
%% -- Calculation of the 1/3rd octaves: 
% - Value at 50 Hz 
if R50_Extrac(1,1)~=0 
To50=10.^(1/10.*R50_Extrac(1,:)); 
R50=10*log10(sum(To50)/(i50-1)); 
else 
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    R50=0; 
end 

  
% - Value at 63 Hz 
if R63_Extrac(1,1)~=0 
To63=10.^(1/10.*R63_Extrac(1,:)); 
R63=10*log10(sum(To63)/(i63-1)); 
else 
   R63=0;  
end 

  
% - Value at 80 Hz 
if R80_Extrac(1,1)~=0 
To80=10.^(1/10.*R80_Extrac(1,:)); 
R80=10*log10(sum(To80)/(i80-1)); 
else 
    R80=0; 
end 

  
% - Value at 100 Hz 
if R100_Extrac(1,1)~=0 
To100=10.^(1/10.*R100_Extrac(1,:)); 
R100=10*log10(sum(To100)/(i100-1)); 
else 
    R100=0; 
end 

  
% - Value at 125 Hz 
if R125_Extrac(1,1)~=0 
To125=10.^(1/10.*R125_Extrac(1,:)); 
R125=10*log10(sum(To125)/(i125-1)); 
else 
    R125=0; 
end 

  
% - Value at 160 Hz 
if R160_Extrac(1,1)~=0 
To160=10.^(1/10.*R160_Extrac(1,:)); 
R160=10*log10(sum(To160)/(i160-1)); 
else 
    R160=0; 
end 

  
% - Value at 200 Hz 
To200=10.^(1/10.*R200_Extrac(1,:)); 
R200=10*log10(sum(To200)/(i200-1)); 

  
% - Value at 250 Hz 
To250=10.^(1/10.*R250_Extrac(1,:)); 
R250=10*log10(sum(To250)/(i250-1)); 

  
% - Value at 315 Hz 
To315=10.^(1/10.*R315_Extrac(1,:)); 
R315=10*log10(sum(To315)/(i315-1)); 
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% - Value at 400 Hz 
To400=10.^(1/10.*R400_Extrac(1,:)); 
R400=10*log10(sum(To400)/(i400-1)); 

  
% - Value at 500 Hz 
To500=10.^(1/10.*R500_Extrac(1,:)); 
R500=10*log10(sum(To500)/(i500-1)); 

  
% - Value at 630 Hz 
To630=10.^(1/10.*R630_Extrac(1,:)); 
R630=10*log10(sum(To630)/(i630-1)); 

  
% - Value at 800 Hz 
To800=10.^(1/10.*R800_Extrac(1,:)); 
R800=10*log10(sum(To800)/(i800-1)); 

  
% - Value at 1000 Hz 
To1000=10.^(1/10.*R1000_Extrac(1,:)); 
R1000=10*log10(sum(To1000)/(i1000-1)); 

  
% - Value at 1250 Hz 
To1250=10.^(1/10.*R1250_Extrac(1,:)); 
R1250=10*log10(sum(To1250)/(i1250-1)); 

  
% - Value at 1600 Hz 
To1600=10.^(1/10.*R1600_Extrac(1,:)); 
R1600=10*log10(sum(To1600)/(i1600-1)); 

  
% - Value at 2000 Hz 
To2000=10.^(1/10.*R2000_Extrac(1,:)); 
R2000=10*log10(sum(To2000)/(i2000-1)); 

  
% - Value at 2500 Hz 
To2500=10.^(1/10.*R2500_Extrac(1,:)); 
R2500=10*log10(sum(To2500)/(i2500-1)); 

  
% - Value at 3150 Hz 
To3150=10.^(1/10.*R3150_Extrac(1,:)); 
R3150=10*log10(sum(To3150)/(i3150-1)); 

  
% - Value at 4000 Hz 
if R4000_Extrac(1,1)~=0 
To4000=10.^(1/10.*R4000_Extrac(1,:)); 
R4000=10*log10(sum(To4000)/(i4000-1)); 
else 
    R4000=0; 
end 

  
% - Value at 5000 Hz 
if R5000_Extrac(1,1)~=0 
To5000=10.^(1/10.*R5000_Extrac(1,:)); 
R5000=10*log10(sum(To5000)/(i5000-1)); 
else 
    R5000=0; 
end 
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clear i50 i63 i80 i100 i125 i160 i200 i250 i315 i400 i500 i630 i800 i1000 

i1250 i1600 i2000 i2500 i3150 i4000 i5000 

  
R_Tiers=[R50 R63 R80 R100 R125 R160 R200 R250 R315 R400 R500 R630 R800 

R1000 R1250 R1600 R2000 R2500 R3150 R4000 R5000]; 
end 

 

 

 


